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No. 8.

The Music Teachers’ National Association
f

^ TWENTY-EIGHTH
THE dominating figures in the M. T. N. A. for
several years past have been men from leading insti¬
tutions of higher education, such as Columbia, Michi¬
gan, Wisconsin and Northwestern Universities, Vassar, Smith, Wellesley and other colleges; men whose
positions bring them in close touch with the most suc¬
cessful educational methods of the present. The Asso¬
ciation at its present meeting has wisely concluded to
allow these members more time in which to worts out
their plans, and to formulate methods by which to
place music on an equal plane with other subjects in
a curriculum for college nud university study. The
central thought of the meeting and of all the members
present was, undoubtedly, true education in music.
General Report.
The Twenty-eighth Annual Convention of the Music
Teachers’ National Association opened June 20, 1006,
•t Oberlin, Ohio, with
a reception at Talcott
Hall, one of the build¬
ings belonging
to
Oberlin
College,
where the sessions
were held. It was
an auspicious affair, a
large delegation of
musicians from vari¬
ous parts of the
country being present,
*s well as a large
number of the faculty
connected with the
Oberlin Conservatory
of Music. The evening
was delightfully spent,
old friendships being
renewed and new ac¬
quaintances being
made, the social quali¬
ties that distinguish
members of the musif* *1 profession show•ug up cleverly.
The regular session
" the Convention was
begun Wednesday, at
r° a- «., President
Waldo S. Pratt, of
artford, Conn..
in the chair.
President Henry C.
Kl°S. of Oberlin Col7**’ d”1 i*ered an aduress of welcome. He
j®Phasized the benefits to he derived from music
build V <0 *,K Ameri™n people; for he argued tlu
wl*\UP the aesthetic side of our natures, and g
He ds n°W m08t nee<*e'i in our national life, rr\
added that music teachps, in the sphere of val
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the importance of the interpretation of life in its
ethical meaning against process anil cold facts.
President King stated that music had been one of
the most wholesome influences in the whole course of
study in Oberlin, and he pleaded for a wider recognition
of music as a branch in colleges. "Let it, however,
not become a grind,but something which will make the
world happier and better.” President Pratt responded
with a few well chosen words after which the first

paper, “Musical Associations in Europe,” was given
by O. G. Sonneck. of the Library of Congress. Wash¬
ington, D. C. That the Association had l>een brought
to-etber for work as well as recreation and mental re¬
freshment was made evident at the first business meet¬

ing, whch was held at 11.30. and brought the members
to a realization that the policy of the Association is
an educational one, and to he conducted along the
lines already mapped out by President Pratt; a policy
to which all members should, in one way or another,
contribute. Several committees were appointed to pre¬
pare and submit to the Asaociation certain matters of
business, after which an informal statement by the
Treasurer, Mr. Walter Spry, of Chicago, showed the
Association in good financial condition.
Much interest was matdfested In the report of the
committee appointed to draft a new constitution, of
which Mr. Coivin It. Cady wus chairman. It was
finally decided to defer the discussion of the various
articles of the constitution until the next business
session, on Thursday morning, the afternoon and even¬
ing sessions being devoted to educational and musical
matters.
As was to he expected the session on Thursday was
a lively and interesting one, the discussion of certain
proposed changes in
the constitution being
the order of the day.
One proposition sub¬
mitted was that the
name of the organiza¬
tion should be changed
to The National Asso¬
ciation of Music Teach¬
ers.
Another was that
any person actively in¬
terested in music upon
approval by the Exec¬
utive Committee may
become an annual mem¬
ber of the Association
by the payment of
three dollars annually.
Both of these recom¬
mendations were adopt¬
ed, yet a change of
feeling became evident
later, for at the busi¬
ness meeting on Fri¬
day a motion to recon¬
sider action relative to
change of name of or¬
ganization was made
and carried, so that
the name of the Asso¬
ciation, familiar fot
more than a quarter
of a century, was re¬
tained. A strong feel¬
ing was manifest that
a change in executive
personnel was not desirable, and that the present
officers should have a reasonable time in which to
work out their plans. President Pratt and his asso¬
ciates are to be congratulated that they should thus
impress their views on the members. The members
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of the Executive Committee for next year, elected by
the Association, are:
For three years: Waldo S. Pratt, C. W. Morrison,
.Arthur Foote.
For two years: A. A. Stanley, Walter Spry, A. L.
Manchester.
For .one year: C. H. Farnsworth, C. B. Cady, R. L.
Baldwin.
Another decision reached was to discharge all Stand¬
ing Committees and to place all business interests in
the hands of the Executive Committee.
At this session the question of meeting place for
next year was taken up and it was decided that the
iinvitation of Columbia University, New York City,
ibe accepted.
A resolution was presented and adopted that the
^Executive Committee appoint a committee upon
“Music Study in Schools and Collegesthis com¬
mittee should devote itself to the study of the prob¬
lem of unification, to initiate efforts towards the rais¬
ing of standards, and the establishment of new work,
and in particular to co-operate with the E. E. M. C.
and New England Educational League, the National
Educational Association and other similar bodies, in
their efforts in the field of music education.
It was decided that the proceedings of the Conven¬
tion should he published, including the papers read
*befure the Association, and supplied to members at
'the (following rates: $1.00 class, $1.50; $2.00 class,
-50 cents ; 'SS.'Ori class, nothing.
The 'keen intellect and forceful character of Presi¬
dent Pratt dominated the Convention, and showed
■clearly the mission of the Association to be one of
helpfulness to all bodies or organizations of education¬
al character which affect the national music life.
Societies of research, public school music and the
like, should mot only be discussed but helped in a
practical -way- There is no doubt that the Music
Teachers’ National Association has found at least its
(proper (mission and will henceforth be a powerful inifluenee (towards the elevation of musical art in
.America. The personnel of its officers and members
•comprises some of the greatest educators of this
country.
The festival feature, which so long dominated
the Conventions and was misused by ambitious per¬
formers. has been done away with; and a saner, more
healthful and in every way more desirable policy
of interesting each other along broader lines of music
education has been adopted.
Those who attended this year’s Convention at Ober¬
lin, could not help but fee! a broader sympathy with
a deeper sense of duty towards, and a greater respect
for, his fellow-musician. There is no doubt that
America is the musical nation of the near future, and
the M. T. N. A. (thank Cod we can still use these
initials) will be a wonderful agency towards the ac¬
complishment of this much desired position.

EDUCATIONAL REPORT.
BY (S. J. COREY.
A FEW years ago those most interested in directing
the affairs of the Music T eachers’ National Associa¬
tion saw with apprehension that the safety of its
existence was threatened. It looked as if it might be
supplanted by a rival institution, or rather series of
institutions—the various State Music Teachers’ Asso¬
ciations. Few musicians could afford the time and
money to attend two meetings planned along pre¬
cisely similar hues, and often separated by vast dis¬
tances. Hence, as the State Associations flourished
the National began to languish. Some said, “The
National has fulfilled its purpose, let it end.” But
others said, “No, it has accomplished a good work in
one direction, let it live and perform equally valuable
service along other lines.”
Accordingly, when President Henry C. King, of
Oberlin 1 Allege, cordially welcomed the musicians in
attendance at the twenty-eighth annual meeting it
was a comparatively small body, composed of many
of the leading educators in music of the country, that
beard him. Their purpose in gathering together was
not to listen to a series of concerts, but to discuss
problems concerning the raising of the standard of
musical education, and through this to reach out to a
more general appreciation of music among the people.
The festival idea has been outgrown and in its place
is tte endeavoi to influence the minds of educators
generally to a higher respect for the musical profes¬
sion, and the musical art as an educational force in
modem civilization.
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Following Prof. King’s address. Prof. A. A.
Stanley, of the University of Michigan, gave a very
interesting and instructive talk on "A Seventeenth
Century Opera,” especially from an antiquarian point
of view, and illustrated with stereopticon views.
A most exhaustive and able paper, one most sugges¬
tive and calculated to stimulate the educational aims
of the Association by showing what was being done
along similar lines in other countries, was that of Mr.
O. G. Sonneck, of the Library of Congress, Washing¬
ton, D. C., on “European Musical Associations.” He
divided these into four classes—Performing, Pedagogi¬
cal, Protective and Learned. The first three he passed
lightly over, as representing nothing new to the
American musician. Of the fourth class there is no
type in America, unless, perhaps, the M.T.N.A.may
resolve itself into a society of such a nature. Of this
fourth class he found five sub-classes: (1) those devot¬
ing themselves to a single topic, (2) those devoted to a
single master, (3) to a country, particularly along the
line of antiquarian research, (4) to a period, as the
Plain Song and Mediaeval societies, and (5) those de¬
voted to the study of general topics. Mr. Sonneck
considered these various societies and their work in
great detail, and showed what an extensive and pio¬
neer field was open to the M. T. N. A., and what a
powerful educational force it might become. He call-

Pbesident Waldo S. Pratt.
ed particular attention to the inadequacy and incom¬
pleteness of our knowledge of the history of music in
America, and the consequent opportunity for research.
The subject for the first day’s discussion was “The
Study of Music in the College.” It was opened by
Prof. H. D. Sleeper, of Smith College. Dir. Sleeper's
paper was based upon replies received to questions
sent to the colleges of the country which were known
to be doing work in music. The speaker said
there were four types of college work in music, 1st,
that putting the principal emphasis upon composition;
2d, upon performance; 3d, appreciative and cul¬
tural work. He found good in all of these, but con¬
sidered a fourth type as the ideal, in which all of these
lines of work had each its proper place—the “Edu¬
cational” type, in the fullest sense of the word. The
speaker also produced many arguments in favor of
colleges giving credits for practical work in music,
and gave a list of institutions already doing the same.
In conclusion he strongly urged that the DI. T. N. A.
increase its efforts toward the unification of the study
of music in schools and colleges. Prof. A. A. Stanley
followed with some strong arguments in substanti¬
ation of Mr. Sleeper’s contention for credits. Prof.
Abram Ray Tyler of Beloit College, Wis„ was the
third speaker. He outlined a four years’ course which
included Elementary DIusic. Harmony, Form .Es¬
thetics and History. He most strongly discouraged
even the spirit of specialism during college days, but
laid stress on the need of liberally cultured inon to
stand alongside of those in other professions. He
claimed that the motor faculties cquld be mastered
after the college course, as well by the musician as
by the surgeon, if his undergraduate days had been

as broadly liberal. The question of technic, he main¬
tained, was purely one of correlation, which could
be . accomplished much more effectively after a man
knew something of music per se.
The educational subject for the second day’s dis¬
cussion, was—“Music in the Secondary Schools.” p
was opened by Leonard B. DIcWhood, of Columbia
University, with a paper on “The College and the
Secondary School.” In beginning he outlined the
various aims of schools, and laid great stress upon
the importance of aesthetic teaching, and the farreaching character of the results of music education
in the secondary schools, how it tended to the better¬
ment of the race and improvement of the art standard.
He made a strong plea for the correlation of the work
of the colleges and schools, that all might become an
adequate preparation for the collegiate entrance ex¬
aminations as formulated by the New England Educa¬
tional League. Conditions unfavorable to this he
found were twofold; from within, in the general
atmosphere of distrust and suspicion found among
college professors and authorities, and which was but
slowly breaking down from without, in the inade¬
quately prepared students that came from the average
teacher, many of them coming from isolated sections
with minds undeveloped along all lines. But in the
eventual prevalence of music education in all schools,
Mr. DIcWhood foresaw the gradual inoculation of the
entire public, or race, with a high standard of music
appreciation.
In the paper of DIr. Ralph S. Baldwin, on “Credits
for Individual Study of Applied Branches,” the most
important new point brought out was the fact that
the study of music practically ceases in the elementary
schools, a fact which he deprecated greatly, maintain¬
ing that the study should continue throughout the
High School course, where now only choruses receive
a certain amount of practice. Professor Geo. C.
Gow followed with a talk on “Unification in the
Educational System from the Standpoint of the M.
T. N. A.” He made an urgent plea for loyalty to
the M. T. N. A. and. its work, and the upbuilding of
an organization of thinking men and women that
would command universal respect, an association so
strong and influential that all artists will be glad to do
for it whatever artistic service may be asked. He
urged that the Association make a specialty of en¬
couraging and stimulating (1) research work, (2)
school and college work, and (3) performance.
The subject of the afternoon session was “The
Beautiful iu DIusic,” which was first treated by Prof.
Theodore de Laguna, of the University of Dlichigan.
He held the attention of his audience for over an
hour, by a most exhaustive and keenly analytical treat¬
ment of the subject from a physical and psychological
point of view. He did not take up the metaphysical
side of the question, but treated in considerable detail
the origin and formation of the musical scales, the
nature of tonality, the functions of rhythm, melody
and harmony, their interdependence and their correla¬
tion with their cognate expression in the other arts,
poetry in particular and their unification as an ex¬
pression of the beautiful. Prof, de Laguna advanced
some ideas on the equally tempered scale, which
occasioned a great deal of after discussion and differ¬
ence of opinion.
N. J. Corey, of Detroit, followed with a paper in
which he reviewed the too prevalent opinion of P3U
chologists in regard to the attitude of mind in the
apprehension of beauty, making it a condition of
passive receptivity. He then showed that there bad
been a complete readjustment of view during the past
quarter century, the true attitude being an active
arousing of the imagination, one iu which the specta¬
tor or listener must feel something of the enthusiasm
of the mind that originally created the work of artHe advanced the opinion that the art of music was
responsible for this change of view, psychologists fin '
ing the current theories inadequate for explaining the
observed effects of music upon the human spirit.
Following this was a “Round Table” on the •'Cur'
riculura of Piano Study.” Prof. August Geiger. 0
Gainsville, Ga., was unable to be present, hut his IS
of compositions, prepared as a suggestion towards
ultimate curriculum, was read by Dliss Kate S- c 1
tenden, of New York. After some interesting com
ments, offered by DIr. Walter S. Spry, of ChicagCj
Dfiss Chittenden then presented a series of ten
j
lists of classical compositions. The discussion
followed proved of so much moment and varied >”
est, that the session was adjourned to be continu
on the following morning.
^
The Friday morning session opened with ®

jon on “Tl>e Conservatory of DIusic, its Aims and
Possibilities. ' The first paper was by DIr. Frank
Damrosch, of the Institute of DIusical Art, New York
City He took the ground that unless the conserva¬
tories of the United States are given a higher aim,
their future is endangered; that they are at present
so penetrated with the spirit of commercialism, pupils
being permitted to enter and graduate regardless of
scholarship or ability, that public confidence iu them
will materially diminish as a higher knowledge of
music becomes more universal. The speaker gave his
idea of what a musical education should be, and drew
the conclusion- that in order to produce the best results
the American conservatory must be modeled on the
college as a type; that while in the European con¬
servatories the sole aim seemed to be in the direction
of specialism, or the production of virtuoso players,
the American school should aim to give a thorough,
all-around musical education, that thus the standard of
musical scholarship and appreciation might be raised
among students and their influence pass on to the
masses, thus helping to “leaven the whole lump.”
Prof. Willard Kimball, of the University of Ne¬
braska, very forcibly emphasized the general trend of
Mr. Damrosch’s ideas, giving in detail the aims of a
school of music, and the constituent elements of a
broad musical education such as it should inculcate.
He noted four kinds of conservatory, (1) independent
and unendowed, (2) independent and endowed, (3)
affiliated schools, that is, with a college or university,
and (4) those maintained by a university, showing
the advantages of each for carrying on the work.
Prof. P. C. Lutkin, of the Northwestern University,
Evanston, Ill., followed with an interesting talk on
his personal experiences in building up the musical
department of that institution.
Thomas W. Surette being unable to be present, his
paper on “Culture Courses,” was read by DIr. Gow.
It contained many suggestions toward courses for
liberal musical study.
One of the ablest and most notable papers of the
entire convention was that of Prof. Edward Dickinson,
of Oberlin Conservatory, on “Teaching Music His¬
tory.” He noted the difficulties encountered in en¬
deavoring to carry on- such work under all sorts of
favorable and unfavorable conditions, and how it had
grown during the past quarter century. He gave
many useful hints on the use and abuse of text-books,
and showed how the pupil must be made to feel that
the right understanding of music history touches his
own life, and therefore helps to broaden him in his
own career. The study of history of music should
be a liberalizing process, as well as promoting an
interest in and appreciation of music. Mr. Dickin¬
son closed his able paper with a consideration of
historic us. (esthetic values as applied to music.
All things considered the meeting was a most im¬
portant one. It is doubtful if so able a series of
papers on questions of musical education were ever
before brought together in the United States. The
series, when published, will be invaluable to the think¬
ing musical educator and teacher. The same may be
procured for the small sum of $1.50, and those anx¬
ious to be put in touch with advanced thought along
these lines cannot afford to miss the opportunity of
procuring a copy. The meeting was a vast stimulus
to those present, and doubtless exercised more influence
than any previous one in welding together the edu¬
cated musical sentiment, and establishing the nucleus
°f a permanent musical body, which shall be devoted
to the advancement of educational interests along the
broadest musical lines. Even if no more than the
present nucleus hold together, it will constitute a body
that must command international respect, afld exercise
an influence that will surely make itself felt in shap¬
ing the musical ideals and aims of the various educa¬
tional institutions of the country, as well as modifying
those of many private teachers.

RANDOM NOTES.
BY J. S. VAN CLEVE.
It has been impossible for me to attend a session of
the DI. T. N. A. since the year 1902; therefore my
unpressiou of the Association and its doings naturally
come into comparison with my recollections of the
toeetings of five, ten and more years back, when I
attended a number of the conventions,
frvv
b€en aPP°inted delegate from my own State
(Ohio) association, I felt it incumbent upon me to
'uentify myself with the business proceedings of the
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body in order to get fully in touch with the present
plans and policy for the future as now shaping.
The distinctive feature of this meeting, its granite
corner-stone and its insistent keynote was the idea
of musical pedagogy in the higher regions of that
cult. There was a remarkable absence of detailed
discussion of the usual topics, such as the Voice and
its uses, the Piano and its technical evolution, the
way of getting at choral work in the Public Schools,
or the rudimentary aspects of DIusical Theory. All
these are good and are doubtless germane to the
deliberations of such a body. On this occasion in
addition there was a vast deal of broad, deep, earnest
debate as to the value of music as a mental discipline,
the need of musical appreciation among the listening
throngs of our public, and a wider knowledge of the
art as an art, as a great and marvelous domain of
the human spirit.
I heard all these papers, every one serious and
suggestive, while some were positively learned with,
I am free to confess, a swelling of the heart. Since
I was a young man I have, by word of mouth and by
the ceaseless activities of my pen, urged and advocated
just these doctrines; and to hear the same ideas as
the burden of a whole session of the most serious body
of musical educators in the land made me feel as if
I really lived in a world where thought was sure of
victory.
There are three possible complexions to give a music
teachers’ association, whether State or national.
First, there can be much music, many concerts,
thronged recitals, much exploitation of individual
executants or of conservatory faculties.
Second, there can be a large amount of Round
Table discussion and specialized debate upon partic¬
ular branches of the multiplex art of music.
Third, there can be a strong effort to enlarge tli6
operation and scope of good-fellowship and socia¬
bility.
For each of these types of convention a strong plea
can be made. The three of them have been illustrated
in the Ohio DIusic Teachers’ Association, and to some
extent, in former years, in the DI. T. N. A. as well;
but this time there was a remarkable absence of over¬
flowing rivers of recitalism, though there was a
goodly amount of music.
Some years ago a noted piano virtuoso who had
often appeared as recitalist before the DI. T. N. A.
said to me rather dubiously and with just a touch of
scorn when he arrived, “-Well, have they accomplished
anything?” As a reply is it not fair to say that if
many who came to criticise had worked with their
brethren instead of standing aloof the measure of
result would not have been so small?
The array of papers covered a vast field and they
were all of them rather long, so that much discussion
was precluded. This I am inclined to think is an
error, for even the finest thought grows wearisome if
too greatly prolonged, and the advantage of extempore
debate is that there is a crepitancy and sparkle of
words struck out from the hot iron of eager excited
mind by the hammer blows of debate which not
merely relieve weariness but not infrequently leave
impressions far more lasting than the colder though
more logical and compact statements which have been
formulated and committed to paper. An epigram or
a witticism, or a pat and apposite illustrative story
will burn itself into the memory and the convictions
ns a blazing meteorite will rush through the atmos¬
phere and bury itself in the earth. The burden of
all the debate and the outcry was; How shall we
make people (and in particular onr pupils) take music
as a great and noble discipline worthy a place beside
science, philosophy, or literature, and no longer trail
and dangle as a mere court dress or a decorative
pendant upon life.
. , ,
One essayist began by saying that his topic had
been discussed till he feared we were disgusted. Now
and again a bit of humor relieved the strain of ser¬
ious and earnest debate, as when one of the speakers
told of a learned colleague in the faculty of an eastern
college who said that he only knew two tunes and one
was “Pop goes the King,” and the other God save
the Weasel,” but he was not always sure which was
which During the stereopticon lecture of an opera
by Cesti the “Porno d’Oro” the electric machinery be¬
came so sympathetic that it supplied a prolonged
drone tenor on B Flat for the last half of the
exposition. The account given by DIr. Frank Dam¬
rosch of his examinations of students, some of whom
played the “Silvery Waves” insisting that it was
classic music, caused considerable mirth.
Another thing which drew my favorable attention

was the rapid, orderly, and effective way in which the
business of the occasion was despatched. President
Pratt gave constant evidence of perfect familiarity
with the rules and procedure of parliamentary usage
and the other debaters were equally versed, to all
appearances.
A new day dawning is before the M. T. N. A. I am
sure. Such a feeling was in the air, and as at dawn
you hear a thousand birds warble each his tiny snatch
of audible happiness in his own phrase so on all
sides one heard the opinion expressed that we were
assuredly gaining in that solid recognition, especially
in universities, which we all feci is our right. The
music was good, but not of the strictly sensational
and virtuoso character of former years. Dliss
Willard, a Chicago pianiste, did some work whicli
showed much facility, but was marred by a serious
lapse of memory. DIrs. Lilian French Read, of
Chicago, sang with a good, clear, ringing soprano
voice and a consistent method. DIr. Van Yorx, of
New York, gave a magnificent program of vocal music,
iu which he exhibited many of the requirements of
artistic singing in a high degree of perfection. His
enunciation was particularly good. The blind violin¬
ist, Mr. Edwin Grasse, charmed every one by his
purity of tone, his sincerity of sentiment and his
capable technic. Some admirable accompaniments
were supplied by Mrs. Adella Prentiss Hughes, of
Cleveland. The chief musical event of the session
was a grand concert of modern music by the faculty
of the Oberlin Conservatory. Here the entertainers
showed themsedves to be one and all earnest and
conscientious musicians. The fugue by Dlax Reger,
performed by Dr. Andrews, though proving that the
latter can play the organ, did not convince me that
Reger has anything to say worth saying. It was
dreary chromaticism built up and out to forms which
did not justify themselves by beauty. The duets of
DIr. and Mrs. Adams were highly enjoyed because the
two voices, while not especially great, were genuine
voices and of such a timbre as to blend well. The
performance of a part of DIcDowell’s D minor con¬
certo by Drr. Lindquist and DIrs. Sweet was excellent,
as was the rather empty though brilliant scherzo for
two pianos given by Professors W. T. Upton and W.
K. Breckenridge.
During those two and a half intense strenuous days,
though the thermometer was at all its vilest tricks,
and the thunder did just enough to tantalize us—and
it was said there was a bit of an earthquake—we were
so wound up to plain living and high thinking as to
become oblivious to all mundane or corporeal con¬
siderations, yet the hour of parting came, and some
to New York, some to Chicago, some to Cincinnati,
to South and West and the convention was dissolved
“as at the touch of an enchanter’s wand.” We felt
a great silence fall upon us not unmixed with sad¬
ness : but of a truth, we will not go back to run on
in our old channels, for there was a decided spirit of
optimistic effort pervading the entire Convention.

A FEW EXERCISES FOR THE SIGHT READ¬
ING CLASS.
BY R. T. WHITE.
1. Change notes written on leger lines above the
bass staff or below the treble staff to the proper
degrees on the treble or bass staff.
2. Play middle E with the middle finger of the right
hand. Then remove the eyes from the keyboard and
with the same finger play notes called for by the
teacher, thus G, second line, D, fifth line, A, second
space, G sharp, B flat, etc.
3. Strike a series of notes on the piano and tell
where it will be found on either or both staves, leger
lines or not; for example D, 1st added space below
treble staff, second added space above bass staff.
4. Play middle C and then very rapidly all the Cs
above. Then indicate where they would be written
on the staff. Do the same thing with Cs below
middle O. Other notes than C.
5. Close the eyes and find all the C sharps on the
piano by feeling for the gaps between the groups of
black notes, remembering that C sharp is at the left
of each group of two black notes. Similarly with
F sharp, B flat. The various white notes can be
found by observing their position relative to the
groups of black notes. This is a method for training
blind pianists. Their imagination is purely tactual,
and can never become truly visual. Children, if their
eyes are closed, can learn to form both tactual and
visual images.
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REMINISCENCES OF
CELEBRATED SINGERS

The Summer Home.
The Chateau de St. LCger is delightfully situated
on the edge of what in France must be considered an
extensive forest in the department of Oise, about four
miles from the quaint little city of Beauvais, noted
for its tapestries and for its cathedral. It is well
worth the two hours' journey from Paris to get a sight
of the magnificent choir which many consider the
finest in Europe.
To reach St. LGger from Beauvais, we either take
a voiture drawn by a horse whose most remarkable
quality is his power of resisting the persuasions of
the driver, who urges him on with strenuous language,
punctuated by a most active goad; or by a little rail¬
road, which lands us within gunshot of the chateau
at a lonely little station kept by a kind old lady who
cultivates beautiful roses and cheery smiles. Only the
red roof of the chateau is visible above the
tops of the trees, which surround it, senti¬
neled by one splendid Lombardy poplar which
towers majestically up into the rich, red gold
of the dying day.
Here in this quiet and restful retreat Sig¬
nor Giovanni Sbriglia, the eminent teacher
of singing, passes his summers, taking a few
pupils with him. Mme Sbriglia, bringing her
own servants from Paris, presides oxbi the
household with rare thoughtfulness and tact.
After the lessons for the day are over,
never later than half past four, master and
pupils stroll over across the fields or up the
big road into the forest, where the hilarious
ones may play mumblety peg on the mossy
ground under the fir trees, and the real
giddy ones decorate themselves as brigands
with stray burnt embers and improvise a
comic opera with tragic effect.
During these walks the Maestro often be¬
came reminiscent and harked back to the days
when he sang in the United States, both in
the old opera companies and in concerts.
The Training of Great Singers.
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whole to obtain perfect equality throughout from top
to bottom. It is the natural voice that is the beauti¬
ful voice.”
By this time we had reached the big road and
crossed the little stone bridge and were just entering
the vine-covered stone gateway that led past the
gardener's lodge. 1 turned to go over to the farm
where I was stopping.
“Tou mustn’t forget to tell me about your experi¬
ences in America sometime,” I said.
“Perhaps I will on Sunday; no lessons, you know,
and the day will be long,” was the reply.
Sbriglia’s Trip to America.
On Sunday morning the bell in the tower of the
little church of St. Leger called the early worshippers
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board, and as we were expected to sail on that boat
it seemed to our friends, who thought we were at the
bottom of the sea, almost like spirits rising from th*
“Meanwhile, between the time of the collecting of
the company in Italy and our arrival in New York
a revolution had broken out in Mexico and the theatre
was closed. Max Maretzek told me about it and gave
me an engagement with his company. I made mj
d<5but on 14th St. in “Lucia,” with Gazia as “Lucia.”
The same season 1 sang in New York at the operatic
ddbut of Patti.
“After that season I went to Havana for three or
four consecutive seasons and then for one season I
went to Mexico, the revolution having been settled.
From Mexico I went to California, where we pro¬
duced, among other things, Meyerbeer’s ‘Prophbte'
with a ballet from Europe and -with costumes and
scenery of unusual magnificence. We also sang the
repertoire of the lighter works, ‘Sonnambula,’ ‘Traviata.’ etc. I afterwards arranged a company for
California myself, to open the Academy of Music in
Montgomery St., San Francisco. The theatre was
managed by a rich gambler named Maguire—a man
of wealth and influence—although a gambler.”
Adventures in Mexico.
“You would find traveling in America very
different now,” I remarked. “I imagine it
was none too comfortable then.”
“Indeed, it was not, but, nevertheless, we
had happy times and many amusing episodes.
When we went to Mexico we went to Yera
Cruz by boat. From there to the City of
Mexico we went by diligence, taking five
days for the trip. During the third day’s
journey we were waylaid by brigands and
robbed of every cent we possessed. When I
reached the City of Mexico I owned just the
clothes I had on and nothing more. I re¬
member very distinctly the chief of the
brigands. He was a tall, fine looking man,
beautifully dressed and treated us in a most
courtly manner, assuring us that he was not
a thief, but a gentleman, who simply relieved
people of unnecessary baggage—but he took
the money all the same. In both of my trips
to Mexico I was robbed by these gentlemanly
brigands.”
The Maestro resumed his cigarette and
was silent for a long time. It was evident
from his face that he was no longer living
in the present, but lingering in the shadow
of the past. One by one the great singers
of that day flitted before his memory and he
saw them and himself once more amid their
triumphs, hard won and well deserved, be¬
cause of their great knowledge of the lei
canto.

I shall not forget one day coming with
him across the fields over the brow of the hill,
and how beautiful the country looked in the
approaching twilight. I asked him who were
the well-known singers in Italy when he was
preparing for his career in opera.
“I was trained in Naples at the conserva¬
tory, under Emanuel Roxas and Bust!—the
latter of whom died only three years ago—in
About Certain Great Singers.
the strict old Italian school. When we went
to the opera, we heard the most perfect
The sun was beating down upon the
models, such as Malibran, Alboni, Fressolini,
chateau across the lawn and the trees
Tardolmi, Lablache, Cortesi, Mario, Rubini,
seemed to shrivel silently under its wGhertnr
etc. These great artists sang with the natu¬
rays. The Maestro moved his chair turtner
ral emission of the voice, acquired after long
Giovanni Sbbiglia at the Time He Visited the U. !
back into the shadow of the trees, lighted
study of the posing of the voice and a thor¬
another cigarette and awoke from his reverie.
ough course of solfeggi. Sometimes the masters kept
at six o’clock and again at ten thirty. The little
“Ah! but there were some fine singers in those
their pupils for two years on exercises for the voice
village is mostly street, but it is rather picturesque,
days,” he mused. “There was Gazaniga, dramatic
and solfeggi. Then they commenced the study of the
with its red tiled roofs behind the high stone walls.
soprano; Gazia, lyric soprano; Adelaide Philipssimple arias from the repertoire.”
The peasants in their Sunday gowns make their way
contralto; D’Angri, contralto; Berthoud, who was
‘‘Did these old masters use the nasal exercises
to church and gossip with each other about the news
Maretzek's wife; Amodio, a baritone with a magnifi
which are so popular at present?” I asked.
of the day. In the little park back of the chateau
cent voice; Brignoli, tenor; Madam Parodi, dramatic
‘‘No, they were never a part of the old school of
I found the Maestro taking his morning smoke and
soprano; Susini, bass; Madam La Borde, lyric so¬
singing. I have used them for certain special pur¬
reading the Figaro. I drew one of the big wicker chairs
prano: Madam Colson, soprano; Steffani, tenor.
pose" with certain pupils, but they should be used
into the shade near him and reminded him of his
Mazzoleni, tenor, and many others. Then there was
with great care and caution, for they are often
promise to tell me some of his experiences in America.
Carlotta Patti, who had a most exquisite voice ex
harmful and misleading. The .object these old masters
“I was engaged at Florence,” he began, “by Servatending to A in alt. It was even a better voice
tried to attain was the natural flow of the voice
dio, for an opera season in Mexico to sing the princi¬
than Adelina’s. Unfortunately, Carlotta bad one leg
sustained by the chest, the correct classification of
pal tenor rMes. Both Nanni and Madam D’Angri
shorter than the other, and limped painfully w en
the voice and then nothing artificial about its emis¬
were to lie in the company. I came up to Paris and
she walked. Of course, with this deformity it
sion.”
then to Havre to set sail for New York. We were
impossible for her to sing on the operatic stage. T >»
“And did these old singers have power of voice?”
expected to sail on the steamer Austria, but by
was such a great disappointment to her and her fami 1
I asked. “Many people have the idea that their
some mischance our berths were not engaged for us,
that an Italian doctor in New York by the name 0
voices were beautiful but rather small.”
and our place on the steamer had been taken. For¬
Cecherini arranged some kind of a contrivance tha
“On the contrary,” was the reply; “many of them
tunately, the North Star was to sail a few days later
strapped to her knee and which enabled her to wa
gained great power, as. for example, Tamberlik, Mirati
and we immediately engaged passage. We arrived
without limping. Carlotta tried it in private wi
and Gnilini. Of course, there were light lyric tenors
safely in New York, and some of our friends embraced
success, and believed she could appear on the stageand the dramatic tenors also. But all the great
us with tears rolling down their cheeks. When we
It was arranged that she should appear in “Sonn, (j
masters trained the voices as a whole. Registers
inquired the cause of this unusual demonstration, we
hula” and she got through two acts, but at the en ^
exist in nature, but the voices must be treated as a
learned that the Austria had gone down with all on
the second act she fainted in my arms. The strai

had been too great for her nerves, and she had to give
up her hope of singing in opera. It was a great pity,
for her voice was beautiful.
“Another excellent singer was Errani, the tenor.
His voice was not large, but very good and he after¬
ward became an excellent singing teacher in New
i0“Still another that I remember was Stiegel, who
sang the tenor r61e in the ‘Jewess’ splendidly.
Ardavani, the baritone, had a very fine voice and the
two Barillis were good singers.”
Singers’ Habits.
“Tell me something about the personality and habits
of some of the singers,” I asked.
“That reminds me of Steffani,”he laughed. “Steffani
had a dramatic tenor voice of great power and beauty.
Every night when he sang at the opera he drank two
or three bottles of Bordeaux wine during the perform¬
ance. Every time he came off the stage and between
the acts he made straight for his bottle, so that
frequently at the end of the opera he was quite drunk.
“Mario, the tenor, had a most charming voice, not
large but of most beautiful quality and he sang with
great style and finish. Such airs as ‘Spirito Gentil’
from ‘Favorita’ he sang exquisitely, and people often
flocked to the theatre just in time to hear him
sing this one song. He used to sing it ‘piano’
with an exquisite quality of voice. He was such
an inveterate smoker that he had a cigar in his
teeth the last moment before he went on the
stage and every moment between the acts. As
for me,” he added, “I smoked very little, and on
the days I sang I dined about three o’clock and
never drank anything at the theatre except oc¬
casionally some weak coffee, when my throat
felt dry; but I almost always swallowed a
couple of raw eggs between the acts and found
them very beneficial.”
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meant financial ruin to him. ‘I will pay you a thou¬
sand dollars if you will come and sing the rest of
the opera,” he said. So I went to the dressing room
and put on the costume and sang the rest of the
opera. But, I have never received the thousand
dollars. One time I saved Uhlman in the same way.
Brignoli broke down in the opera and was unable to
go on. Uhlman gave me six hundred dollars to finish
the opera. That was a very large sum for those
days, and I actually got the money.
The Old Style of Singing.
“Ah! those were indeed great days, for the art of
singing, for nearly all the artists were trained in the
good old school. But it was a poor business, for we
had to sing for months sometimes to make what can
now be made in one night. In those days there were
more good singers, and it was a lesson to students
to attend the theatre and hear the artists sing, for
they sang the legato style, which was the glory of
the lei canto. This was true partly because the
music they sang was of a kind that had to be sung
and not declaimed, the music of Mozart, Rossini, Doni¬
zetti, Cimarosa and Bellini. But with the advent of
the music of Verdi and WagneT it was no longer
necessary to sing, and the artists simply had to declaim

A Unique Performance of “Martha.”
“Do you remember singing in Boston,” I
asked.
“Oh, yes, and I remember a very amusing
performance of ‘Martha’ that we gave there
once. Uhlman, the director, told us one day
that we would sing Martha the next night. We
all knew the opera, but I could only sing it in
Italian, La Borde could only sing it in French,
Philips sang her part in English, and Karl
Formes sang in German. But, strange to say,
it had great success.
“That reminds me of Formes.
He had
an extraordinary voice of such enormous
size that he never could control it properly and
often sang flat. His voice was never properly schooled
and he never sang his exercises to keep in good
form, and when he sang he became so interested
in his part that the emission of his voice
never occurred to him.
In the opera of ‘Mar¬
tha,’ Formes, who had an extraordinary breath
power, used to hold the low E at the end of the run
in the ‘Drinking Song,’ it seemed like five minutes,
while he went around among the chorus clinking
"lasses with the men and chucking the ladies under
the chin. The effect was irresistible.”
Sbriglia to the Rescue.
That afternoon I was sitting under the trees read¬
ing, when I saw Mons. Sbriglia approaching with a
merry Rmi]e on bis face. As he approached he
began—“Did I ever tell you how I saved Maretzek
one night? You see, I was a very useful tenor for
a manager, for I knew- nearly forty operas, and being
possessed of an exceptionally retentive memory, I
could sing nearly every one without a rehearsal. It
was so easy for me to learn an opera that I could
commit one to memory on a train.
“I arrived in New York for a season in Havana
one afternoon, and as I went up town to the house
where I usually stayed, I saw by the bills that Medora
and Mazzolini were to sing ‘II Trovatore’ that evening.
. "I was very anxious to hear this famous tenor
•n the part of Manrico, so after my dinner I went
oyer to the theatre and took my place in a box.
•lazzolini was in a very bad voice, and at the end of
‘he first act his voice failed him and it was evident
‘hat he could not go on. Maretzek had seen me in
‘he box and he came running in in great tribulation
and begged me to come and finish the opera and save
him from ruin. There was a theatre full of people
80(1 to turn them away and pay back the money

Sbbiglia's Chateau.
over the accompaniment of a large orchestra, so that
the beautiful effects,—the nuances of singing—which
were its chief beauty, were impossible for the singer.
The delicate action of the voice is just as necessary
for its beauty as for its preservation. Whoever can¬
not sing piano is not an artist. I remember very well
the great tenor Fraschini, one of the greatest artists
of his time. He had a glorious natural voice, which
he constantly forced. One night he went to the opera
and heard the tenor Basodonna sing ‘Spirito Gentii’
in ‘La Favorita.’ He was so captivated by the
singer’s beautiful quality of voice that he retired
from the stage for six months and practiced daily
on this one air, singing each phrase pianissimo on
the lips over and over again, the fior di labbri (the
flower of the lips). He then returned to the stage
nnd became one of the leading tenors in the world.”
“Ah!” he said, “I sometimes think the days of the
bel canto are over. People no longer have time to
study long enough to master this great and beautiful
art.” And the Maestro sauntered away shaking
his head.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF BACH TO MODERN
MUSIC.
A Gebman musical magazine. Die Musik. sent out to
a number of eminent musicians a letter asking answers
to the questions: “What is Johann Sebastian Bach
to me? And what is his significance for our time?”
We quote a few of the replies which reveal not only
the expected unanimity as regards the great Bach,
Imt afford interesting revelations of the individual
characteristics of the writers.
Richard Strauss wrote that in regard to his atti¬
tude toward the great master he would let his scores
speak for him.
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Joachim, who has devoted a long life to the service
of this great prophet and teacher, says:
“No other composer possessed in so high a degree
the ability to give free rein to fantasy, even in the
most complicated forms of compositions as 'did Bach.
It seems as if polyphony only increases his power of
carrying us away by overpowering sadness or jubilant
rejoicings. However we are awed by his greatness,
we ere none the less delighted by his simplicity, which
appeals to us in the smallest song or the childish dance.
His music refreshes us like an everlasting spring of
greatness and goodness. In joy and in sorrow we
return reverently to him, and it is a genuine blessing
that his wholesome vitality is beginning to be felt
in ever-widening circles. No self-complacent senti¬
mentality, no unbridled licentiousness can stand
against it. Therefore, let us have as many as possible
of Bach’s wonderful tone-works. Deeds, not words,
except where the latter can be used In authoritative
analyses, from some Bach student, by which the
understanding of the organic structure of the gigantic
works of the master is deepened.”
Safonoff, the great Russian conductor, brings a
splendid tribute from a Muscovite to a German:
“Johann Sebastian Bach is, for me, the embodiment
of pure musical logic. In him the elemental force of
music comes most clearly and convincingly to
the surface. That is to say, that at a time when
musical art is striving to fill and complete it¬
self by the adopting of so many foreign ingredi¬
ents, his music may be regarded as the purest
and most elevating source from which the souls
of mankind may draw their musical emotions
and sensations.”
August Wilhelmj considers Bach to be “the
greatest musician of all times and people; the
iron foundation of all music and an inexhaust¬
ible treasure house of the richest fantasy anil
melodic invention. He is unequaled in every
genre and abounds in all technical devices. His
music has withstood the test of centuries and
will hold sway as long as there is such a thing
as true music.
Like Shakespeare, Goethe,
Homer and Dante—Bach belongs to the world’s
literature.”
Max Reger, the great Bach disciple, expresses
himself vigorously;
“Sebastian Bach is, for me, the beginning
and end of all music; on him rests and depends
all true advancement. What is Bach’s signifi¬
cance for our age, or rather what should it be?
A powerful, inexhaustible melody, not only for
all those composers and musicians who are
the victims of a malady called ‘mis¬
understood Wagnerism’—but also for those who suffer
from spinal weakness, musically speaking. To be
‘Bachish’ means to be primitively Germanic, to be
inflexible. That Bach could remain so long unap¬
preciated is a crying reproach upon the critical wis¬
dom of the 18th and 19th centuries.”
Max Schillings, an eminent German composer, views
Bach’s works as the sum and substance of all music.
Felix Weingartner thinks that “comparatively few of
Bach’s countless works can ever become obsolete; in
fact, the value of many of these works is not yet fully
appreciated. In fact, I believe that Bach has even
n greater futnre than a past.”
Sinding has an interesting reply:
“Bach is one of the supreme, unique geniuses, who
belongs to no time nor people, but by his creative
power will sway centuries and generations, and offer
<m inexhaustible fountain for the laity as well as
scholars. Bach should be considered as the firmly
planted cornerstone, upon which the later German
composers erected the massive structure, by means of
which Germany has undeniably won the right to the
highest niche in the temple of musical fame.”
The last place is given to Frank van der Stricken,
the American: “I honor Palestrina, Bach, Beeth¬
oven and Wagner as the four corner pillars of the
Temple of Art. Of these I consider Bach as the
greatest musician of all times. If all the compositions
in the world were destroyed and only Bach’s re¬
mained, one could build up on this foundation the
ra-eceding tone urt. For our neurasthenic generation
the wholesome art of Bach is an inestimable blessing
* * * A good remedy for the under or over-estimate
of a composer is the study of Bach’s music. To my
mind, no critic is to be trusted who does not under¬
stand these works. In all musical arguments Bach
should be chosen as model and arbitrator.
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THE PUBLIC TASTE IN MUSIC AS SHOWN
BY THE SUMMER ORCHESTRA PROGRAMS

B,

W. S. B. MATHEWS

It fa certainly true that the American people have
advanced In muairal taste. In a general love for music
and foodnma for ll an one of the roost pleasing forma
of leisure : and In almost every community there are at
leant a few Imllvlduala who have heard more or lean
grand opera and aympbony, and who know, to aome
degree, many of the heat piano com (emit Iona of I teethoven, Chopin, Hchumann, and even of Hrahtna.
Home wort,la of retroapect will fit In here very well.
When I rat went to lloatun, to atudy imiaic, In the
early flftlea, my Inetntctlon hail been a eotireo of
letwona In a ringing arhool of the kind which flourlahed
then. No one In the email New Hampehtre town In
which I lived, an far aa I am now able to recall, underatood umalc at all, In the aenae that w* now nnderatand It. Nobody had any great romtioeera to worahlp.
It la true that I hail aome Iteethoven mualc rather
early In my attnllea, bnt what a Iteethoven! They were
•Imply two or three of the Wallace which were at
that time circulated aa being by Iteethoven, abort,
eaay plecea, about third grade In difflculty. Wr alao
had “The Last Thought of Von Weber," a very pfenn¬
ing walta written by Itelaalger. bnt publlabed aa
being the laat eompoattlnn of Weber.
Muring my first winter In Itoaton w« were having
aome remarkable mualc. It raid** the Musical Fund
Society, which played on the whole good programs
with excellent Intentions In those places where technfo
fell abort, there war the (lerwanla Musical Society,
that amall orchestra of flermana, with Carl llergman
at the bead, and Carl Kerralm aa first flute, a body of
twenty-four who had left their Fatherland for their
own safety, after the revolutionary proceed Inga of
1848—at the same time aa the late Carl Hchura.
Now these twenty-four men drew the old mualc ball
full. They played the overture to "TannhJtuarr."
“Illenal.” plenty of Wrier and Beethoven. prrhnpe a
little of Schubert and Schumann, a good deal of
Mendelanohn, and so on. Piano concerto#, we had a
number of, by Alfred Jaell and other pianists.
Of course the pianos were not what we have now.
Hquarea were universal.
Chlckertng alone made
grands, and not too many of them, ft was a year or
two later before Chlrkrring began to send a grand
piano about with I„ M. tiotlsrhalk. who was an
attractive star. The Instruction hook which everybody
used in the North waa ItertlniV—It waa only a few
year* ago that no less an artist than Mm*. Carreno
tohl me that she studied In that and thought It the
very heat thing ever written. There waa already the big
Hummel! Instruction book, but few people knew of
It. The first of the Richardson lawks, his “Modern
School,” came about 1830 That book was practi¬
cally a transcription of Richardson's tetanus with
Hreysrhork. The tousle towards the end of the hook
waa but little farther advance.! than that in the early
stages. In the South they tied to lleyrr’s instruction
book. The whole hook was a very good introduction
to arcond grade music In the key of (’ It weot little
farther.
The preceding paragraphs give a fair Idea of musi¬
cal conditions, about forty years ago. before Theodore
Thomas had developed his orchestra, ami before he
felt the time ripe for the concert tours which later
became a potent factor In raising the Stamford of
musical appreciation In the forge cities of the Polled
Stat.-s. In IHtCi, young ami ambitions. Thomas began
to give bis symphony evenings in Irving Hall. New
York. liy 1807 he had gathered an orchestra, almost
entirely of young players, fresh from conservatories
and therefore with plenty of technic, for the yonng
violinist then, as now. was brought up on concertos,
anu he wan playing nightly .hiring the warm weather
and perhaps all winter, in Central Park Carden. In
November. 18*1!). he came to Chlcsgo for the first that
with hie orchestra. Let us see what he offered:

ft

Overturn to “Tnnnh»uaer“ .tTegaer.
Allegretto. 8th Symphony .Bactkarm.
Invitation to Dance I Berlioz i .Wefier.
Trombone. ‘The Tear".SUftll
Trfiumerei (strings) .Hrkmmnmm.
Fantasia. “Miibnimmemight’s Dreara". . l/esd#/»j»iA*.
Overture. William Tell .Ho trim i.

Walta, “On the lleautlful Blue Danube” ....Slrauta.
Hereuade for Flute and French Horn.Till.
Polka Maaurka, “Lob der Frauen” and Polka
gcfanell, "Jooua" .Hlrauu.
Fackeltatix, No. 1, In II .Meyerbeer.
The third program was perhaps best of all. although
the second bad the Beethoven ‘ Leonora” overture. No.
8, Hcberao from Men. elaaohn’a "Reformation" Sym¬
phony, then new, UtolU’s “Robespierre” overture, etc.
III.
I'nfinlshed Symphony .Schubert.
Invitation to l)ame (Berllott) .ii’cbcr.
Ballet from Queen of Sheba,.
.(Inunod.
Overture, “Rienai*' .Wagner.
Walta, “Telegram" .Strauat.
"Trfiumerei,” by requral .KcAamoaa.
Two abort Strauss dames, and the overture
to “Mlgnoi” .Tkomar.
These concerts were given in Farwell Halt, then
nur largest and most available ball for mualc. It
waa the same place where the Nilsson roncirtu were
given, oratorio, etc. At tbe first concert Its ample
•pace* were made estimable by an audience of about
300; at the second by twice as many—000; at the
third, double again—l.'Jfit, which waa not quite half
a house. One more would probably have run to
double again. And the credit for part of thia splendid
Increase must be given to Mr. Geo. P. t'pton, who
sounded tbe born long and lovingly In TAe Tribune.
A very good sign of advance Is seen In tbe kind of
programs that they are playing all over the country in
pleasure parks, aominer gardens, seaside resorts and
the like. I have no idea how many there are; but
there are going to he scores and scores more. It is
only a question of time when the various Cbautaoqnas
throughout the country are going to have orchestras
and give programa of mingled light and heavy.
I have just at hand the programs of the first week
of summer night concerts given this year, hy Walter
Ifomfoerh and his New York Symphony Orchestra at
Rsvlnla Park, a place on the north ahnre about
twenty miles out of Chicago. Space forbids quoting
rtore than samples, although the riches of the Damroach opportunity come oat bettor when we take
tbe programs for a week together.
In estimating the programs we must make allow¬
ance for a certain specialising.
Monday evening,
symphony night: Tuesday evening, Wagner; Wednes¬
day evening, opera selections of all sorts; Thursday
afternoon. Children's day. all under twelve free;
Friday evening. Wagner. These specialisations hare
the effect of taking off from one program compositions
In favor of another place where they will he with
their kind. For n popular program let us take that of
Sunday evening. June 24:
Overture. “Robespierre” .Litolf.
Walt*. Village Swallows. .Slrmuaa.
Ave Maria IBach-Munnod).Spring Soot. Mendclaaokn.
Flute Solos. Nocturne and Walt*.Ckopiu.
Overture, “William Tell”.Roaaimi.
Suit# from “Carmen”.Bisrt.
March Movement from “Leooore”.Rag.
Air oo the G String. Gavotte In K......Back.
Hungarian Rhapsody. No. 2.
Waltz. The Vienna Woods .Stress*.
Or the first symphony night. Monday. Jane 2T.:
Symphony No. 4.Trkaikortky.
Old Hebrew Melody. “Kol NWrel”. arranged by Bruch.
Ride of the Valkyries.Wsgocr.
Redemption. Symphonic Interlude
u« time) .CYsor Franck.
Oboe Solo, Slumber Song "Massniello"..tuber.
IVer Gynt Suite. No. 1.
Oricy.
March. “With Pomp and Circumatance”.Flyer.
Or take the first children’s afternoon:
Overture. American Air*.Herbert.
Selections from The Trumpeter of HAkkiagen. NsesJrr'
Russian Dance and Chinese Dance.
Nutcracker Sait# .Tchaibrraky
Polonaise for atrinr orchestra .BrrfWea
Overture. “Mlgnou”.Tkomaa
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Canzonetta .Oodtri,
Micaela's Song anil Toreador’s, “Carmen".
March, Under the Flag of Victory.i«,»
Note the handicap under which the above program
are given. The location is far out. It is convening
to some thirty thousand of suburban eitisen*
the north shore, where there is much money at„j
plenty of time to spend It. But to attend a concert
here Involves a trolley ride of six to twenty mil**
by automobile. And they usually have audiences of
anywhere up to three thousand. Admission is 25
cents, hut concert tickets cost 50 cents or 75 cuib
more. In such a place one must please tbe en>*i
Last year Mr. Damrosch played five weeks here; this
year he la engaged for six weeks. After him, tlw
Chicago Orchestra under its conductor, Mr. Stock, km
its inning. These facts, as well as the large croud,
that assemble at the concerts by the Damrosch ami
Herbert orchestras at Willow Grove Park, near Phila¬
delphia, show very plainly that music of the highm
standard, when presented in a proper umnucr, tad
with some relief in the way of lighter music, can tad
will Interest the general public. It is now for twvlv*
or more years that concerts of this character htv*
been given in public pleasure parks with the rv-mlt
that compositions like the Tumihtluser overture, sun*
of the Liszt rhapsodies, certain operatic fnufoaias
Lohengrin, for example, are well-known to tbe tadietices. What we need Is more opportunity for thu
kind of musical pabulum to he presented to tkv
public.
Walter Damrosch has advantages for this sort of
thing that only a few have had—vastly greater tlw*
Mr. Thomas had at Ills nge. When the latter ployed
first in Chicago he was thirty-three years of age. II*
bad never conducted opera, had only such Wagon
experiences ns were published or such as Lint kid
already begun to have copied out for him surrep¬
titiously. From early youth Walter Damrosch as¬
sociated with artists, scholars and gentlemen. Rawly
indeed docs n young musician have such a start. Then
when but twenty-one, he was suddenly put in ebargr
of directing one of the most important opera boo*#*
of the world, the Metropolitan, In New York City.
It was too much for him, but he did well. lie Is now
a conductor of very great authority and of an allaround experience which very few have surpassed.
It is not difficult to account for this growth In pub¬
lic musical taste. We have had among us. within the
last thirty years, several millions of foreigners, th#
opera-loving Itnlinns, the garden-loving Germans
and Austrians, the music-loving Russians and J**»and so on—millions who in a way love music. 3Te
have a rich country, and labor receives wage* wt**k
permit the worker to take his enjoyment like th*
rest of us.
The American does not stay at home as he u**<l.
Cheap excursions to the large cities, to the seashore,
the wonderful Increase lu trolley systems, have earnbined to bring the people from the small towns and
rural communities, at least once a year, in contact
with good mnsic by good orchestras. When ww
sider that many small towns, particularly calk*'
towns, have clubs doing program work from th*
masters daring the winter, using only the piano, we
can understand with what delight they welcome ti»
chance to hear these works in the original ft**Music has scored in this.
More than thnt. The American woman hai had »
share In this advance. While man has worked, *8*
has bad leisure to take in a lot of cultivation.
sometimes forgets it momentarily : but some mlill*"*
of amperes of brain attention have been devoted *•
the entire circle of culture, literature and art.
*
are not yet a nation of Solons; hut we have a *****
percentage of people who actively know the
of religion, education and art in the world ot ***■
than any other nation can show.
The desw
average keeps us back from the higher peaks:
the peaks are recognized as belonging to the ho***
and many know their’ names and places.
Of course I might turn the comer now and infi**^
whether we are getting out of these general adran***®
in music all that we might. But thia is •*•***
question. Merely it is a sign of the times that ds**
June, Jnly and August some hundreds of r«rk* *'
the country are giving orchestral concerts a* I**” '
while in hundred*, thousands perhaps, of
_
hotels very beautiful little programs are given «“***
by small orchestras of six or eight capsid# .
"The world «k> move.” It is a new world
opens before the sensitive ears of men.
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TEACHING THE MINOR SCALE
BY

B E LLB

5Q U I R E

[This article forms s natural sequence to ont entitled “The Modern Minor Mode “
published In Tub Bren* for February, imi

Osc reason why so many pupils have trouble with
th* minor scale, is, that it is taught as a complicated
modification of tbe major scale, and not as a thing in
itarlf. If R were taught as an entirely separate
mode, as it is, it could easily be mastered.
The major mode and its scales seem natural to us,
kvrsuw our best known songs and the songs of our
early youth are nearly all major tunes. Instead of
being introduced to tbe minor scale as to an en¬
tirely Individual mode, we have been taught to think
•f It as an elaborate scheme built upon the major
mode. Wo have been told to begin this new scale on
the sixth tone of the major scale, to sharp the "riith”
and “seventh” going up, and to make them natural
going down ; ami again we are told to play it with
the “reTenth" tone sharped both ascending and de¬
trending. making a peculiar Interval that perplexes
the beginner because some of the scale* get both a
fiat and a sharp in the process. Many a pupil has
bren hopelessly tangled by the Intricate method of
desllng with a subject which can lie reduced to simple
principles. There are three separate stages in the
evolution of minor scale. It is thia fact which makes
It at hard to understand, unless the reason for the
three stages Is clear.
Not until the major mode has been quite thoroughly
studied and la well understood, should the minor mode
b* given, that Is, as a mode. Little pieces in minor
beys may be given, but tbe srlence of tbe mode should
net be attempted until the major idea is well grasped.
A pupil should be thoroughly familiar with steps and
half steps, should know how to build all tbe major
•rales oo tlie major mode, before he begin* on th*
minor. With alt this information already in his
•rind, and with a teacher well equipped with the
Uerensary historical knowledge, the minor scale will
present no difficulties that cannot be easily overcome,
Tbe lessons on th* minor scab* should cover a period
•f several weeks and should be learned from the keybostd, with no outside help except from pencil and
paper. If the pupil does not know the story of the
different ancient modes, briefly tell him,showing him on
the keyboard tbe various modes they used in ancient
time*. Tell him that from all these various modes,
tbs OOKpooers of the Middles Age* chose the scale on
which be already knows, for a model, also the
*•' ®« “a." From this time on have the work •• experi¬
mental as possible for the pupil. Have him make a
•rale on the white keys from *a” to “a” and note
where the half steps lie. Result—
a-bc-d-ef-g-a.
Expressed in nmnU-n the result la—1-23-4-3B-7-&.
There figure* now become our plan or pattern and
tbe is sis for the new mode. Let tbe pupil make
•*v*«l sea lea from tbe keyboard, writing down each
**m-tly trader the others thus—

The teacher can now assign aa a part of th* new
lesson, the making of aa man) ancirot minor scale* aa
•lie thinks wise for that particular pupil, t'hildrru
must of course b# taken slowly ove* tbit ground, Imi
with older pupila who are reconstructing their Meta
the teacher can assign the whole twelve to lie neatly
written and brought as a part of the urat lesson
Seldom will this list he entirely correct, for the
pupil will have perhaps m-vru sharps for five flats
and other mistakes. In this case It should is- ssslgurd
again for tbe neat lemon, for until this mode is mas¬
tered it la useless to go further. In the me* ii 11 me send
him on a voyage of discovery by telling him that this
arale with the half steps between ”2" and “3" and be¬
tween “5” and "fl” was not found entirely satisfactory,
and urge him to find out for himself where the trouble
lay. Aa a hint have him ring tbe seal# slowly up and

Korea.
1. A half step fo tbe mnallest Intrnsl reraewtaed
in our modem music. A whole step is the next
Interval.
2. Tbe dash (•) represents a whole step, while two
letter* coupled together (le t represent a half *t#p.
X While the words “mnd<” nnd "sraHe" are used
almost sywonymonriy, the former really mean* -a «*rtain definite arrangement of steps and half mepa, and
down several limes. II# may discover for hlmrelf.
perhaps, that the amending owl* of the anneal mod#
la very hard to ring, while the mm# seal* Is #scSly
sung down ward*. Thia lays tbe fowndsUoo for the
melodic mode Idea.
When all twelve of tbe ancient minor arab* have
been correctly written, oho* the ptudl bow tbe "a"
minor scale was modified for ringer*, tbno—
a-bred-’-fS-gSa. nnrwndfog.
a-gx-faredsb*. descending.

Pi-vx or ancient minor mode.
1-23-4-50-7-8.
a-bc-d-ef-g-a.
d-rf-g-sby-e-d.
e-fSg-a-be-d-e.

Tbe

mode

h-f-3-4-508-TJ8
a ts--d # f* g#a
»#cSd-#fSgSaffb

8-7k^¥W -»l.
a-gk f*e-d-et»a.
baHritted^b

and so on.
TaBLC or Mi wok Scale*.
SHOWING llOOinCLTIONS OT THE
Ancient. Melodic and Harmonic Mime*

UKLOniC HOPE
AXCtBXT MODE.
Aaccndiay.
WOXATVRB. KEY.
Same hoik teay,.
8-7k-dt.V4-S2 1.
1&4-WS-7JS
w
1 23-4-50-7-3.
a-g*-fte-d-<*-a.
a
bc-d-e-fj
tJa.
A.
a-bc-d-ef-g-a.
e-ds-c*b~<« gfS-e.
refjg-a I-cShISc.
i
K
e-fi«-a-h.-d-e.
b at gsfS#-V-S-b
H-cJd-e-fScS-all..
r“*rps.
B.
b-vid-reCg-ab.
fS ft•dteS bwr-f'S.
f5.gSa-b<t
<U-c5fS
It.
f5 rta-focSd-^fJ.
,*S-.IScf5-rf aj bJcff
« :.
cSdJe fS rfa-IvcS
r5 sSh-t-Bc-fZ-rf.
, It dS-rSfff rt*Jl~rS-dS.
ZtL
11
d—f-g-abv-c-ct.
r «wta.
n
g-n|*-.-de^f g.
r-drf -f-gap bb-c.
f gaH’b-cN-ep-f.

mp imp.
3KjS$

« -

SK5-,

tssasxu. SWSSSrei*

rJt,:
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When all twelve of these melodic aralee are cor
tort!) written for the pupil, be fo ready for tbe next
UMsiinoattue, which teeultcd in tbe liarmonic minor
mode. Any pupil will resdtt) wee the necessity for
a fixed scale of tones for buildlag chord* It takes
a degree of penrttwtion not often tmasraaed, however,
by tbe ordinary pupd. to reason out In its fulness, tbe
rouses for sharping only tbe weveutb tone, for It
Involves considerable knowledge of harmony. Tbe
ancient oral* of "a" was rejorted aa a harmonic basis,
because Ha .herds were exactly tbe some as those of
tbe ancient arsis of •V* which became tbe baria of
tbe mayor mods, Tbe major mode was entirely satis
factory far aU purpose*, stale tbe old minor stale
on
baring tieen modified once, could *« well be
altered again, and tbe result la all that could be
desired In the harmonic stale aa ll fo now. there
rouid not puariMy be any remfuriott between It and
lb* major scale. AH this knowledge and a* much
<MKwrniag tbe chords as the teacher thinks beat M
tell can be given tbs pupil to think about as be pfa¬
ta res bis toaiv* batxmmic scale* on this mode—
l«-4Afi7gfi.
ahe-d-rf gft.
g-abs-c-ds* ftg.
If tbe pnpll is otwdylng aim the fundamental* of
harmony, tbe wale* can t<e transferred la tbe blank
music Iswdt and written on the staff. This prepare
tion sill gtve any ordinary riodent a fair idea of the
minor mod* and Its modifications, When these under
lying principles are really grasped be will las *hl#
to read at right and play nwnporitlan* In tbe minor
keys a* wvll a* in the major, for be will know what
accidentals to expert, and why they are liters.
In a nutshell thro, the history fo this
Tbe ringera of lb# Middle Am# found tlw old oral* of "a *
ta U -d <fg a I herd to ring up. but easy to sing down,
Mt they modified It going up and sang tfo> old scale
going down. Tien shew the nnopusers trtsd to task*
harmony they found th# rid ft lug tnriodie scale ansaifofactory. while tbe amient scale was lacking in
Individuality. They compromised,
therefore, by
riiarping the seventh ton# always la milling chord*,
so that our minor scales have raeh three distinct
forma all la use.
Ancient form.I-3-4M-T4.
Melodic form.1 »4 fiAff 78*.
Harmonic form.1-23-4 M 7$fi.

ffAMMOVIC Horn:
Fame be»A trap*.

b-cSil-e-ISc- S$b
ft rta Nci.1 e#f
vffstt# ft
gff sS)ecS-d##- f»g
dj csr* vtc-At
1r»*« - «•< * -ft*
^Mi-f-tsb 4»tr.
f-a»b4«b-rvlb“V»f
bCszfcsriTfob elbb

Aa lv-r

1 2-34-5-078.
(our major mode)
1 3-4-3*178,
tour minor mode—ancient form)
12 A 4 VI 7 \
(dforanled model
I 2 3 430-78,
(dlwarckd mods )
L'pon any one mod* It fo posrihfo to build twndr*
different scales. It will be sewn, therefor#, that while
tli# namber of ymosiMe modes fo pe*cN*cwlly unlimited,
the numtsr of posedd* owlre will always b* juri
n»#lr# times lb# number of modes
4. Tb# cwtrevi signature Ut any mlnot scale can
always be found fo »4sylng tb* am-lent mod* < 1 234 507-3) on any given key. thus- - tc-d»b f gaj Itb-ci
•hows (bat the wal# at C mittnr baa three flat*.
No matter a bat tbe rignature may be, the Cth
and 7lb tone* In the melodic scale* nt>4 tlw 7lb tons
only la tb# harmonic wal#* are modified. In lbs
sharp keys tbe r—olt fo sometimes a double sharp
(X) : fo fiat k#y* It I* twoslly a natural tl).
0 Tb* ms I rep minor mod# always fotrodmsa at
least four scrtdentahi: one rath fr*r sharping th# fob
ami tb# Tib tones gring up. nnd on* *mh for re*
storing tfowi to their natural tone* going An nt. For
inetsoev, in A minor, nbbh baa no elonalure. tiwre
are tb# a ret dental# F. fl. gvdng np: fl, F. srdng down.
7. Th* modem minor mod# premia nttomalba: for
Infosmw la *har)dng It flat *» roust Introduce a
natural: tn row ore th* natural rope «-# must »te*
• flat again, ro* Omagh tlw ataxroture ronlnlna the
8. “Key' refers to tb# particular tonality In whlrh
• piree Is wririe-w. tlins - 'Key of 0 Minor," The
tone* of the f minor real* IrolU upon Uw minor
bod* a gold predondnatr fo socb n |<4cre.
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A BACH AWAKENING.
BY CHARLES LACERQUIST.
[The Etude is a firm believer in the necessity for
organized musical effort on the part of music lovers.
A great force in the work is the organization of
festivals under the auspices of oratorio or choral
societies. The article that follows tells of the good
work done in a rural community in a Western state
by an effort of this kind.—Editor.]
There was once a man, evolved out of the mar¬
vellously consistent processes of nature—at work two
centuries before his birth—who came at just the
psychological moment and blazed a trail in music
that everyone of moment has followed since, and from
whose influence no one has been able to, nor will,
escape. He was almost super-man. He wrought so
many marvels, and everything so thoroughly, that
Rubinstein said, men will some day say of his works,
as of Homer, “many did thatof whom FullerMaitland says that one is tempted to imagine art has
made no progress since, over whose work time itself
has no power; of whom Daniel Gregory Mason says,
he was probably the greatest of musicians, and “it
will be an important part of the musical education
of the future to assimilate thoroughly the conceptions
of that almost superhuman mindand Schumann,
that music owes to him almost as much as religion
to its founder; Carl Baermann, he exceeds modern
technic; whom Mozart, Rossini and Schumann stud¬
ied, emulated and gloried in; of whom it is said, “and
Mendelssohn is his prophet.”
Is it not superfluous to say that the name of this
great man is Johann Sebastian Bach?
If one were to read Mr. Apthorp’s matchless
eulogy and follow Edward Dickinson’s suggestions
as to methods for popularizing Bach, the former’s
dictum, paraphrasing Lowell’s on Dante, that all
readers turn students, and students zealots, might be
realized to the betterment of mankind.
And if many should put these suggestions into
practice, as did a teacher in an Illinois country town
recently, what an impetus would be given to music
everywhere!—for, says Apthorp, there are things in
Bach almost anyone can like, and the more one delves
into the riches of Bach just so many more nails are
driven into the coffins of other loves.
The culmination of this country teacher’s enthusi¬
asm was a concert on last Good Friday, exclusively
from the works of Bach, participated in by his pupils
and under the auspices of all the churches of the
place. The pupils and part of the audience came
from seven different towns, including a metropolis,
the interest concretely covering a radius of sixty-five
miles. The uniqueness and worthiness of the under¬
taking evoked favorable comment from the metro¬
politan press as well as professional critics in maga¬
zines and many lesser periodicals. It will no doubt
be interesting to some of the readers of The Etude
to know how the idea was developed and carried out.
To do something worth while the_ thing to be done
must be worth while, and the merit of it so unques¬
tioned that elements normally tending toward diver¬
gent courses may be united even to the extent of
worshipful application. An appeal was made to the
different musical interests of the town, with Bach
as the attraction. The churches immediately conceded
the feasibility of uniting devotion to an unusual art
with the observance of a great Christian anniversary.
It was impossible to get a unanimous response from
the musical votaries of the place, for even to-day, as
a century ago, Bach is a sealed book, and now, as
then, many do not care to open it. The exceptions
in this case were not sufficiently potent to affect the
outcome.
Before the Christmas holidays, work was begun
on a program that embodied the following features:
The Program.
Piano.—The “Little Preludes’’ in C, F and E
minor; two little Menuets from Anna Magdalena
Bach’s Book; the BourrOe in E minor, from the
“French Suites;” Air in E minor. Gavotte in G, 5th
French Suite; Prelude, Menuet and Gigue from the
first Partita ; two Inventions; Loure in G, 3d ’cello
suite ; Allegro in G, from Toccata; Sarabande in D,
6th, and Bourree in G, 4th ’cello sonatas; Preamble
in G, fifth Partita; Allegro from concerto (two
pianos) in D minor.
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APHORISMS.
Well Tempered Clavichord.—First Book: Pre¬
lude in G, No. 15; Prelude and Fugue in D, No. 5;
Prom tlie Manuscript of the Late C. H. Richter.
and those in E minor, No. 10; B flat, No. 21; and
translated
by f. l.
C minor, No. 2. Second Book: Prelude in B, No. 23.
Vocal.—Choruses, with piano (four hands), and
Dilettantism.—A half-finished work of the scalp,
organ accompaniment (Jadassohn’s arrangement),
tor scarcely suggests the effect of the completed statue;
from the St. Matthew Passion; “I’ll Watch With My
a picture only begun exhibits only spots of color, imDear Jesu,” solo interpolated; “Ye Thunders! Ye
Lightnings!” with duet “Alas, My Jesus Now , is pressions which must be toned down, blended and
made into the idealized reflection of Nature. In both
Taken” preceding; and “Around Thy Tomb
these cases there is hope for improvement But a
besides the following chorals, “Acknowledge Me, My
dilettante attempting a finished performance of music
Keeper,” “’Tis I, My Sins Betray Thee,” and “I
achieves hopeless stumbles merely, for all the disordered
Will Stay Here Beside Thee.” Duet, from the Christ¬
tone-waves subside into nothing.
mas oratorio; “Lord, Thy Mercy.” Solos, from the
In teaching, you will find that the better student
St. Matthew Passion, “Only Bleed, Thou Dearest
is nut the one who only follows the rules given him,
Heart,” “Grief and Pain,” “From Love My Saviour
but the one who makes them a part of his own mind,
Dieth.” From the “Christmas Oratorio;” “Slumber,
so
that they can be applied wherever they should be,
Beloved!” “Mighty Lord and King All Glorious.”
at any time. Talent only obeys, but Genius com¬
From “Phoebus and Pan,” “Oh Fie! All Vain Thy
mands. One lets some one else do his thinking, the
Idle Boast.” From the Pfingst Cantata: “My Heart
other thinks for himself.
Ever Faithful.”
Composition.—In order to absorb thoroughly a
“Truly a great amount of work,” said one critic.
scientific work one must dwell upon the thoughts con¬
Commendation came from all sides, but one finished
tained in it for perhaps years at a time. Perhaps
his list of encomiums with a tribute to the audience—
after that the ideas from without will become so
“if it stayed until the last number.” It did stay.
fused with his own ideas on the subject that something
Every number was heartily applauded, even to the
new will spring from this combination. In this way
end. One said the opening choral was worth the 50
is progress made.
cents—it was the largest audience at that admission
And so it is in art. The genius of a Master, the
fee in local history. Another, a layman, said he
essence of his personality, is at first a foreign idea to
enjoyed the concert better than the usual variety of
us, but gradually it becomes part of ourselves and com¬
composers. There was nothing but praise from the
bined with our own ideas results in a new creation.
city essayist to ordinary auditor.
Considerable
Transcript (on s are nothing but meditatings upon
amazement was shown by the former at the degree of
the songs of ether people. The cuckoo lays his eggs
musical taste in a rural community that made this
in
the nests of other birds.
possible. As one said, such an offering could not
Singing.—Ali life is only a singing lesson which the
succeed in a large city.
Creator gives us. In it most of us wear ourselves
At first, those to participate found the work a little
out in vain, each trying to learn to sing correctly the
dry, but no one thought of it as questionable save one
one tone which is assigned to him alone. Let us listen
or two “outsiders.” Before many weeks there was
to Nature’s pitch and bring our life-instrument into
genuine enthusiasm until ordinary music did not
accord with her!
satisfy. The intricate polyphony proved stimulating,
Technic.—(In Goethe’s poem, “Winter” he likens
and more technical advancement, as well as genuine
a frozen river to life, and the skaters upon it to
taste, was experienced than had the same period been
humanity meeting life’s problems.—Tr.)
devoted to the ordinary routine of study. The
chorus, composed of the town choirs, were heard
Would you appear graceful before you are sure on
whistling and humming the catchy phrases from “I’ll
your feet?
Watch With My Dear Jesu,” and “Ye Thunders!
Only from perfect control looks forth grace.—Goethe.
Ye Lightnings!” and “Around Thy Tomb.” If anyone
doubts this let him devote an hour to playing the prin¬
These lines should be written in gold above the
cipal selections from the
St. Matthew Passion as
doors of every room where the piano is played.
arranged for piano solo by Jadassohn (Edition
Listening to Music.—There are two ways of hear¬
Peters). The uplift of this music is wonderful—and
ing Bach’s music. One may let the stream of melodies
the concert did not mark the end of devotion. Many
which press in from every side pour over his mood like
pupils are studying the “Well Tempered Clavichord”
a dream, and sink his thought in the total effect of the
with delight and most of them shall have Bach in a
strains without analysing. In this mood the music
measure with their regular work henceforth, so says
acts like the mysteries pronounced in Mass. One
their instructor.
falls quickly into sympathy and his imagination revels
The director gives seven reasons for the success
in the music.
of the affair: 1. The music was worth while. 2. All
Or one can lay the dissecting knife at the very
participants were benefited. 3. All the choirs were
heart of the fugue (as Reinecke has done in his las
improved in their church work. 4. All churches were
edition of the “Well-Tempered Clavichord”), number
interested for the latter reason, as well as financially.
every bone and name it. In this way one may perhaps
5. The promoter was a close student of all available
enjoy the noble growth of the fugue, his intelligence
Bach literature the entire winter preceding. 6. Six
may delight in it as the mathematician in a new,
previous years he had been molding the public taste
successful combination, the chess-player over a
by concerts from the other Masters, with a judicious
gambit, and the traveler who journeys according
sprinkling of lighter music—it will be noticed this
Baedaker sees that everything which the red
idea prevailed in making up the Bach program as
promises is really in its proper place, comes home a
well. 7. The conviction prevailed that after a proj¬
is glad he had Baedeker.
.
ect of this character, many knotty problems of study
Neither the first dreamy listening nor the secon
and concertizing would be solved for the future.
dry calculating listening is the road to Parnassus.
There were two chorus rehearsals each week for
Hear how giacefully the theme develops, how
four months. Little supplementary study was done ex¬
ring of the rising Melos swells, how a pause ®
cept from other works of Bach. The principles of unity
a chromatic leading laments, how an augmented >
and variety were easily observed. The piano mate¬
val, far-reaching, speaks of a transcendent gne,
rials covered the grades from the second up. Reimann
the quickened rhythm quickens one’s pulses, “oW
Busoni, Franz, Bischoff, Tours and other editors were
ingly meet two melodies, how rises a third to op
drawn upon in their lucid works. “Good Friday”
them, how, finally all themes are mingled in thwi
was chosen because Bach wrote his greatest vocal
ing confusion and yet a peace-bringing major
work for that occasion. A sister art lent its votaries to
can end it all.
. w
the creation of handsome original posters to herald the
Orchestra-playing.—In our Walliser Alps i
event, one containing the picture of a clock whose pened that the driver of the post-wagon was
hands pointed at 8-and the concert began on the minute.
from the box in descending the mountain an
Although not so pretentious in its undertakings the passengers reached the bottom with who e
as has been the festival at Bethlehem Pa., under the and moreover, knew' nothing till then of the acc
leadership of him who was called higher to a posi¬ Oh, the clever horses! How often does a simi a ^
tion on the Pacific coast, the country town herein re¬
dent befall an orchestra.
The director 0P ,es.
ferred to has given its little mite—all it had—toward literally fall from his desk, Jo be sure, but t e °^wB
what is felt to be a noble cause, the worship of one
tra goes quite its own way. No heed to t e
^
who was truly great, sincere and wholly unmindful
which may keep on beating time but does not
of the “gallery.”
Oh, the clever musicians !
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the STORY OF JOHANN AND JOSEPH
STRAUSS.

THE MUSICAL MENAGERIE.

From the German,
by f. s. LAW.

BY FREDERIC S. LAW.

and we find that composers have not been unmindful
of them. Of birds the nightingale not unnaturally
takes first place; her song is beard in symphony and
oratorio, in cantata and song. In Haydn’s "Creation”
the nightingale is one of a flock of birds—among them
the eagle “soaring aloft to the blazing sun,” the
cooing dove, the merry lark; in Handel’s “L’Allegro
and II Penseroso” she is the “Sweet bird that shunu’st
the noise of folly, most musical, most melancholy ;’’
we hear her in Beethoven’s “Pastoral Symphony”
and in Berlioz’ “Fantastic Symphony,” in operas and
songs almost innumerable.
Realism admits the notes of even non-uielodious
birds in music, for example, the owl in Weber’s
“Freischtltz” and the raven in Strauss's “Hero’s Life.”
Strauss’s raven croaks in a blood-curdling tone,
produced by three tromboues which sound D, E fiat,
and F flat simultaneously. In his “Death and Apo¬
theosis" the hoot of the screech-owl is heard during the
delirium of the dying poet.
Even the prosaic goose and the domestic-minded
stork have found favor with some composers. The
swan, from its grace and poetic associations, has
appealed to many, the latest being Sibelius in his tonepoem, “The Swan of Tuonela,” founded on an episode
from the Finnish epic, the Kalevala. The crow of
the cock finds frequent representation in music;
vide the passage following Peter's denial of his
Master in Bach’s “Passion according to Saint Mat¬
thew.” In Saint-Satins' "Danse Macabre" it is the
signal which sends the gibbering, frolicking skeletons
back to their tombs, while Schubert reproduces it
on the piano in his song. “Frtililiugstraum (Dream
of Spring).” The sharply rhythmic cry of the quail
lends itself readily to musical representation, for
example, in the bird trio in the “Pastoral Symphony”
and in Haydn’s "Seasons.” In Germany it is pop¬
ularly supposed to voice a pious sentiment, and Beeth¬
oven, in his song, "The Quail,” uses it in this way:

From an article on animals in music in a recent
number of a German periodical the writer has pro¬
That blood will tell is shown by the story of the
cured much of the data utilized in the following lines:
Strauss brothers, Johann and Joseph, sons of the
The animal world has been drawn upon to no slight
lebrated waltz composer, Johann Strauss the elder.
extent for inspiration by composers. It is only neces¬
These boys were full of music; they had hardly less
sary to consider the number of animals that appear
sparkling rhythmic and melodic faculty than their
as acting characters on the stage to be reminded of
father himself, but he had no intention of allowing
this. From the huge serpent that rolls its slow length
them to become musicians. He knew the trials and
along the boards as the curtain rises on the first scene
petty vexations of such a life and determined that
in Mozart’s “Magic Flute,” not to speak of the
Us children should never enter the profession.
monkeys that appear later in response to the playing
Johann, the eldest, was obliged to enter a bank;
of the hero on his enchanted instrument, to the swans
Joseph,' the next youngest, an architect's office.
and doves of “Lohengrin” and “Parsifal,” the list is
Eduard, the third, owing to the death of his father
a long one.
while he was yet a boy, met with no opposition to a
Wagner was particularly fond of animals. Some
musical career.
think this is the reason that he introduced so many of
On account of the elder Strauss’ many engagements,
them into his operas and music dramas: dogs and
which occupied the greater part of the night and filled
horses in “Tannhiiuser”; the bear and forest bird in
his days with rehearsals, he lived in rooms apart from
“Siegfried”—surely a nightingale from lier song; the
his family. He allowed the boys to take piano lessons,
toad and crawling serpent in “Rheingold” ; the ravens
but never heard them play and had no idea that they
in “Gfitterd&mmerung.” Fafner, though a giant in
played better than the average of piano pupils. He
"Rheingold,” receives his death-blow in “Siegfried” as
failed to take into consideration their musical inheri¬
tance from him. They practised zealously; they never
missed one of the daily rehearsals which were held in
their father’s part of the house. They listened eagerly
to every note, then reproduced what they had heard
on the piano for four hands with such spirit and
enthusiasm, and so entirely in the characteristic style
that made the elder Strauss famous, that they soon
became known beyond the family as piano players
of distinction. They were invited out and won many
triumphs by playing their father’s compositions from
memory in musical circles.
All this time he had no idea of their really artistic
attainments. Therefore it was an unpleasant surprise
when he was rongratulated one day by a friend on his
sons’ surprising success as musicians—the boys who
he thought were contentedly working away; one at his
accounts, the other at his architectural plans. On his
return home he summoned them to his room and bade
them play for him. The only instrument at hand was
an upright piano, and Joseph declared that he could
not play on such a piano.
“What!” cried his father, incensed. “You cannot,
play on this piano? Very well—I shall have the grand
piano brought over.”
The grand piano was accordingly taken to the room,
the two boys sat down and played so spiritedly, with
so exact an imitation of his own peculiarities of
style, that he could not conceal his emotion nor the
pride and satisfaction that beamed from his face.
All he said, however, was:
“Boys, no one can go ahead of you in that (Buben
das spielt Euch Eiemand nach) !”
Nevertheless, he retused to give his permission to
Johann Strauss, the Younger.
their studying music professionally. Their mother at
first took the same view’, but later yielded to their en¬
a most objectionable fire-snorting dragon, so he may
treaties and helped them in their studies without
be reckoned as belonging to the menagerie; also Graue.
letting her husband know of their persistence. She
Brunnhilde’s embarrassing steed, who always seems
saw that they had inherited a love of music that
to be suffering from stage fright.
would not be denied, and thought it a wrong not to
The bee, in Goldmark’s “Queen of Sheba, with
allow them to follow their bent.
which the dancer seems to coquet, need not disquiet
Johann was determined to play the violin. To this
the audience, since it is, of course, entirely imaginary.
end he procured two piano pupils—one the son of a
So is the cuckoo, which delights us in Humperdinck s
tailor, the other a little thirteen year old girl. Each
“Hansel and Gretel,” but its cheery notes lend such
one paid him twenty-five cents a lesson and this
charming vraisemblance to the forest scene, that one
served to pay his own lessons, which he took from
is tempted to believe in its reality.
Herr Amon, the concertmaster of his father’s orches¬
These various creatures, four-footed, winged, or
tra, who by the way, ran the risk of losing his posi¬
crawling, as the ease may be, are, of course, connected
tion, since Strauss had given him strict orders under
onlv indirectly with music through the drama. Many
Pain of dismissal, not to teach either of his children.
more are brought directly into mus.c itself by imita¬
One day as Johann, in his endeavor to follow his
tion Of these, birds stand naturally mj-bedosost
teacher’s counsel to secure elegance of position and
relationship with the art. Science, indeed, declares
grace in drawing the bow, was practising before a
that insects and birds originated its matenal
Acmirror, the door flew open and his father burst into
cording to Haeckel the insect invented rhythm
the room.
years ago. Melody, he says, made its apWhat!” he exclaimed angrily, “you play the
;;a„ fnuch later—with the bird, 640.000 years
violin?” It was the first intimation he had had of his
aro Let us not ask how this exactness of knowledge
son’s new accomplishment and he was seriously dis¬
£ attained, lest we suffer the jeers and ridicule
pleased.
, n_
TOUth who said be was not so much
Still he did not realize the youth’s determination to
surprised that astronomers had measured and weighed
become a musician and not a banker. When by chance
i I nJanets and discovered the chemical constituents
he discovered it a violent scene ensued. Father and
of the fixed stars, but be did wonder how they found
son both held firm to their resolutions. This led to
aa estrangement, which lasted until the undeniable
^omlongretiiude would dictate that we give toUni
success of Johann the younger finally won him the
and insect a place in the art unconsciously founded,
victory over his father’s prejudices.
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Many other animals have been pressed into oc¬
casional service by composers. Haydn in the “Crea¬
tion” brings an almost complete zoological garden to
view—“the tawny lion, cheerful roaring” while in sud¬
den leaps the flexible tiger appears; the nimble stag,
the sprightly steed, etc., “not omitting the worm,
which “in long dimensions creeps with sinuous trace,”
each of them provided with a characteristic phrase.
In the "Seasons” his frogs croak, his crickets chirp,
the cock crows with naive, ingenuous realism. He
follows the lead of Handel, who, in describing the
plagues of Egypt, pictures in the orchestra the gro¬
tesque leaps of the frogs that infested even the king’s
chambers, the swarms of flies and unmentionable in¬
sects that made life a burden to the afflicted Egyptians.
A century before Handel, Oarissmi introduced the
whale into music in his oratorio of “Jonah” by making
the singer take a downward skip of nearly two octaves
in the passage describing the swallowing of the prophet.
The most recent animals to appear in music are
probably the sheep in Strauss’s “Don Quixote”—
unless the baby in the same composer’s “Sinfonia
Pomestica” be considered as coming under our head¬
ing
The sheep are Introduced on purely realistic
grounds; there is no attempt nt a musical effect,
but the cries of the frightened creatures are mimicked
with a verism that one could wish less faithful. In¬
deed, both they and the baby fully reach the allowable
limit of naturalism in music—if they do not actually
transgress it.
It has been reserved for the twentieth century to
introduce a domestic animal of the humblest origin
into musical surroundings. D’Albert in bis latest
opera “Flauto Solo" uses the flute to represent the
grunts and gurgles of an infant pig. This certainly
seems the last word in realism.

“Short as was Mozartls life, its creative period,
owing to the almost incredible precocity of bis genius,
covered practically thirty years. He left behind lum
music which it is particularly important that the
composers of our own time should study and take as
a model, because it is pre-eminent for two important
elements which they foolishly neglect: melody and
simplicity.”
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MUSIC AS AN ACCOMPLISHMENT.
BY WILLIAM TALBOTT CHILDS.
To study music as an accomplishment is com¬
mendable in anyone, but especially so in those who,
after the day’s toil, devote their spare moments to
what might be considered the work of love. And yet,
there is so much to be gained, from the standpoints
of recreation and pleasure alone, that one is fully
compensated for the expenditure of time and money,
even if, as too frequently happens, the pursuance is
for a very limited period.
There is a responsive chord in everybody’s make¬
up. Oftentimes it has become shattered or is scat¬
tered or otherwise incomplete, but it becomes
dominant the instant the transmitter and the
receiver are attuned. The more the poetry of the
soul is awakened, the more one absorbs of that wThich
is truest and purest, noblest and best. There must
be something good in the soul of one who can in¬
terpret intelligently the work of the masters, just as
there must be something good in the soul of the mas¬
ter composer. If the interpreter is not sincere, his
interpretations will be insincere; if the master com¬
poser is not sincere, his compositions will express it.
Who principally compose the great army of music
students? Not the wealthy or those of comfortable
means, but those to whom the expense entailed is
not mere pin money, but an item, often a burden—
those who study music as an accomplishment. If it
were not for this class, dealers in sheet music and,
musical goods would have to go out of business. Book¬
keepers, clerks, stenographers and typewriters, storegirls, salesmen, mill bands, mechanics, and people of
every walk in life pursue the study of music after
the day’s work, and are willing to curtail other ex¬
penses, and even deny themselves diversions, that they
may continue in the ever increasing army of music
When one has a voice he should use it. If one
makes little or no use of his musical talent, if he does
not let the world have the benefit of that which he
acquires through many hours of hard work, the time
and money spent might well be considered poor in¬
vestment or at least selfish expenditure; he is as
culpable as the man who, given one talent, “went and
digged in the earth, and hid his Lord’s money.”
The church choirs of every village or town present
singers all the opportunity desired for the development
of the vpice. Often one will have spent quite a sum
of money in voice training and hesitate to accept a
choir position simply because the compensation of¬
fered seems to be insufficient. It is very proper
to have a fair estimation of one’s own worth, yet we
should not forget that others are better judges. A
person may be an excellent soloist, but a poor sight
reader, and unable to perform the routine choir work
as well as one who has never spent a penny for lessons
in vocal culture. A soloist may have many imperfec¬
tions that must be overcome before choirmaster and
congregation will be pleased. A paid singer, even if the
salary is known to be small, is not excused by an
audience for a mistake. And the best way to over¬
come imperfections or affectations or peculiarities is
assiduously to apply oneself to actual hard routine
work. Then, when the routine is learned, the
superior vocal qualities will predominate, and the
singer with the trained voice will quickly take the lead.
It would be interesting to know how many suc¬
cessful singers there are who first had to overcome
impediments in their speech before they could sing.
How often one converses with a really great vocalist
and is surprised to observe a lisp, and how many
singers are there whose vocal chords are delicately
strung, who are at constant warfare with pulmonary
or other affections! As in every other vocation or
aspiration, that which is worth possessing is acquired
in music through work only. Indeed, it is to be
observed upon every hand that “the poor stammering
tongue” is made to sing “in a nobler, sweeter song”
through indefatigable practice.
Daily practice in
vocal or instrumental music is monotonous only to
those who enter upon and pursue their work half¬
heartedly. Even a genius must graduate from the
school of drudgery. How much harder then must
the novice strive if he aspires for recognition!
As is daily shown in commercial pursuits, so is the
tendency to concentration in matters musical. Music
schools have some superiorities over individual in¬
structors, especially for the great army of amateurs
who pursue music as an accomplishment. The gossip
about matters musical, emanating from the classroom,

with its never ending going-and-coming of young peo¬
ple, offers far more advantages than disadvantages.
There is no better method to advance oneself in study
than to associate with those actively interested there¬
in. Life is too short, and too much transpires in this
age of progress, to permit of great strides by seclusion.
To keep apace with the times, one must be up and do¬
ing unceasingly. The one idea man drifts unless he
becomes a recognized authority upon that one idea.
If a music-school has one superiority to offer its pa¬
trons, it is its public students’ recitals which few pri¬
vate instructors can afford, or at least which compar¬
atively few undertake.
In no other of the arts is so much time and money
spent as in music. Apply the test by which the twen¬
tieth century proves every tangible conception and
concoction of the brain: Does it pay? Yes, decidedly
yes! The possibility exists of obtaining actual cash
returns for professional services, contingent of course
upon the extent of one’s musical ability. However,
the percentage of amateur musicians who pursue
music with the expectation of financial gain is insig¬
nificant. The money spent for the musical education,
in most instances, would have gone toward something
that might have brought little or no returns. It does
not follow that those who study music are naturally
studiously inclined, that they would study something
for the sake cf mental improvement. If they did not
study music, they probably would not study anything.
Aside from the pecuniary consideration, does it
pay to study music as an accomplishment? If it is
not worth the expenditure of a few dollars and a
few minutes of one’s time every day to penetrate
into the beauties of an art that educates, elevates and
ennobles, then civilization is a failure. It is worth
something to hear a good rollicking song; is it not
worth more to be able to sing the song? It costs some¬
thing to become a second fiddler, but where is the
fiddler who would part with this art, who begrudges
the hours he spent practicing until his fingers became
nimble and his wrist limber? The sacred song aids
the religious worship of the devout and draws one
nearer to his Maker. Is there not infinite joy to the
singer who brings about this uplifting? Would
one part with the exhilaration of the college songs
of one’s Alma, Matert Who has had enough of the
love of lyric, the opera, the oratorio, or the music
of the grand organ or the orchestra? Indeed, if we
sang more, if we would become fonder of our music,
if we would begin and end the day with a song,
how much sooner would come the millennium!

NOTES ON EAR-TRAINING.
BY T. CARL WHITMER.
1. Ugly or uninteresting exercises on the piano
or any other instrument are injurious to the highest
development of the ear.
2. Beautiful exercises in melody, harmony and
structure are of the highest possible value in auricular
development. Until we recognize that the best exer¬
cises are not purely mechanical contrivances we shall
never develop among average students a fine sense
of tone. That is:
3. Not all exercises are exercises; most, unfortun¬
ately, are musical stupidities and therefore dulling.
Nothing renders hearing so faulty as repeating an
infinite number of times an exercise which has no
musical value. No number of hours spent in pure
ear-training exercises can offset the harm done to the
ear’s acuteness by uninteresting and unmusical
mechanics.
4. Irrelevant exercises—that is, those which have
no bearing on present problems, those met with in
really musical pieces—well, it is time that teachers
consign to the waste basket all technical material
not related to immediate work. It is amazing, the
amount of unused and undigested—and therefore
valueless—technical material I have found in ex¬
amining students from all parts of the country. In
most cases about one half of their mechanical practice
has been absolutely unapplied to problems found in
their compositions. This practicing without a goal
is depressing, enervating, impotent. Ear, hand,
voice—all lose by it.
5. Listen to your pieces; also, other persons’
pieces. Listen to bells, whistles, tinkling glasses;
listen to anything, everything to get the pitch, key,
rhythm, etc., etc.
0. Pure ear-exercises should be made out of pieces
already, and to be, studied. Learning to recognize
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intervals and chords is not of itself ear training; it
is, of course, absolutely essential, but no more complete
training than simply learning to recognize the sound
of a word in a foreign language without knowing what
it means and how to use it in connection with other
words. A parrot may recognize a sound, but cannot
use his ear power constructively. Consequently:
7. Thorough study of harmony, counterpoint, eta,
are essential to the growth of the hearing.
8. Singing and violin playing should be studied
by the piano student. As Schumann says; “sing, es¬
pecially the inner parts.” Finally:
9. In addition to the above the usual exercises—
if relevant—should of course be used. That is: Have
some one to dictate to you melodies, chords and
rhythms in every possible form and position. But
again I say that these notes, chords and rhythms
should be taken from the compositions you are study¬
ing. One can deal economically only by insisting on
a complete interrelation of the various problems. All
technical material must be assimilated; only by so
doing is this possible.
Ear training, then is for the purpose of coming to
recognize all the musical parts of speech and learning
to use them. Ear training is not only the recognition
of sounds and various pulse groupings, but must in¬
clude the constructive problem as well. Every teacher
of harmony knows that often pupils with the nest
“ear” have the most unoriginal combining faculty.
They combine what they are accustomed to and are
seldom inventive.
So teachers of piano are familiar with the more or
less uninventive powers of the one-sidedly ear-trained
person. For example, in the matter of interpretation;
again in the skeptical attitude towards unfamiliar
chords, making “corrections” where no errors exist.
Our future training in this line must give more
than a capacity for passive recognition of chords;
let it be so bound up with all the phases of music
that construction of new effects will be added to our
existing definitions of ear-training.

WARM WEATHER PRACTICE.
BY CHARLES YEON.
Students should set aside every available moment
for practice during the warmer months, as many will
find that one hour in the summer will give them
greater facility than double this amount in the winter.
This is especially true of those having much tension of
the mpscles; during the summer months the hands
perspire more freely, and as more oil comes to the
surface of the body at this season than at any other
time in the year, all the muscles are more supple, mak¬
ing it an easy matter for any teacher with a proper
method of relaxation to have all his pupils play wit
ease and beauty of tone in a short time.
Once secured this can be retained without difficulty,
as the pupil who experiences the delightful sensation
of playing without the least degree of tension and
knows what it means physically to lie able to throw
away this nervous and muscular strain, will take good
care never to let it steal back again and bind him wi
adamantine power to the realms of mediocrity.
The brain is just as active in warm weather as n
winter if one never ceases to study. The fatal mis
take is in giving up to your physical conditions on
first warm day. If study is once stopped, even “ ®n
for a few days, at this time of the year a marke *
fort of the will Is required to resume with th*. 0
vigor. This is a loss of energy which should M
been reserved for study, as practice should be
regular and natural with us as to require no morc e*
tion of the will power than the performance o
daily bath, or the eating of our dinner.
^
Practice then during the summer months. * e
intellectually as good and physically better than n
winter. The pianist should have no complete vaca
It is related that Brahms once walked into
chetizky's room while the latter was at work on
compositions.
_ .
t])is
“Ha! What sort of things are you 'v'ri|,.n* 0f
morning? T see—quite little things, little things,
course, yes.”
.
ore
“Little things? Yes, they are. but ten times
^
amusing than yours, I can tell you.”—From A*
Hullah’s, “Theodor Lcschetizky."

intellectuality in music.
BY OBRILL V. STAPP.

We have seen lists of the “One Hundred Best
Books,” and courses are mapped out by specialists
along all lines of research; but these are often not
quite satisfactory because they are compiled by the
other fellow. Why not select lists of our own? We
can cultivate our faculty of criticism in this way.
The human mind rebels at a prescribed and measured
literary feast, in precisely the same manner that a
dyspeptic abhors the restricted bill of fare,—thin
soups, dry crusts, and the like. Consequently let us
lead what we crave, and learn to crave what is right.

in that it has no end, and that we may establish on
the arcs of previously ascertained circles, centres
whence may be viewed the curvature of still wider
circumferences. So learning is progressive from an
infinitely small centre to au infinitely wide horizon,
in the same' manner which astronomers pass from
planets which they may weigh and measure, to suns
whose courses they may map, to star clusters whoso
members can scarcely be enumerated, and finally to
nebular so irresolvable that they offer merely new
fields for research, conjecture, and theory.
But above all, in our ambition to learn, let us
learn what is of value. People who habitually
read good literature are like prospectors, who,
having found a mine in which they dig nuggets
of gold, continue their search with the certainty that
they will find more treasure. But readers of in¬
different literature are like those poor deluded beings
who in the excitement of new discovery load their
ships with a great cargo of yellow dust, only to find
at the end of their voyage that their treasure is but
shiploads of mica after all.
The wealth of good things is lavish in the ex¬
treme. We have no excuse for literary starvation, if
we will only use our better judgment when it comes to
the acquiring of knowledge. For the musician there
are countless lists of musical literature which he
should not reati too much of for fear of the “acute tri¬
angle”; and there is stored-up wealth of ail arts
and sciences for his contemplation and study. Let
us ask ourselves at the end of chapter one in every
book we start to read, “Do I grow?” If we cannot
answer in the affirmative let us put up the book. He
who reads for pleasure alone never knows the true
pleasure of reading. The pleasures which we seek are
never so great as we expect because our seeking alone
is a sign of discontent. But the pleasure of learning
is a true pleasure, because it is also profitable.
If we are thus full in many things there will be no
emptiness in our favorite art. So closely are poetry,
painting, and all the fine sciences related to music,
that it is impossible to be truly musical without
knowing something of their history. To inspire re¬
spect in pupils, in patrons, in critics, we must be
cultured, we must know things and think things. We
must realize that wisdom is the principal thing, and
therefore get wisdom.

EVERY artist must be well acquainted with this
trinity of the letter II: the Head, the Hand, and the
Heart. In fact, to leave out but one grain of either
ingredient is to impair the value of the total result.
Jt is like the mixing of those chemicals which can be
safely combined only in certain proportions. For if
great skill and judgment are not used in combining
Valuable works on musical subjects are to be found
the product of intellect, muscle, and emotion, the
in the public libraries, of which teachers or pupils may
ensuing development will be abnormal.
make good use. If the serious works are not at first
Perhaps in no art is it so difficult to maintain a
of sufficient interest, there are musical novels such as
correct proportion of the ingredients of success as
“The First Violin,” “Alcestis,” and others. These
in the art of music. Many pupils interest teachers
might stimulate a taste for better things. “Music
because of their technical carefulness; many are
Study in Germany” is as interesting a story as any¬
conscientious in the use of the intellect; others are
one of musical taste could desire, and has the addi¬
fairly u-tremble with that nervous and emotional
tional merit of truthfulness. From this one may step in¬
to Dr. Mason’s “Memories of a Musical Life” or the
nature which is the very soul of music; but how
few, how very few possess all these faculties in their
work of the same title by Haweis, or “Notes of a
Pianist” by Gottsehalk. Later one might enjoy
fullest extent at the same time!
In looking over the field of music we are convinced
criticism, perhaps a volume or two by Huneker; and
that the dearth of at least one of these faculties,
beyond are great fields of musical biography and his¬
intellectuality, can in many cases be ascribed to in¬
tory ; or one may even endure such subjects as works
adequate teaching. The emotions are to a certain
on musical analysis and kindred themes. But let us
extent hereditary, or the result of diverse circum¬
not read too much. It is a good plan to plant
stances brought to bear on each individual life, and are
thoughts a little distance apart. For instance, we
therefore beyond the power of a teacher to confer.
should not fill a whole hour with thoughts from
Emerson. They will fairly smother and crowd one
But technic and good thinking in music is generally
another out in their richness and profusion. Hobbes
the result of instruction by enthusiastic teachers.
in describing some person used the expression ;
If
Therefore, in order to get right at the first cause
lie had read as much as other men he should have
of the great number of one-sided, musically-deformed
been as ignorant as they.” There is room for re¬
pupils, we must look toward the intellectual abilities
flection in this suggestion. Some of the dullest
of their teachers. It is an absurd idea to think that
persons are known to have been great readers. Their
a one-talent teacher can properly develop a tenminds were gorged with the constant inpouring of
talent pupil. Yet we often find students with much
literature.
Their brains were in a perpetually coma¬
natural ability undergoing some such process in the
tose condition. We might exclaim with Schopen¬
hands of teachers who have no conception, either
hauer : “Ah, bow little they must have had to think
intuitive or acquired, of the psychology of teaching.
about, to have been able to read so much.”
The maxim that he who knows only his own side
And let us remember also that the full purpose of
of a subject knows but little of that should be a
learning is only accomplished when it is imparted to
favorite with music teachers, for in no art is a
others either for pleasure or instruction. Our stock
broader culture required. In science we should say
of acquirements is not diminished by use, but on the
he only understands our own planet who has a correct
contrary draws compound interest because it is the
conception of the universe; he only knows the atom
more firmly embedded in our minds. Facts are not
who has properly weighed and measured the world.
creators of intellect, but thoughts are; and thoughts
But in music, we take for our preceptors those who
are only facts in motion. Our knowledge grows in
have but a narrow and egotistical view of their field
strength and vigor in proportion as we use it. The
of study, who live on a sphere of such small ideals
item of wisdom which is filed away in safe deposit
that they can walk around their little musical world
brain cells without being once tested as to its value,
in a day. Are teachers of this small measure com¬
reminds me of those fertile grains of wheat discovered
petent to wrestle with so great a thing as the dawn¬
lately hidden away in the vaults of the great
ing intellect of a child? No! The really good
Egyptian pyramids. We must hold tins in mind,
teacher must have a mind of broad conceptions. He
that the human intellect is the most wonderful, the
must measure his own littleness beside tlfc unmeasured
most perfectly adjusted machine in the world: that
possibilities of his art. He must realize that the
its product of good thoughts belongs to the world, and
world of music is so great that one does well to get
gives the most pleasure to the producer only when
around it in a lifetime at the Arctic Circle, with
used- that having learned how to think valuable
only fleeting glimpses of the distant Equator for an
thoughts it is as much of a crime to ourselves and
inspiration. It is only the mind of this nature that
humanity to hoard them to ourselves as it is for a
will develop enthusiasm and ambition in the student
miser to accumulate gold with no excuse but his own
of the beautiful. To teach one thing we must learn
many things. In this day of countless books and
free libraries there is no excuse for ignorance. Good
[■here is another thing intellectuality should do
reading is at the foundation of intellectual life, and
us- it should keep us out of ruts. I tremble to
there is no subject so far away but that it will make
nk how often I have said, “Eureka, I am on the
a good vantage-point from which to secure a birdsfit course at last,” only to have another year of
dy demand that I should put about and go in an
eye view of our art.
irelv different way. To say positively we are right
“Wisdom is the principal thing; therefore get
a sign of arrogance; to say we firmly believe, but
wisdom.” Whatever our manner of acquiring it. let
, still willing to learn different is a sign of candor,
us get learning. We may read in bed if our digestion
e a"p is progressive. The facts of the evening are
>s good; we may read while we eat, or while we walk.
It will at most do no more to shorten life than would
en the falsehoods of the next morning. And only
indolence. Let us not imagine we lack the time. Vi e
of the broad mind can have the proper charity to¬
may put a good education in the spare intervals of
ri both fact and fable. Every teacher must be
; own philosopher. He must be able to reason out
°ur life just so surely as ether exists between all
s cause of any effect, or the effect of any cause.
the minute particles of the air we breathe. A book
. w imitate at the question Why?
lhen
in the pocket is worth two- in the case; and a book
1 precepts will have the vitality of living thoughts,
in the hand is a more certain sign of the man of learn¬
d not the learned-by-rote eloquence of a parrot.
ing than a cigar in the mouth is a token of the man
°f genuine social worth. There is no minute so
Let us thbn not travel in one direction mentally,
short that we may not learn a gem of thought which
so doing we go toward the apex of an acute trimight influence a whole life, if we only have a
gle. We become narrow in out conceptions; and
source from which to draw. As for the branches to
’
ortion as WG reduce the caliber of our mtclhe studied, let us learn of everything. With what
Z SO we reduce our power to impart good to others.
srow- let us radiate from a
scorn must the Creator of the universe and all its
wonders look down upon the “specialist” who is satis¬
n
Cr" to a large cfrcumference. This one idea
fied to devote all his days to the study of some cer¬
!t into execution will go a long way toward making
tain microscopic creature which lives under the wings
‘ useful to humanity. Knowledge exists in circles.
of a small insect.

1

HENSELT’S NERVOUSNESS.
Adolph Henselt had an inborn sense of touch.
This he developed by zealous study, which he kept up
to the very end of his life, and thus created a tone
of exceptional beauty. Clara Schumann declared his
touch the finest she had ever heard. lie practiced
finger exercises indefatigably. These he played with
poweiful touch and deep pressure, which brought out
a colossal tone. They are to be had under the name
of “Daily Exercises,” published originally in St.
Petersburg.
With all his ability as an executant he was the
most nervous of players. During his long life in St.
Petersburg, 1S3S-18S9, he gave but three public con¬
certs. Even in private the thought that any one was
listening to him was often enough to disturb his
artistic poise and interfere with both beauty of touch
and ease of interpretation. However, he frequently
played on Sunday morning before a small circle of
intimate friends, who sometimes hardly dared breathe
when he forgot his surroundings and lost himself in
the ardor of his art. At such moments it is said that
he rose to unsurpassed heights of inspiration; Liszt
and Chopin were then his only compeers. Curiously
enough, on these occasions he was wont to hum the
melody of the composition he was playing in a rough,
unmusical voice, but this was always welcomed by his
hearers ns proof that lie had reached the highest
point of exaltation and knew nothing of what was
about him.
An examination of his great exercises will show that,
as a teacher, he laid great stress on extension of the
hand and independence of the fingers. His favorite
method of practice was to grasp an extended chord,
reaching to an eleventh, with one hand while playing
vigorously with the other, at the same time reading
from a Iwok on the rack before him. One of the
pianists of the present day. F.ngen d’Albert, is said
to practice in the same manner. Students will do
well, however, to imitate neither master in this re¬
spect. Quod licet Jovi non licet bovi.
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The following is the last
SEPPERL,
story of the series about
THE DRUMMER BOY. Haydn in his younger days.
The others can be had in
The Etude for May, June and July:

Most of the young
readers of The Etude
have played or sung at
least one of Carl Reinecke’s compositions for
children, and doubtless learned them with great pleas¬
ure. He has lived a long life filled with usefulness to
music, for in June last he celebrated his eighty-second
birthday. Just think of that! lie was born about
three years before the death of Beethoven ; Mendels¬
sohn, Schumann, Chopin and Liszt were boys of about
14 when Reinecke first saw the light of the world, yet
the latter is still with us, while the former have long
since finished their active work. Thus his lifetime
covers a period of great interest to
the history’ of music.
Carl Reinecke was born at Altona,
Germany, June 23, 1824. His father
was a music teacher and taught the
boy himself. He early devoted himself
to musical work and enjoyed the
friendship of many eminent musicians,
notably Mendelssohn and Schumann.
It was in I860 that he went to Leip¬
zig to live, occupying the position of
conductor of the famous Qewandhaut
orchestra ; later director of the great
conservatory in that city.
He is a great friend of children
and has written a number of pieces
specially for them; his happiest work
being descriptive fairies and goblins.
Here are some titles: “Little Snow¬
drop,” “C i n d e r c 11 a,” “Enchanted
Swans,” “Little Rosebud,” “Good
Luck and Bad Luck,” “Little Fairy
Tales,” “Christmas Eve,” some beau¬
tiful sonatinas, with a number of
songs and choruses. Have “An Even¬
ing” or “Afternoon with Reinecke”
for one of your programs.
A MUSICIAN WHO
IS A FRIEND
OF CHILDREN

the tune for his men, and they played it all the time
the soldiers were not singing it, and sometimes when
they were, and it became the camp song.
After a while the regiment was ordered to the front,
that is, to the Southern States, where the battles
were to be fought. So it came up the harbor from
Fort Warren to Boston, and marched across the city
to the depot where the train was to be taken for
New York.
Can you not see it coming? Officers on prancing
horses, swords and spurs clanking; hundreds and
hundreds of blue-suited soldiers with knapsacks on
their backs, keeping step; gims all glistening and
pointing back; flags waving and above all the music

Acting on a sudden impulse she re¬
turned, by a strange fatality, no doubt,
and found the young man in the same
place, leaning his head on his hands.
He did not raise it as she paused at
his side, though her dress brushed
against him; he only started.
All her smiles and gaiety left her, as
she realized that some great sorrow
was before her, hidden under that re¬
signed and passive manner. With the
spontaneousness of a young and im¬
pressionable heart, she addressed him
timidly.
“Monsieur,” she said, softly.
He raised his head, and with diffi¬
culty concealed a half dried tear.
“Monsieur,” she repeated, halffrightened at her impulsiveness, “You
seem unhappy; will you tell me the
cause of your sorrow? If it is in my
power to help you, pray let me know,
or if you prefer, come with us to my
Cam, Reinecke in His Studio.

Once there was a very
THE BATTLE HYMN
pleasing song which was
OF THE REPUBLIC.
written by a Southern
gentleman. It was sung by
the people in the South, and after awhile found its
way into the singing books used at the North. This
story will tell you how it found its way back again,
though with different words, and how it became one
of our national songs.
In eighteen hundred and sixty-one, war was declared
between the North and the South. To Fort Warren,
on the south-east side of Boston Harbor, were sent
regiments of men from various parts of the country
for military training and to await marching orders.
Among these men were two recruits from Maine.
One day, because they were so homesick and sad, they
sang together this little song which had come up from
the South, and which they had learned and sung at
home. They were overheard by a captain belonging
to the 12th Massachusetts regiment, who was so
charmed with the melody that he sang it to some of
the other men and taught them to sing it.
Very soon they began to try other words to the
melody; for those which had been first written for it
were sad, while the soldiers needed a song to make
them merry. Going to war was sad enough!
In this regiment was a man whose name was John
Brown. He was not the John Brown whom people
were calling a hero, but the soldiers pretended to be¬
lieve that he was—and made good-natured fun of
him in some verses about “John Brown’s Body” and
“Glory! Glory! Hallelujah!” which they sang to
this melody from “down South.”
This John Brown didn’t mind the fun of his com¬
rades, but sang with them. The bandmaster arranged

One day, on returning from a vain search for work,
Haydn met on the stairs that led to his garret a
young girl, who was then coming down, accompanied
by an old lady. He stopped to let them go by; the
girl laughed in pretty confusion, with the lightness of
heart natural to her age, but on perceiving Haydn's
pale face, allowed the laugh to die away on her lips.
Haydn, at this time, was twenty years old, but
looked much older. He was tall and thin—so thin
that it was pitiful; a sickly pallor covered his face,
his great blue eyes had a wild expression from work
and hunger, and the disorder of his clothes indicated
to a great degree, the poverty to which he was re¬
duced.
“Who is this young man?” “What has happened to
liim?” “What misfortune has so changed his hand¬
some face?” The young girl asked herself these
questions as she went down the staircase.
Twice she turned and found Haydn standing still,
with his eyes fixed on her. To her vexation, a deep
blush overspread her cheeks at his earnest gaze, and
hastening her steps, she entered a
carriage standing a short distance

of the bands with their shining brasses and heavy
drums playing “Glory! Glory! Hallelujah!”
When the regiment arrived in New York, the scene
was all done over again—soldiers singing, bands play¬
ing and the streets full of people listening and learn¬
ing the song. And so it was, all the way to war.
And now they have reached the South, bringing back
the little song that strayed away up North.
It has traveled with the army from city to city and
from camp to camp and now, at evening, at the close
of battle, it cheers the soldiers as they return to their
white canvas homes on the campground. Visitors from
the North have been watching the troops and listen¬
ing to the song and as they drive away to the city,
one of the party, whose name was Mrs. Julia Ward
Howe, is urged to give the song grander and more
beautiful words than it had had before.
On reaching her room, she sat thinking of all she
had seen that evening; of the “watch-fires” and
circling camps” and of the Master whose “glory”
was “of the lilies” of peace and not of war. Perhaps
she fell asleep, and when she waked there was the
“Battle Hymn of the Republic” all ready for our
little song.
It is dressed now in words that mean great thoughts
and noble deeds done for our nation. The people are
the nation, and they have taken the little song to
their hearts and it has grown to be one of our national
songs .—Elizabeth II. Dunham.

Learn early to forget your own little self, so a3 to
think only of the value of the work which you are to
reproduce, and to sink yourself in the feeling of that
which you yourself have not written.—Moscheles.

The young man straightened him¬
self, but, instead of speaking, he cast
a humiliated glance at his clothes.
“Do not be proud, Monsieur,” she said, smiling,
“and also do not be frightened, either.”
A smile of gratitude shone on the pale lips of the
young man as he offered his arm to the old lady.
“Do you live here?” asked the young girl.
“In the garret, Mademoiselle,” he said, bitterly.
“And we live here,” she said, as they reached the
first floor. “Why, we are neighbors!”
“Then you are Mile. Martinez?”
"You have said it, Monsieur,” she said, merrily,
with a little courtesy, “and now-, in my turn, may 1
ask your name?”
“I am Joseph Haydn, the s a of a wheelwright at
Rohrau. I came to Vienna so e years ago under the
auspices of Dean Reuter—”
“Why, he was my teacher!” interrupted Mile.
Martinez.
“And mine, too!” said Haydn, with a look of grati¬
tude that did not escape Mile. Martinez.
“And you are—?”
“A musician. Mademoiselle.”
“Then why do you not give lessons?” she asked,
hesitatingly.
For all answer, the young man regarded his clothes
with a look of sadness.
“Monsieur Haydn,” said the young lady, impul¬
sively, “I am in search of a singing master; let me
be your first pupil, and you can teach me to sing. WiH
you not?” entreated Mile. Martinez with ft
thoughtfulness.
‘Really—I am—I do not know if I can,”
Haydn. They were in her sitting-room by now, and
refusing the chair she offered him, he persisted in
standing.
“Monsieur,” said Mile. Martinez, gravely, “I a01 oi
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Comes,” while two others had a miscellaneous selec¬
age, mistress of my own acts and my fortune, and
whose conversation he was able to gather a great deal
tion—“in the Olden Days” (duet).
my’aunt, whom you see here, is more my dear friend
very useful to him in his work.
The portrait of the Master Musician hung beneath
than my chaperone. So you can, without waiting to
Several of his compositions attracted the attention
that of Mendelssohn beside the open piano, reminding
consult my grandparents, take me for a scholar. Now
of Prince Antoine Esterhazy, but his brother. Prince
us of these two composers of oratorio. As a fitting
pray tell me something; did you kno>v—Dean Reuter
Nicholas, did even more for him. He attached him
close
to our Handel program, a singer gave us a ren¬
has often told me of one of his pupils, a boy of great
to his person, and gave him tho office of clean of the
dering of “I Know That My Redeemer Liveth,” heard
talent, named Sepperl—”
chapel, like his old friend and patron, Reuter. The
by many of our young musicians for the first time
“He must have meant—Sepperl is only a nick¬
ease of this life, instead of impairing his talents, on
(since they have no opportunity to hear oratorios in
name for Joseph,” said llaydn, blushing deeply, and
the contrary, developed them in all their power and
the country homes), giving them a beautiful memory
brilliance.
much embarrassed.
to carry into the after years as a part of that eventful
“What! You are Sepperl?” cried Mile. Martinez,
Coming at an opportune time, his first care was
evening
in the music room in the infant days of the
in great astonishment, and clapping her hands. “Then
to dress himself with a studied neatness. Just as
"Greenwood Music Club.”—Virginia C. Cattleman.
we” are friends already, though we never met. You
Buffon, who could not work except in lace cuffs, so
Haydn could undertake nothing when his dress was In
poor boy! Alone, a stranger, and—” she flushed
disorder.
and did not add the word ‘“poor.” which was
For the rest, his modesty was only equaled by his
trembling on her lips, but instead went on hurriedly,
Theodor
Lesehetizky,
the
great talent. Exempt from jealousy, he used a charm¬
“and without friends in this great city of Vienna. A
THE BOY
great teacher and “maker of
ing good nature in talking of himself and defending
stranger myself, I can understand your feelings. Mon¬
LESCHETIZKY
pianists,” commenced his pro¬
musicians at the same time. He could never pro¬
sieur, be my brother; accept, I pray you, a room in my
fessional activity at an early
nounce the name Gluck, without intense admiration.
house, a seat at my table; and now—” her manner
age. We learn something of these days in the latest
At the first representation of Mozart's “Don Juan”
suddenly changed, and she said, wdth an air of ex¬
biographical sketch by Annette Hullah.
opinions were divided, and llaydn was asked what he
treme archness and gaiety, “and now, my master,
"At fourteen Lesehetizky began to take pupils and
thought. “I am in no position to judge,” he replied
come and give me my first lesson in singing!”
seems to have been a prodigy in teaching as well
with admirable modesty, “but all who have heard him
Bewildered, overcome with gratitude, confused and
as in playing, for he had soon so much to do that his
say that Mozart is the greatest composer in the
dazed with the suddenness and strangeness of her
time was quite filled up. His father took two rooms
world.”
proposal, Haydn could only murmur a few broken
for him next door so that he might carry on his musi¬
At the coronation of Leopold t, at Prague, Mozart
words of thanks and consent, as he pressed his lips
cal work without disturbing the household. He was
presented his “Clemenza di Tito.” On inviting Haydn
humbly to her w'hite hand.
very busy, for, besides the teaching and his own prac¬
to play also, he replied, “No, no; when Mozart plays,
That same afternoon, Mile. Martinez introduced her
tice, there were lessons from Seehter in counterpoint,
Haydn dares not follow.”
protege to Metastasio, the Italian poet, who lived on
and, until his voice broke, he sang in a church choir
the second floor. Thus, in the same house, once
two or three times a week.”
It is not very many years
lived the greatest lyric poet and the greatest
OUR MUSIC CLUB, that our school can boast a
symphonist the world has ever known. But there
yraded music class with a
Send in a notice of the orwas this difference between them: Metastasio lived in
specialist in charge, one who loves her work and her
the midst of pleasure and luxury, loaded with favors
CLUB
ganization and work of your
“music children,” and whose pleasure it is. to look
by the Court, while the poor musician often had to
CORRESPONDENCE, club,
noting particularly
through rose-colored spectacles toward a future of
such program points and de¬
spend part of the day in bed, because he had no wood
wonderful progress for all concerned.
Not many
vices as have been successful in promoting interest and
for his fire, and no money to buy any.
years, indeed, since we first began to pass on our pri¬
Now, however, he had a roof to shelter him, better
conveying helpful information.
maries, our intermediates, our juniors to the graduaclothes to wear, and wras certain of good food daily.
Carnation Musicai. Club, sixteen members of
ing class!
Those whom he «met at the house of Mile. Martinez
Miss Florence C. Pringles' class, meets every two
The first to carry off the honors was Miriam, a darkdid not suspect that the clothes worn by the poor
weeks. Scrap books, containing articles, notes and
yed girl, to whom music was the one absorbing, remusician were his only ones; that the meals he could
pictures bearing on musical subjects, are used to good
ning influence in her yonng life. Miriam became a
not eat without emotion were his first, indeed his only
advantage.
lusic teacher with the same enthusiasm that, she bad
ones, that day.
Herndon Seminary Music Club, nine members,
tudied and practiced in former years, her chief
But a few days after this the kind-hearted Mile.
meets once a month, reading vocal and instrumental
,eeds being experience and more frequent playing in
Martinez, Who did not realize the desperate -state of
music from some one composer. Selections from The
mblic than she had yet had opportunity for in her
young Haydn’s affairs, left Vienna suddenly; Metas¬
Etude are very popular.
ountry home.
tasio had gone to Italy, and, once more, Haydn was
Etude Music Club, pupils of Miss Lily V. Spring,
The next year there were two more graduates,
left a poor man, alone in the great city of Vienna.
meets once a month, with a program made up from the
’auline and Stella; the trio made a fine nucleus for
Tile landlord hastened to inform him that the apart¬
works of some one composer. Once in three months a
he founding of a Music Club, whose initial meeting
ment lent him by Mile. Martinez had been rented by
recital is given for parents and friends of the pupils.
ook place in the cosy music room upon' a certain June
another lodger, and he would have to give up his
Etude Music Club, thirty-five members, meets
vening of commencement week, 19—. The three
room next day.
-oung ladies appeared dressed in white, their shining
once a month; uses The Etude as a text book and
Haydn did not have to be spoken to twice: with
-old lyres (music medals) taking the place of
gets much help; gave an operetta, “The Rose of
all his possessions tied up in a bundle he left the
irooches. We had from each a piano selection ; then
Savoy" in May.
house, not knowing where he was going to sleep that
ve played a game of “Musical Authors.”
After
The St. Cecilia Club, Lambertville, N. J., cele¬
night.
irganizing we adjourned to the dining-room where
brated the anniversary of Haydn’s birth ; about forty
All morning Haydn walked the streets of Vienna,
ve gathered about the “table round” for simple reguests were present. Thedialogue and tableaux in The
his bundle in his hand, until cold, fatigue and hunger
Teshments, our souvenirs being red and white roses
Etude for February were given.
forced him to enter a barber shop in the suburb of
(the chosen colors).
....
i
Leopoldstadt.
The Music Etude Club, Elkhart, Ind., gave a re¬
The Club decided to admit to membership those who
cital. A “May Pole Dance” and a “Music Fairies’
Taking him for a customer, the barber offered him
held certificates in the History of Music as proofs
a chair, with mechanical politeness, and began to
Festival” were interesting features.
3f study along the lines that tend to fuller apprecia¬
tie a napkin under his chin. The young man had not
S. S. L. Club, colors, violet and white; flower,
tion of the best music; and this decision added to our
strength enough to stop him, so weakly permitted it.
violet; motto. “Advance;” at each meeting there are
nuartet (the Musical Director included) two more
The barber took up a cup and the sponge to shave
short sketches on lives of composers and pieces played
members—Polly, Miriam’s younger sister; and Marga¬
him, but stopping suddenly, with a razor in one hand
from memory.
ret who was snecially good in Theory; one other
and the cup in the other, he cried, “But, Monsieur,
Mozakt Club, colors, purple and white; flower,
musician, a former medalist, being invited to join, we
what would you have me do? You have no beard!”
pansy; motto, “Alwavs play as if a master were
could truly sav, “We are seven” for our first year of
Receiving no reply, he looked sharply at his
listening to you;” selections from some master at each
existence, with a prospect of newcomers at the end of
customer, and perceived that he had fainted. Poor
meeting.
the scholastic term.
. .
People, as a rule, better than the rich, learn those
Our “Christmas Recital was a somewhat im¬
Etude Music Club, pupils of Miss Gilbert; colors,
who suffer. On seeing the young man’s paleness, the
promptu affair, ineluding a jaunt to Miriam s country
white and yellow; flower, the sunflower (State
barber immediately guessed that hunger was the
home, where a number of young men and maidens had
flower) ; motto, “Practice without warning;” will
cause of his swoon. He called his wife and daughter,
assembled. After the conclusion of the musical pro¬
study the great composers, musical games, will have
and with their aid, carried the unfortunate youth to a
gram we played charades, using “Mendelssohn,
vocal and instrumental music by teacher and members,
bed, where they gave him every attention and the
“Chopin,” two-step, piano, brass band. etc.. for word
duet playing a specialty.
tenderest care.
acting. Everybody entered heartily into the spirit of
The Mozart Club, pupils of Miss Bulkley; motto.
Finding himself, again by chance, at the house of a
the'evening, and tho Music Club felt fairly launched
“Success crowns labor:” object. “A search for such
charitable couple, Haydn, yielding to their urgent
upon its career, the officers wearing the Beetlioien
knowledge as will mnkp us musicians in tho broadest,
solicitations, consented to stay there until he could
buttons furnished by The Etude.
sense of the word.” TnE Etude is a great help in the
obtain pupils. Not wishing to live at their expense,
Our next meeting was a “Handel Recdnl. tor *h ch
club work.
however, he tried to find other ways of earning money.
we prepared with enthusiasm, even the Director fil ling
Music Club, twenty-five members, pupils of Miss
At six in the morning, he played the organ at the
imuiired to hunt up her copy of the “Harmonious
Coral Rash: motto, “Practice makes perfect:” colors,
chapel of the Count de llaugwitz; at eight, he sang in
Blacksmith,” while Pauline and Stella played the
Nile green and white; flower, white rose: studies
the choir of the Brothers of Mercy ; and at eleven, he
‘•T <r0” as a duet: and Miriam sang tlie plaintive
history, biography and theory: has question match,
sang at high mass in the Cathedral.
^“Weening Forever” (Lascia Ch’io I’iangn). Polly
competition in scale playing for prize, a short program,
But God—as we have to learn sometimes by sad ex¬
a, ‘ ' i
acoomnaniment. Margaret read “Handel
and scale writing in blank books and on black-board.
perience, always rewards those who are not dis¬
Also plays “Musical Dominoes.”
couraged and put their trust in Him—made him meet,
about this time, Porpora, an Italian composer, from
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the influence of the private teacher, and that it needs
general organized effort to stimulate and direct local
effort. How would it be if our public school system
lacked organization and cohesion? How would it be
if general education were largely dependent upon the
inclination of persons here and there to set themselves
up as teachers?

A Monthly Journal for the Musician, the
Music Student, and all Music Lovers.

No! the case is clear. Music in the United States
needs the force of a central organization which shall
study the vital problems of music education, those
problems which are a part of our culture scheme.
AV e need an organization to offer to us guidance in
individual efforts to raise the standard. We need the
strength which comes from organized effort. We
need the force of an asssociation which can command
the interest and active support of all classes of musi¬
cians, teachers, composers, critics and artists.
Get in line, teachers. Even if you should be unable
to attend the next meeting at Columbia University,
your membership fee is a help in the work, and an
assurance of willingness to stand by the Association.

Single Copie*, 10 Cent*,
e, 72 Cent*.
ion* are allowed for obtaining
Remittance* should be made by posUoffice or express money
orders, bank check or draft, or registered letter. United
States postage stamps are always received for cash. Money
sent in letters is dangerous, and we are not responsible for
its safe arrival
DISCONTl.NUANCK.-If you wish the Journal stopped,
an explicit notice must be sent us by letter, other¬
wise it will be continued. All arrearages must be
renewals. On the
wrapper ol the next issue sent you will be priuted
the date to which your subscription is paid up,
which serves as a receipt lor your subscription.
MANUSCRIPTS.-AU manuscripts intended for publication
should be addressed to THE ETUDE, 1712 Chestnut Street
and should be written on one side of the sheet only. Contri.
buttons on topics con
ballons
connected with musio-teaching and rausiostudy are solicited. ""
Those
“1 tnai
“*“*
lot available will be
returned.
ADVERTISING RATES will be sent
n loth of each month f<
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OMPOSERS and artists frequently complain
of the snap judgments formed and expressed
THEODORE PRESSER,
1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
in relation to their works by so many persons;
Entered at Philadelphia P. O. as Second-class Matter*
in fact we seem at that stage when nearly everybody
feels competent to express an opinion upon nearly
every subject, particularly of art and music.
UGUST is a vacation month, it is true, and
An American critic, Mr. Charles H. Caffin, in a
teachers may not be inclined to think or talk
work entitled “How to Study Pictures” clhims that
shop. They may feel it best to keep their minds
in
our efforts at appreciation we should “try to see
clear of the things that occupied for so many months
through the eyes of the artist” The personal atti¬
previously. These are matters for personal decision.
tude, like or dislike, is, as the best critics tell us, the
Yet all are aware that the quiet hours of a recreation
most rudimentary form of criticism. Mr. Caffin says:
season when the body has recovered physical tone,
when the nerves have lost their former jaded feeling,
The world itself is a vast panorama, and from it
offer a good time for reflective analysis of one’s work
the painter selects his subject; not to copy it exactly,
and opportunities. We urge onr readers to anticipate,
since it would be impossible for him to do this, even
to some extent, at least, the problems that will arise
if he tried. How could he represent, for example,
in a month or two and the decisions that must be
each blade of grass, each leaf upon a tree? So what
reached, the changes for betterment that should be
he does is to represent the subject as he sees it, as it
set under way.
appeals to his sympathy or interest; and if twelve
Perhaps some of our readers have never seriously
artists painted the same landscape, the result would
set themselves to study, mentally, the problems of their
professional work. If so we urge that they begin
be twelve different pictures, differing according to the
now. Turn over in your mind all the work you did
way in which each man had been impressed by the
last season ; recall what you did with this pupil, how
scene; in fact, according to his separate point of view
Hint one succeeded, how another failed, and still an¬
or separate way of seeing it, influenced by his individ¬
other needed encouragement, while perhaps some drop¬
ual experience and feeling.
ped out. Get a bird’s-eye-view of the situation and you
“Since none of us can include in ourselves the whole
will be surprised to (ind how methods to improve will
range of possible experience and feeling, it is through
come trooping into your mind.
the experience and feeling of others that we deepen
and refine our own. It is this that we should look to
pictures to accomplish, which, as you will acknowl¬
edge, is a very different thing from offhand like or
HAT shall be the future of the Music Teach¬
dislike.”
ers’ National Association? Shall I support
the Association in. its efforts to mark out a
The parallel between criticism of a painting and a
line of work which will promote the cause of music in
musical composition is easy to make. A serious work
the United States? There are other questions which
in music should not be dismissed with a cursory read¬
the reader may well ask himself now that the meeting
ing or hearing, but only after an earnest effort to
for 1006 has become a matter of record. The report
catch the composer’s point of view. A critic of
of the session as printed in the present issue of The
authority even goes so far as to say that one should
Etude affords much room for thought on the part of
strive to follow the composer’s mental processes in
reflecting musicians and earnest hearted teachers. It
the making of the piece and try to realize his various
is plain to see that the officers of the Association are
states of feeling. We ask our readers to strive for
seeking high ground, yet a position that offers com¬
mon footing for all grades of professional musicians.
true criticism and not hasty judgment, founded on
The papers prepared and read are ample proof of
superficial like and dislike.
the fixed educational purpose that now dominates the
Association, particularly the purpose to correlate
music with the general educational scheme, and to offer
N the pedagogical world there is much discussion
to ail colleges and schools in which music is taught,
as to the value of the study of the dead lan¬
guidance and genuine help in constructing courses of
music study with liberal culture as the aim. The
guages. All admit the advisability of studying
Association does not concern itself with practical
modem tongues, the Jive languages. Many declare
work in music since conservatories and private
the same mental gymnastic is secured by the live
teachers are well able to plan and carry out the
language as by the dead one, with the further point
necessary steps. It is music from the culture stand¬
gained of the student’s being able to give practical and
point that is now the central thought.
immediate use to the modem tongue. On the other
What teacher, what musician can afford to be out
hand, there are many advocates of the classical lan¬
of touch with a movement of this kind, initiated and
guages, because of the beauties they carry and the
directed by leading educators in music in the
knowledge they give of the roots of our own tongue.
United States? Why depend on isolated work,—here
and there the efforts of a musician—when many can
Be this as it may. it is true that in translating a
work along bommon lines for the same end. It may
pupil must examine every word with critical care to
be that music in the United States is too much under
determine just what it means and then must select
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a word from his own language which will give the
exact shade of thought. In ferreting out the meaning
of a sentence he must see the relationship between
all the words and the specific idea the combination
denotes, and as the final act put the whole thing over
into the other language. In doing this he makes the
thought of the author his own, lives a bit of the life
of the writer and may inherit his mental possessions
In the study of music a like process is carried on
parallel in a general way, though not in details. The
process is a translation from eye to ear by way of the
brain. The player realizes the note, the chord, the
phrase; finally, he comes to the complete sentence and
the relation that sustains to the context. He seeks
to express the same shade of sentiment as that held
in the mind of the composer as he penned the phrases,
perhaps a century or two centuries ago.
In this effort to re-create the thoughts of musicians,
living and dead, the student not only brings back the '
cold sequence and harmonic combination, but warms
into life the sentiment that pulsated through the
writer’s being; not only does he reproduce the tones
of generations agone, but he is quickened into the
construction of musical ideas of his own. The lifeless
characters become living tone: they bring into life
other tonal ideas, other sentiments, other works; and
the one who does the translation is the gainer far
more than he expected, just as the schoolboy grum¬
bling over his Latin, is unconsciously gaining a vo¬
cabulary and historic and poetical thoughts to which
he would otherwise be a stranger.

H

OW deplorable it is that students of music
have so small a conception of the art they
are pursuing as to imagine that the knowledge
of a few' of the rules of harmony, a few principles of
construction based upon works in the simplest of the
varieties of the song form, and perhaps a good mem¬
ory for melodies, rhythms and harmonies they have
heard, will justify them in seeking reputation as a
composer! The musical critics of the large publish¬
ing houses frequently receive manuscripts accompanied
by letters containing such statements as: “This is
my first composition and my friends think it very
pretty;” or, “I have a very good ear for tune, but
don’t know much about harmony;” or, “I have lots
of tunes in my head, but can’t put them down on
paper the way they sound to me.”
The work of a composer should be the product of
a thorough study of music, including matters of
harmony, counterpoint, form, a knowledge of one or
more instruments, the voice, history of music, and
of tile master works in the literature for the piano,
orchestra and voices. With all this there must be
much writing before the tyro can feel that he has
skill and certainty in his art. A noted teacher once
said that a composer ought to have worked at one
hundred pieces before he publishes opus 1.
The young man—and the youn'g woman too, for
she is showing aspiration toward composition,—who
wishes to win repute as a composer, should be slow
to publish, should be willing to serve an apprentice¬
ship, should avail himself of the best instruction, and
only after he lias spoiled much music paper, should
he try his fortunes with the publisher. There is no
reason why we should not have more good American
composers. But we cannot have much gain in quality
as wrell as quantity unless our students are willingto give
more time and more patient experiment to their studies
in composition. American music deserves a high quality
in its composition just as American literature has a
high ideal. Few of the noted writers of this country
attained renown without first having served an ap"
prentieeship of various kinds. In this kind of work,
drudgery many have thought it, skill and mastery
were obtaihed. Teachers in schools and conserva¬
tories should make the classes in composition the m°st
attractive of all in the curriculum because, in this
work, all the knowledge pupils possess of music, can
be used and applied. An ambition for creative work
is a worthy thing in the young student.
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OCAL
LPARTMENT
(conducted by H*W* Greene
THE ART IDEAL.
How often do singers realize the peculiar essential
of their art which so distinctly elevates it beyond the
other arts? While frequently alluded to as the art
intangible, a word that better describes it is spiritual.
It is upon that quality alone that the singer must
depend for the effective projection of his message.
Painters, sculptors and architects appeal to the senses
through the truth or beauty of definite and more or
less permanent delineation. But the transient vibra¬
tions of the air which record a fleeting impression
upon the auditory nerves are all the singer can claim
as his medium.
How intangible it is, and so closely akin to the
subtle intercourse between souls which we call sym¬
pathy ! We are taught that, technically, spoken words
are a phenomena of acoustics; yet they bear upon
them the burden of human knowledge and experience.
While the most volatile of life’s alchemy, words
are the most portentous in their effect because they
are thought-signs, and thought is spirit.
The singer employs the thought-signs to which are
added music containing elements of beauty which,
while equally evanescent, are so wonderful through
inherent charm that the soul is reached with much
greater directness than by words alone. Hence the
exalted place of vocal music among the arts.
Truth sometimes carries conviction, though rudely
expressed. That which is false cannot be made con¬
vincing by the most extreme blandishments of art.
The vehicle of spiritual intercourse is truth. Blend
art with truth through culture, and the singer wields
the most potent spirit-moving power in the world.
Its employment by the churches as a means to the
great end of reaching and softening hearts is an
acknowledgment of this fact. Let students of singing
realize that their consecration must be in proportion
to their responsibility. In plainer words, your art is
worthy of your very best efforts.
A PEEP INTO A WORKSHOP.
BY FREDERIC S. LAW.
A peep into the workshop is always interesting to
those who know it only through its finished products.
Such a peep, for the vocal student, is given in the fol¬
lowing extracts from a letter written with no idea of
publication. It could be wished that similar glimpses
might be caught of other singing teachers and their
methods. The study of singing labors under the dis¬
advantage common to all special studies—the forming
of student and teacher into a close corporation, limited,
in the strict sense of the term. Both need to be re¬
minded that, as the German proverb goes, people live
also behind the mountains; that their own particular
methods and practices are not the only routes that
lead to the goal.
To be sure, the studio is in general rightfully
closed to the chance visitor, no matter w'hat his in¬
terest may be in vocal processes; the concentration
necessary to master and pupil in their respective
tasks is endangered by the intrusion of a strange per¬
sonality ; hence the value to the outsider of such off¬
hand camera shots as these from the letter in question.
He should be cautious, however, in judging absolutely
by what they appear to reveal to him; their very
frankness and vividness are misleading unless one
reads between the lines. Necessarily the connecting
links and personal explanations that make the ap¬
parently crooked straight and the undeniably rough
places plain are lacking in such sharply cut character¬
izations. For instance, in reading what is written of
the whimsically named “cat” exercise, the novice may
well fail to grasp its aim, which is evidently to
secure the equalizing effect of what is technically
known as the head tone over the entire voice.
It only remains to say that the teacher spoken of
is a German tenor, once widely known in this country

and in Germany for his singing of Wagnerian roles.
That he is now living and teaching in one of the
smaller American cities is less generally known to the
musical public, and is one proof of the fact that the
latter is hardly yet aware of the excellent work done
in our very midst by teachers of all nationalities,
whose reputation is largely confined to their respective
communities. This gives especial point to the recom¬
mendation of one who knows the situation thoroughly
—that those who so feelingly lament the decadence of
the art of song reassure themselves by a course of
lessons under a really good teacher. Such an ex¬
periment might serve to temper a pessimism on the
subject, which records show has existed as long as
the art itself.
extracts from the letter.
I want to tell you a great deal about Mr. A. He
is certainly a remarkable man and a great teacher. 1
have seen him now three times, and he has been most
kind and communicative to me. The first time was
on Friday evening when he came here to go over some
music with Mr. B, and another pupil for a recital
which he proposes to give. He did not sing much him¬
self, but when he did—oh, such tones! So liquid and
floating and spiritual in quality. He was very nice
to me; had me sit beside him at the piano and talked
to me of his aims and method.
Mr. B. has a very fine voice, a baritone with im¬
mense range. In fact, all of the pupils I have heard
have remarkable compass, and such depth and sonority
of tone 1 It is acquired by a curious practice of what
Mr. A calls the “cat” exercise; a falsetto-like quality
of tone which is used in an exercise beginning on a
low note and carried up in the intervals of a perfect
fourth and a third, in all keys, on the vowels a, o and u
This opens the throat wide and secures a perfectly flat
tongue; in fact, my sister’s tongue lies hollowed out
in her mouth. His idea with this is to temper the
tones evenly throughout, and I have never heard such
wonderful tones, such ease and spirituality of singing
before in pupils who have been studying but a short
time. The only defect I notice is a lack of clearness
in enunciation, but I have not heard his best pupils
sing yet. This, I imagine is due to a great deal of
vocalizing on a and o.
He is utterly set against corsets—will not teach
any woman who wears them—at least at a lesson; has
no use for a thin woman, he says. I spent several
hours at his villa on Saturday. All his pupils had
waists like Greek statues, and, as his exercises are
heroic they tell me, one cannot wear anything snug
without danger of injuring one’s vitals.
(Later.) Mr. A. tried my voice the other day, and
was greatly pleased by the way I took the tones and
exercises; said I had been “very well taught, indeed.”
This made me exceedingly happy, for I was so afraid
I might not do you credit, and as he had also informed
me the night before that “all teachers are swindlers,”
it was soothing to feel that mine was an exception.
As you will surmise, he is a gentleman of somewhat
exaggerated opinions. But I admire his character
and his way of looking at truth and life very much.
To-day we went to his villa, a great, old, dilapidated
house on the river, and I had my first lesson, for I
decided to absorb all that I can while here. He began
the exercises on the F below the staff. They are ex¬
ceedingly simple; one learns them without any written
notes. He cultivates the voice from the lowest pos¬
sible pitch up, and almost all songs are used in low
keys. Elizabeth’s prayer from “Tannliituser” is used
as a vocalize, transposed down a third, and we use o
mostly on it. Text is not used for some time. I
stayed up there many hours listening to several les¬
sons. This he does with all his pupils—having one
illustrate for another; it is a splendid way to learn.
He was very enthusiastic about my voice—said there
was little preparatory work to be done with it, and
wishes I would “have my business down here (he is
very curious in his expressions), that I would have a
very big voice with resonant quality.” He uses Ger¬
man almost exclusively—Wagner especially.
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PITCH: ABSOLUTE, RELATIVE, HUMAN AND
OTHERWISE.
BY ALEXANDER HENNEMAN.
When we say a person has “absolute pitch” we
mean that he can at any time intone the A or C, in
fact any note, accurately without first sounding an in¬
strument. This faculty is usually a sign of musj.
cal ability, for it is positive evidence of a perfect
musical ear. It is not, however, an absolute neces¬
sity for fine or even exceptional musicianship; for
many able musicians, in fact famous composers, did
not possess it—Rossini, Gounod, Ambroise Thomas anO
other equally well-known; while many very indifferent
orchestral players can sound the “A” at any time.
The training in tuning up and listening attentively
to the other instruments develops this; while the
faculty is often inborn, it can also be acquired by
systematic training. Jadassolin has given directions
for this kind of drill, and has developed absolute
pitch in subjects that were originally very defective.
Pitch is the tonal standard by which the acuteness
or gravity of tones is compared and gauged. We
speak of concert pitch, French pitch, etc. Classical
pitch was used throughout the last half of the eight¬
eenth century and varied, for A, from 409 to 430
vibrations per second. Mozart's pitch was 421. Concert
pitch varied from 440 to 450 vibrations per second.
French pitch, commonly called low pitch, was adopted
by the French Academy in conformity with their
national metric system at 435. In Stuttgart, in the
year 1834, a congress of physicists adopted the socalled Scheibler pitch, 440 vibrations for A.
We all have heard the shouting Wagnerian singer
whose pitch is neither international or concert; per¬
haps an appropriate term would be to call it the
“cosmopolitan” pitch. It must have been one of this
class that the conductor stopped in the midst of her
aria saying: “Madam, we wish to tune up with you;
will you kindly sound your A?”
I have no doubt at all that this unfortunate lady
possessed accurate hearing as do many other singers
• who sing false. The trouble is not in the hearing, but
in what vocalists call “placing” the tone. The mind
conceives the pitch correctly, but the muscular action
is imperfect; one pitch is in the mind, the other is
produced by the throat. This is most noticeable on
high tones, which, in a certain incorrect placement,
will always be sharp, and the victim (I refer to the
singer, not the listener), cannot for the life of her
lower the tone. What she needs is vocal training, not
ear training. Richard Wagner, the wizard of hearing,
could not sing one note on the key. His thin, scratchy
shrieking always went wide of the mark, though Ini
sure the testy master would have been highly indig¬
nant to be told he was not singing in tune.
The classical pitch as low as 409 explains the high
compass of the songs of that period. Mozart s “Queen
of Night,” therefore, was not quite so high as it seems
Within that part of the ear called the cochlea we
find minute nerv.es resembling hairs. These little hairs
vibrate in sympathetic groups, just as the strings u
a piano will vibrate strongly for the tone struck, an
lightly for all the partial tones within the family gtou •
We readily understand, therefore, why some P®
might have good, normal hearing yet be per y
“tone-deaf,” musically, if these Cortesian fringes s
be undeveloped, but the other parts of the ear per ^
While speaking of the wonders of the eai, 1
interesting to learn that the semi-circular ca
though an integral part of the ear itself, have no
to do with the sense of hearing. Their function ^
assist in maintaining the equilibrium of the bo yceiving the impulses from the small brain. ^
these organs are diseased in a man or anim ,
librium is destroyed. To sit up would be a m0* 3
possible, to say nothing of such complicated m
as running, climbing, etc. The common
ring to an intoxicated person), that “drink
3
into his legs” would be more appropriate to say {1)C
gone into his ears, for these canals are among
organs that make the upright position possib e.
^
The many different demands on the mn®c gnj
hearing create curious combinations of a i1 • j„e
failure. Mettenleiter at one time had to ® ^ M
applicants for a director’s position and >n
^rote
assure himself of the very first requisite c mPB
false notes into the parts and instructed
tf(j
to play them as written. The six applies® 8
of
the compositions and not one detected the

more flagrant errors. He then had them reduce a
CONCERNING THE ENGLISH STUDENT OF
big orchestra score for small orchestra and also ar¬
SINGING.
range a piano composition for large orchestra. Among
them one made a most artistic and perfect arrange¬
BY GEORGE M. CECIL.
ment. So he had him conduct the same piece again
To say which teacher in London does the most w'ork
and stopped him at the errors to inquire if he had not
is no easy matter, but it is generally acknowledged
beard the wrong note in the oboe part and the man
that the veteran, Mr. Santley (who, by the way,
answered he had not. Surely a curious combination
is the sole surviving member of the original English
of constructive ability and oral deficiency.
cast of “Faust”) has his hands pretty full. It must
Von Btilow, as a composer, was poor; as a repro¬
not, however, be inferred that Mr. Santley always
ducer he was wonderful. Coupled with his marvelous
succeeds in imparting to his pupils the qualities which
hearing was his great memory. At one time on
distinguish his own singing.
a return from l’aris he conducted at a rehearsal a
Almost every month aspirants give recitals, advertis¬
composition heard but once, from memory, all the
ing on the program the fact that they have studied
parts except his score being at hand. At one place he
with Mr. Santley, but as few of them sing as their
called to the horns to play a certain passage, but they
master does, it is to b» feared that the finest of English
said they did not have it in their parts, which proved
singers either has failed to find a promising pupil or
to be true. So he wrote the two parts out for them
that he lacks the power or has not been given
and told them he was sure that was their music.
enough time to impart to others the art which he him¬
Next day the conductor’s score arrived, and lo, in not
self has so successfully practiced. Busy, too, are some
one note did he err. He preferred to conduct the sym¬
of the enterprising quacks who advertise to the effect
phonies from memory, which by the way, Weingaertner
that they guarantee “two octaves of resonant voice
now always does, and attempted to make all the players
in the shortest time on record,” or that they have
play their parts from memory. For this he put them
“discovered a method by which the old fashioned,
in separate rooms and would go from one to the other.
tedious system of slaving away for years is proved
He succeeded in getting them all to play their
to be a mistake.” I may add that the misguided
respective parts individually from memory, but in
persons who study with these remarkable “professors”
the ensemble, it was impossible to get the symphony
—as they have the hardihood to dub themselves—
together and he gave it up in despair.
are fortunate if they escape with unimpaired vocal
Purity and accuracy in pitch, strange to say, we
chords. As a rule, a hard, dry quality of voice and
offen find highly developed in persons whose ordinary
a most unvocal style of singing is the result of a few
hearing is defective. And for the opposite I know a
months with one of these persons.
man whose hearing for sound is marvelously keen;
Nor does the budding Caruso learn anything worth
the least whisper is audible, yet musically he cannot
remembering at the various music schools which are
tell a tune.
established in our large towns—unless, by some singu¬
To play the French horn absolute pitch is almost a
lar piece of good fortune, he avoids the incompetent
necessity. The instrument is so treacherous, it will
masters engaged there, while the young women who
sound any note, or better said, any vibration, but to
hope eventually to take Nordiea’s place jeopardize their
make the correct note a mental picture of the tone
chances of doing so by allowing ignorant teachers to
to be sounded is necessary.
ruin their voices. It is notorious that the heads of
The tympani player is called upon in a unique
these schools know nothing about singing; they are as
manner to exercise finding pitch. This skin pounder
ignorant of the subject as the average English music
is usually expected to tune his two or three drums in
critic is. Unable to discriminate between a throaty
keys other than the tonality the orchestra is playing
and a forward production, they practically encourage
in. Quite a feat, let me assure you, and to a person
their young charges to indulge in an improper pro¬
of nervous temperament out of the question!
duction, nor can they appreciate the graces of singing.
A man wanted to be taught to sing but could not
During the last five years, I have been present at
keep to the pitch. He had a resonant, beautiful voice
performances given by the advanced (?) students
but absolutely no hearing. I told him it was useless
of these institutions. In each case I found the
but he insisted. “I have the money to spend and am
principals to be wholly incompetent. It should also
interested and just want to know' what is wrong with
be borne in mind that at most of these places the
my hearing.” I was then at work at a sight-singing
teaching staff is recruited from amongst English sing¬
and ear training method, and told him I would start
ers whose faulty production and lack of style make
him as an experiment to see if anything could be done
them the laughing stock of the intelligent foreigner. At
at all, but any time I got tired of it he would
the present moment we have an abnormally throaty
have to stop. lie was delighted and proved a most
tenor and a baritone whose chief characteristic is
willing subject. (Pupil he could not be called.) It
indistinct enunciation teaching at the largest of
surprised me to see how much can really be done by
our academies, with the result that their pupils are
a systematic course. lie learned to sing the scale cor¬
unmistakable.
rectly, and could sing accurately throughout a song
Musicians often ask “which English teachers of
if he got rightly started on the first opening note.
singing are held in the highest repute?” The ignorant
But when the poor fellow' could not catch that elusive
and the easily impressed think highly of those who
first note, if not interrupted, he would go through the
advertise in the papers: the few who know good from
whole song with gusto three or four notes too high
bad singing reserve their verdict, until such time as
or too low% and be never the wiser. What time might
they may hear an English singer who has been proper¬
have done for him I know not, but his wms a case
ly taught by an English teacher. So much for the
like the daughter’s. “Tell me, professor,” asked the
British voice-producer who is lucky enough to succeel
mother, “will my daughter become a good musician ? ’
with a capital of enterprise and assurance.
“Wall,” answ'ered the professor, “she might. She tole
“What proportion of the vocal pupils in London are
me zat she gome of a long-lived family.”
foreign?” is a question that I have been asked more
Pitch (which embraces sight-reading in all its
than once. Foreigners are too intelligent to entrust
branches) is a sorely neglected part of musical edu¬
themselves to charlatans; of late years, a few have
cation. I refer now', not alone to the singer or prospec¬
tempted fate by seeking instruction from the persons
tive composer, but to all instrumentalists. Hearing is
who advertised their alleged skill, but, with the
to the-musician w'hat seeing is to the painter and yet
exception of an occasional American pupil—who has
know only too w'ell that much music performed is
been lured bv the magic of Mr. Santley’s name as a
a matter of seeing and not hearing on the part of
singer, the English teacher has to content himself with
the performer. All the time and labor devoted to this
his compatriots. The nearest approach to the foreign
study is amply repaid and after the first advantages
student is furnished by the Australian element. One
are gained it becomes a fascinating study.
occasionally comes across this variety of beginner—
and one regrets that it has been lured from its native
’loo many young singers, says Mme. Clara Butt in
land
Few Australians are worth teaching, and
a talk to young singers,” take care of the notes and.
(judging from results) those who have placed them¬
■et the W'ords take care of themselves. This is a grent
selves at the disposal of English singing masters
mistake. Clear and distinct enunciation is an inhave been singularly unfortunate in their selection.
■spensable point in oratorio singing. As oratorio is
What fees do the average teachers command, is an
a kind of sacred drama, it is very important that the
interesting question to the student who thinks of comaudience should hear distinctly every word one sings.
in„ t0 London. Compared with the rates which rule
bile the singing of sacred music should be, above
in" Paris those which are secured by English
a». full of feeling and reverent, it is a great error
teachers are decidedly meagre. Though some fortunate
, let your emotions master you. A very celebrated
“professors” easily secure $5.00 for a lesson of thirty
mnger told me that she could never sing a certain
minutes, many a piano-tuner (who poses as a voicesolo without weeping.

producer) is glad to teaCh (?) for half a crown
(sixty-two cents) an hour. Several charge ten shill¬
ings and six pence ($2.02), for a lesson of forty
minutes; others are satisfied with a beggarly $1.50 for
an hour’s work; and a village organjst contents him¬
self with a couple of shillings in return for a lesson
of half an hour. Twenty-five dollars for a course of a
dozen lessons of forty minutes each is a very ordinary
sum, and in girls’ schools this amount—less a substan¬
tial reduction—often is levied. The most wary teach¬
ers—most of whom are Jews—endeavor to bind the
pupil for twelve months, charging from $25.00 to
$50.00 or $100.00 a month and giving from three to
six lessons a week—according to circumstances. Some
of these astute persons secure the money in advance;
consequently, if the pupil has reason to be dissatisfied,
he (or she) either must continue a series of unsatis¬
factory lessons or go to law—should the “professor”
decline to disgorge. In this way a considerable amount
of money changes hands every year.
In addition to the several hundreds of English
teachers who carry on their business in London and
the provinces, a number of foreign singing masters of
note are to be found in the metropolis. Chief amongst
these is Signor Clerici, whose excellent work is in re¬
freshing contrast to the endeavors of some of his col¬
leagues. Another admirable teacher is Mr. Henry
Stanley, an American, whose pupil, Mr. Charles Mott,
promises to become distinguished as a baritone; while
Mr. Thomas Menx is as good a teacher as singer. We
also have Signor Tosti, who enjoys a reputation in the
boudoirs of well-to-do women, and M. Maurel—the
last-named having recently settled in London as a
teacher. Like Signor Tosti, M. Maurel has a vogue
amongst admiring ladies—all of whom declare that
there is no teacher like him. Doubtless. M. Maurel is
unique, but the once distinguished French baritone has
not been able to hand over his mantle to any of his
admirers.
EXTREMES OF VOCAL COMPASS.
The deepest note known to have been reached by
the human voice is the F, an octave below the bass
staff, with 43 vibrations per second, which is said
to have been sung by a German named Fischer, who
lived in the eighteenth century. At the present
time there are few opera basses who can give satis¬
factory sounds below C, with 64 vibrations. The
Russian basses, who form such an important part
of the great Cathedral choirs, are undoubtedly pos¬
sessed of the deeper bass voices. Some of them sing
a special part an octave lower than that of the
ordinary bass voice. Most of them can take the C
below the bass staff and some are said to take the
p credited to Fischer above. In ensemble music these
deep bass voices give out harmonics which greatly
enrich the effect of the other voices and add sonorous¬
ness and fulness to the harmony.
The highest note credited to the human voice was
the second C above the treble clef with 2048 vibrations
per second, which was sung by Ajugari, an Italian
soprano, who lived in the eighteenth century. This
is according to Mozart’s testimony. Many sopranos
are able to reach the C with 1024 vibrations per
second ; a smaller number the E flat and E above it.
Patti’s highest note of good tone quality is stated to
have been G, with 1536 vibrations.
EXPLANATION IN THE FIRST SINGING
LESSONS.
BY W. FRANCIS GATES.
In the teaching of singing, many instructors treat
their aflult students as if they were children. Ad¬
vanced kindergarten methods insist that the young¬
sters be given but a small bit of information at a
time, put into use at once in as practical a manner
ns possible, before other features are added. The
whole trend of education is to suit the process to the
mind that is to be developed.
No faul. is to be found with this plan of work,
so long as it be children that are taught, or so long as
the adult under instruction has the immaturity of mind
that marks the child. But the majority of vocal
students are of adult years, perhaps the average age
would be twenty years. But as no practical or thor¬
ough development of the vocal organs can be under¬
taken prior to fifteen, the above statement may be
regarded as conservative
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The majority of teacherg of voice, if what the
present writer experienced as a student and has seen
put into operation by co-laborers in the musical field
may be taken as a criterion, is based on the supposi¬
tion that the vocal student is still a child—though he
or she have gray hairs. True, the vocal status may
be that of a youth, the voice may be unformed, the
tone crude and the results of vocal attempts be musi¬
cal horrors. The vocal organs must be approached
practically as one would a child’s. The exercises must
be primary, the tones pianissimo, the youthful state
of relaxation imitated by the adult. There is no
question but that the voice of the beginning adult
must have careful treatment, quiet method, and gentle
leading; and moveover, this process will probably have
to be continued longer with the grown person than
with the adolescent one, for the years of non-practice,
or, what is worse, over practice and incorrect prac¬
tice, will produce a condition that is harder to
eradicate than it is to bring the younger and fresher
voice into a mobile state.
While it might be foolish to go through a course of
theoretical and physiological explanations to a child
showing the whys and wherefores of the proposed
course of studies, the serious-minded adult will gladly
welcome such explanation on the pa rt of his teacher.
People are not fools because they want to study
singing. All of them do not leave their brains at
home when they start for the vocal studio, though
a teacher sometimes feels like maintaining the oppo¬
site.
It will not take long for the .skilful teacher to
judge whether a new student is in earnest in his study.
Most men desire to build their vocal ability from the
ground up; they want the knowledge that lies at the
foundation; they are used to starting a subject at
the beginning and carrying it along to an advanced
state, understanding each step. Their business 'ex¬
perience is practically the same; they know they
must thoroughly fill one position before they may be
advanced to another. Consequently, it is no hardship
to them to be given a short course of explanation of
the subject they are to pursue.
And the same is true of a certain percentage of
the women, though it is unfortunately the fact that
there are many dabblers among the feminine
students of singing. The query arises: Would not
even these take more interest in their musical work
if it were put before them logically and sensibly.
There are women who prefer to be put on a plane with
their masculine neighbors in the matter of mentality.
This attitude has been noticed by European travelers
in this country. They say the American woman may
be talked to as if she were a man, but the European
woman must be given small talk and society nonsense
or she is bored by being taken out of her element.
Following the above line of thought, a practical sug¬
gestion ah to the method of introducing an adult pupil
to the subject of vocal development may not be out of
place in illustration. This is general in its applica¬
tion and may precede any method of vocal study that
the teacher deems best. And it is used only as
illustrative of other matters that may be presented
to the student of song in the course of his study.
It is unfortunate that there are few vocal truths
that may be subject to visible and mathematical dem¬
onstration. The voice is so hidden, the vocal organs
so covered while in action, that a good many things
that are said about them must be classed as only
more or less accurate guesses. No one ever saw a
human voice in complete action through its whole
compass—perhaps no one ever will. But there are
many things about the vocal organism that are capa¬
ble of complete demonstration.
The laryngoscope changed many theories that had
formerly been held concerning voice production. For
instance, in an early work, Garcia held the superior
vocal cords assisted in the production of tone; in
a later one, he admitted that he was not certain of
their functions: and in a third, he stated he was sure
that they had nothing to do with the matter! Is it
any wonder that the singing student who attempts to
get his knowledge and theories from books is con¬
fused by the dicta of alleged authorities?
Whatever may be held concerning the more delicate
portions of the vocal mechanism, there are certain
broad aspects of it that must be recognized by every
earnest student of song. There are three divisions
of the vocal apparatus and each has its own function.
There are three properties of tone and for each of
these there is a governing body.
Tones have power, pitch and quality; the vocal
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organism consists of lungs, furnishing this power and
duration, vocal chords furnishing pitch and the supe¬
rior cavities giving quality. These functions at times
overlap, but primarily they belong where mentioned.
In explaining this matter to students, one generally
finds they realize that the lungs furnish the motive
power and the vocal cords set the pitch; but it is
seldom that the beginner knows anything of the func¬
tions of the head cavities in the matter of quality.
This subject may be illustrated by reference to the
organ, which is at any rate but an imitation of the
vocal mechanism in tone production. There is the
bellows giving the wind supply, the power; then comes
the vibrating “lip” that starts the tone, or the reed,
which is more parallel to the vocal cords, and finally
the upper portion of the pipe, which by its shape of
end governs the quality, the flaring “bell” producing
the more blatant tone, the inward curve, the covered
tone, and so on.
While there are points of difference, the general
features of human organ and artificial organ are the
same and the one can well illustrate the other. But
there are points on which the teacher must be care¬
ful, or his pupil will come to the conclusion that only
a soprano of diminutive height is capable of singing
O in alt, and per contra, only the bass of giraffe-like
neck can produce the C four octaves below that—this,
if the organ simile is carried too far.
■While it is unnecessary to go deep into the results
of vocal anatomy, while a singer never produced a
better tone because he could lecture on the cricothyroid
cartilages, while an anatomist is not of necessity a
singer, the general features of physiological construc¬
tion should be understood before the student proceeds
to put them into use. And it is to this end the above
plea is made that art, which has as a basis some¬
thing of scientific knowledge, enough to know how
to adapt means to ends, will be able to rear itself to
higher levels, sure of its foundation.

OUR VOCAL MUSIC.
So many cradle songs and lullabies are in the
market that a publisher may well hesitate about add¬
ing to the number. Yet The Etude has lately re¬
ceived from Dr. Harthan the American rights to a
song that was received with great favor in Europe, a
favor which we think American teachers and singers
will also accord to it. “Behind the Hills so Golden”
is a lovely little song, characterized by the tender
simplicity of word and tone which is so charming in
the folk song of the German race, to which style of
song this clearly belongs. The true singer will
instinctively know and feel the proper rendering for
tins lullaby.
Not all songs should be concert songs, love songs, or
ballads, there is a demand for the song with special
character. We think The Etude meets this demand
In Mr. Troyer’s “Clock Song” which can be made very
descriptive and effective by the singer who works out
the various ideas of the text. It should prove a good
number for a recital. In addition to this it can be
used by a boy or girl who has a little more than
ordinary voice and training.

A singeb once accepted what seemed at the time to
be a particularly undesirable engagement to sing in
oratorio. The work was seldom given, the part was
difficult and unfamiliar, the sum offered was small,
and it was to be sung in a small place so there was
no especial Mat attached to the occasion. She took
it, however, for the opportunity of study. Had she
known it, she said, she would have refused without
hesitation, but she felt that it would broaden her
musical experience and that she could not neglect,
though it was not likely that she should ever be called
upon to sing it again. Years afterward the same
oratorio was revived by a metropolitan chorus; the
singer allotted to this particular part fell ill at the
last moment, and the one who had studied it so
long before was the only one who could step in and
carry it through successfully. This she did and won
her greatest artistic triumph.
This shows that knowledge laid away is one of the
best of investments. Students are apt to pass over
anything that does not appear to have immediate
application to their work, but this instance illustrates
the wise saying of some one—“Every sort of knowl¬
edge is a key to fit which a lock will, appear some day ”
—F. S. L

THE AWAKENING OF THE MUSICAL SENSE.
BY ANNIE L. LUGBXN.
How to awaken the musical sense of the vocal pupil
with perhaps a good voice, true ear and many
requisites that go to make the musician, has been a
problem with me for many years. There is no fixed
rule—one is governed by the individual. The teacher
has, under any conditions, first to studjf and form the
pupil before any satisfactory results will follow. 0ut
judgment in character study only comes from ex¬
perience in dealing with the different natures with
whom we are brought in contact. The lack of com¬
prehension of the A. B, C of music is not felt so
much in cities where the standard of music is high,
and where numerous opportunities can be had of hear¬
ing that which is educational.
The present writer has taught for many years in a
city which has no orchestra or organized society of
singers who might give the works of the masters, or
even lesser works of importance, in which the chances
are slim indeed for general cultivation musically.
Under these adverse circumstances both teacher and
pupil must do the best they can.
A pupil comes to you (one who is truly in earnest,
be it understood) and wants to take a few lessons,
he says a term or two. “He just wants to learn
enongh to amuse himself.” You say nothing to this
except to encourage his desire to improve himself; you
try his voice, which you find good, also his ear proves
correct; both qualities you tell him he possesses. He
is anxious to begin, so you start work.
The first few lessons pass well, he is quick, but
after a little he tells you he did not know that
learning to sing was like this. He hopes to have a
song soon. He doesn’t expect to sing any classical
music (meaning something not under the head of
popular music), but would like to sing songs that
people care to hear, and he much prefers the old songs,
meaning by both statements the popular songs whose
day is long past. In good time, you tell him, he will
have a song. In the meantime give him simple melodic
studies to cultivate his sense of good melody.
Somewhere about the fifteenth lesson, he wonders
“if there is any good in his studying, if he has a
voice, if he is stupid, etc., etc.” You brighten him
according to his needs, and tell him in a short time
he will have his desired song. Select something simple,
but good, by a modern composer, which your judgment
tells you he will like. He may bring you a trashy song
that he likes, and ask to learn it. Don't laugh, or
show strong disapproval, but go over it with him,
making the best you can of » poor subject. Nine
times out of ten he will see its worthlessness, and
tell you he used to like it, but somehow does not care
now whether he learns it or not. This you can score
as one for you.
Now urge him to read about music and musicians.
To broaden his knowledge, give him gradually wdrk
beyond him, being careful not to strain or hurt bis
voice. Push him forward even if he cannot execute
his work properly, charging him not to sing before
others work he has not mastered. As a rule he will
be obedient in this through lack of confidence in him¬
self. Give him simple work with the difficult—let him
hear always the good until his ear is displeased with
anything else. Make him happy in his work. No*
he becomes receptive, and you can then begin the
work with which you should have started.
To begin a pupil, who has no more conception o
music than the case just cited, with the dry factsian
drudgery that is necessary to make a singer, is abso¬
lutely dead work. He is apt to leave off through discouragement, or he may keep on, as ho thinks be m
getting much because he does not understand w *
you tell him. He will then air himself on what W
does not understand, quote terms and ideas wit o
comprehension, till one exclaims, “the last state
that man is worse than the first.”
Of course I am only quoting the average pup unmusical surroundings. The ignorant pupil wit '
natural taste for the beautiful, who loves good mu
when he first hears it, even though he cannot
you anything about it, is a delight to his teacher,
his case is an easy one, but with him this article
no dealing.
,
When the musical sense is at last awakened, t e
will be no hindering its further development.. ^
pupil will then look only for the good, and stnv®
hear only the good, finding his opportunities
if he cannot get them at home, for in the search
the true in art there is no turning backward
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[By an oversight in proof reading, Mr. Maedougall’s
name did not appear as the author of the article in
the July Organ Department entitled “The Church
Organist and His Duties,” in which he summed up
as follows:
We may sum up the matter in this way: To be a
church organist one must keep the end constantly in
view during one’s studies. One must realize that the
ability to play the prelude and postlude is, after all,
of small consequence when compared with the ability
to play the hymn tune ■ intelligently, to accompany
singers to their satisfaction and to weld the service
into one artistic whole. Study, then, must be directly
related to the needs of the service and not so much to
the needs of the concert player.
In the 6rst article
THE CHURCH ORGANIST in this series* I made
AS RECITALIST.
a distinction between
the church and the
concert organist. I may be accused of inconsistency
in now writing of the church organist as the recitalist.
I can, however, easily defend myself from this charge
by saying that when I speak of the church organist
as the recitalist I refer to him as giving organ recitals
in his own church and not as a traveling virtuoso.
It often happens that a man who is specially gifted
as a church player- has technic enough to warrant
his giving recitals; though he may not possess the
manipulative ability of a Lemare or a Guilmant, he
may be able to give very much pleasure to his audience
as well as to do much good in the cause of music.
There are two sorts of recitals that the church organist
may give. One which precedes or follows or is a part
of a church service; the other which occupies an
evening or an afternoon.
I have one church in mind where every Sunday
evening from 7.30 to 8 the organist gives a recital;
at 8 o’clock promptly the processional begins and the
recital ends. I know another church where at the
conclusion of the evening service the organist plays
from 15 to 20 minutes, most of the congregation re¬
maining to hear him. I know of still another case
where in Sunday evening Vespers the organ music is
put in the middle of the service, after the sermon or
address; concluding prayers and recessional come after
the last organ number. These are types of service
recitals, and all are perfectly practicable.
It often happens that the organists give an annual
series of recitals during Lent or at some other suitable
season of the year, these recitals being free and car¬
ried on with the assistance of a violinist or a singer.
In some of our large cities these recitals become very
elaborate and cost tbe organist much either in cash
or in indebtedness to fellow artists to be paid back
in kind. These recitals are in the majority of cases
well attended and often are crowded. There seems
to be a genuine delight in organ music on the part
of a large portion of our public. The organ is
spoken of with real affection by many people, and
although many musicians laugh when it is character¬
ized as “The King of Instruments,” many persons
insist that the title is the correct one.
In considering the sort of music to be played at
an organ recital, one must bear in mind several things.
First: Is the recital to be a part of the church sea-vice?
In that case it is quite evident that certain restrictions
will be placed upon the selection of music; for in¬
stance, one can hardly consider the “Toccata and
Fugue” in D minor by J. S. Bach or the Toccata and
Widor’s “Symphony in F” or Hollins’ “Overture in C
minor,” and the like, as suitable; in fact the range
of pieces completely fitted for such recitals is small.
Slow movements from symphonies or pieces like Lemare’s “Romance,” Hollins’ “xVndante in D,” Rheinberger'8 “Vision,” etc., etc., are a type of the unex¬
ceptionable ones. I am well aware that organists will
differ with me strongly, and I concede, of course, the
right of individual opinion. My point is that much
organ music of a very high character is, from a rhyth¬
mical or emotional standpoint, not admissible to
*See Tiie Etude for July, page 400.
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the service. If you wish to play the “Prelude ih B
flat minor” from the “Well-Tempered Clavichord,”
or the little “Fugue in E minor” by the same author;
or the slow movements from the Mendelssohn sonatas,
you will be well within safety. The great "G minor
Fugue,” or that in D major by Guilmant, etc., etc.,
are impossible. It is also sometimes possible to play
a strong, old movement in a church service if it goes
with a quiet one. Everyone must be guided by his
own taste and by a gentle deference to the taste of
the congregation for which he officiates.
If the recital is not connected with a service, the
question at once comes up, shall arrangements be
played? My own feeling in this matter is that there
are arrangements and arrangements. Some arrange¬
ments are manifestly unsuitable for the ordinary
church organ, and no organist should think of attempt¬
ing them in public, no matter how much pleasure he
may derive from their performance in private. The
introduction to the third act of “Lohengrin” and “The
Ride of the Valkyries” are cases in point; occasionally,
however, one will find an organ voiced with high wind
pressures and with ample wind supply on which the
two pieces I have just named will come out with great
force and effect.
The staple of the church organist must be the works
of the classical masters; he must know his Bach,
Mendelssohn, Rheinberger; but he must also play
Guilmant, Saint-Sfiens, Widor, Lemare, Hollins, Wolstenliolme and our best American composers.
Two courses are open to the church recitalist; one
to illustrate organ music, the other to illustrate music
in general. Many recitalists, I fear, take too narrow
a view of their calling. Take the “Fantasia in A
minor,” by Thiele, for example. As a work in organ
literature it has some value, but looked at as a musical
composition it is nothing more than a technical etude;
its place on a program, therefore, can only be justified,
because it illustrates a phase of organ literature.
Judged by this standard much of the original organ
music appearing on organ programs becomes poor and
insignificant. On the other hand many of the arrange¬
ments are of great value because they represent vastly
wider phases of musical literature. This is a view
that is not often taken by the recitalist.
Much also depends upon whether the church at
which our recitalist plays is in a large city, or
whether it is in a community where the chances of
hearing good music are not frequent; in the latter case
the scope of the organist’s programs will be much
greater and people will be pathetically grateful to him
for including in his recital pieces by Dvorak, Tchai¬
kovsky or Brahms, even if they are arrangements from
the orchestral score and do not reflect accurately the
orchestral color.
I cannot longer defer the inevitable question, Does
it pay? This is answered unhesitatingly, Yes; it pays
in all ways. It pays in the gratitude of the audience;
it pays in the increased technic which comes to the
organist; it pays in the greater interest taken in him
by his fellow townsmen; viewed simply as a business
proposition, nothing could be better. The organist
who, year after year, gives a series of recitals with
interesting programs judiciously selected advances the
cause of good music in any community where he may
reside.
I have only one thing to add, and that is that it
seems to be rather inadvisable for the organist to
have assistance at his recitals; it is better to give a
strictly organ program which a moderate audience
will come to hear than to engage singer and violinist
to draw the crowd. If the recital be paid for, tho
latter is all right, but if it be a free recital the organist
certainly lowers his dignity and the dignity of his
instrument by making such strenuous efforts to at¬
tract an audience. I am glad to say that organists,
more and more, are giving recitals of from threequarters of an hour to an hour, composed wholly of
organ pieces without assistance.—Hamilton C. Macdougall.
(To be Continued.)

Fob more than a decado
BOY-CHOIR OR
there has been a steady
CHILDREN’S CHOIR,
growth in popular favor
for the boy-choir. The
reasons for this have been various. First, because
of the great debt which Protestant church music owes
to the composers of the English church. There has
been a perfect stampede to accept Church of England
methods in American congregations with the result
that we have adopted in many cases practically the
entire liturgical scheme, including among other things
the boy-choir. Then, too, the great awakening with
regard to child-life, the quickened interest in every¬
thing pertaining to children, has given to the hitherto
neglected portion of the church a new significance;
and wideawake ministers and choir directors have not
been slow to avail themselves of the possibilities of
the Child in Church. Inasmuch as the boy-choir has
been the traditional form in which the Church has
utilized the child, naturally this was the form which
was found most acceptable to church authorities.
Much is to be said of the strides that have been made
toward perfection in many of the choirs so organized,
but there is another phase of the question which
merits discussion.
The boy-choir, as an institution, is an exotic on
American soil. Its birth was the result of the ecclesi¬
astical law that woman must not assist, except as a
worshiper, in the liturgy of the Church. The medi¬
aeval church overcame this difficulty by the use of
the male soprano and alto,—monstrosities which have
fortunately, largely disappeared from our musical
horizon,—but when the male soprano and alto ceased
to be the fashion, something had to be found to take
their places. Tradition was—and still -is, to a consid¬
erable extent,—too strong in the European countries to
allow the introduction of women singers, so the only
alternative was to employ the boy as a substitute for
the tabooed sex. Exit the male soprano; enter the
boy soprano.
A strange revival of mediaevalism in the Catholic
churches,—Roman, Anglican, and the American
Protestant Episcopal—has given the traditions of the
Middle Ages a new lease of life, and we behold the
curious phenomenon of a mediaeval choir(and liturgy)
in an ultra-modern civilization.
Not that the boy-choir is not a good thing. On the
contrary, it is to a fine institution—for the boy. (Its
merits in other directions I leave to others for dis¬
cussion). It is just this fact that brings out objec¬
tion to the 5oy-choir. The boy-choir is un-American
because it is contrary to our cherished educational
“ideals. We believe in co-education, at least to the
extent that girls should have equal educational ad¬
vantages with boys, and we spend many millions o£
dollars every year backing up our belief. Nobody
questions for a moment the beneficent results of t e
training received in a choir, from tbe educations
standpoint at least. Nearly every great composer
bears witness to its influence, especially the grea
choral composers. Now the boy-choir is doing one
to educate a class of church musicians in this coun ■ ■
and its work in this direction is worthy of tbe big >«>
commendation. But it is neither fair nor wise coo®1 '
ing the great influence of women especially in
matters, to shut the girls out of the advantages w*
the boys enjoy. Not that it would necessarily be .
to combine the two sexes in the same cIimr'T
public schools often find it better to separate tw> •
But there is ample room for both boys andI &>rls
the worship of the sanctuary, and neither need con
with the other.
jS
From an economic standpoint, the advan age ^
all with the girls, as her voice does not break ju
the time when the results of training are begmni ^ .
show. Tho saddest and most wasteful featu Ucll
boy-choir training is the ruthless manner in
,(s
Mother Nature steps in to ruin overnight t e of years of painstaking labor. The most won'ler^
boy-soprano that ever was goes the way of a
and soon becomes a croaking stripling wi
.
chances that as a man neither his voice nor
^
cianship will ever rise above mediocrity,
species of precocity this is the most dishea
(fl
With the girl’s voice there is nothing of 4 *®
jC(*.
contend with. In'the inherent quality of « ther.
nature is as lavish with the one sex as with
,
She has placed some rarely beautiful voice®
throats, but beenuse the possessors wear s ir. ^ „f.
than knickerbockers, they are rarely trained or
i0
Undoubtedly if the same care were exerci
^
selecting and then in training an equal num e

and girIs> tbe advantage would be with the latter, if
for no other reason because they are able to enjoy
an unbroken period of training from the age of 8 to
20 or later and be at all times during that period
thoroughly available for the church service.
The girl’s voice has no limitations that the boy’s
has not, nor is the girl’s mind any less quick in per¬
ceiving, nor her musical intuitions less accurate
There is no phase of musical work which is not equally
possible to both sexes, unless It be the more artistic
results which the girl may achieve because nature has
been kinder to her in making hers an unbroken term
of training.
This is not an argument against boy-choirs, but a
plea for equal opportunities for both sexes. Unquestion¬
ably the future of America in practically every direc¬
tion lies equally in the hands of both men and women.
Certainly in the musical world, especially among
teachers, woman already outnumbers man, and the
balance is not likely to be shifted for some time to
come. The boy-choir is undoubtedly an important
musical educational factor. A similar institution
ought to be developed for the benefit of the girls
who are to become in large measure the music teachers
and concert goers of America in the next generation.
It is not entirely a question of sqntiment nor is it one
of religion, nor yet of High Church or Low Church, but
preeminently of ordinary common sense in the utiliza¬
tion of nature’s gifts to the best advantage of both
the present and future generations. Never can we
expect the musical atmosphere of our nation to become
what it should be while the homes resound to the
strains of the popular songs of the day, and there is
no better way to hasten the coming of the better day
than to educate the girls who are to become the home¬
makers and teachers of the succeeding generation.—
J. Lawrence Erl).
An organ can be judged as to
its magnitude from a good many
standpoints. The number of pipes,
the number of sounding stops,
manuals, accessories,—all are factors; but none of
them, by itself, is sufficient for purposes of compari¬
son between one instrument and another. If it is
necessary to make any such comparison, the writer
has obtained fairly satisfactory data by ascertaining
tiie total number of ranks of pipes, that is, how many
pipes will speak when any note is touched, all manual
couplers being included but octave couplers excluded.
The number of sounding stops counts for little.
Many devices are known to the inferior grades of
builders, whereby a most imposing show may be made
at the console. Tierces and larigots may be made to
draw singly, a five rank mixture draws as one of two
ranks and one of three ranks. Other registers draw
in halves and the most expensive ones stop at tenor
C; so that it is practicable to have two instruments
of similar resources, but one of them posser-jing fifty
stops and the other a dozen less. Judged by this
standard, the organ at Weingarten would make a poor
display, for its stops number but seventy-six; where¬
as it has as many pipes as the Leeds organ, which
lias about one hundred stops. Nor would an enumera¬
tion of the pipes be much guidance, unless the builder
be a man of repute; for pipes may be multiplied by
the presence of and undue preponderance of registers
of acute pjtch, as in tbe Weingarten organ, which
cost little, and which add very little to the total
"eight of tone.
Comparatively few organs possess more than six
thousand pipes, and very few indeed have seven
thousand; therefore, in describing some of the most
famous examples, the former limit will be adopted.
In the British Isles, the present writer can recollect
but three organs of sufficient size to be included in his
list. These are as follows;—
Stops Couplers Pipes Ranks
Albert Hall
111
14
7,552 108
Liverpool
100
14
6,714
98
Leeds Town Hall
92
16
6,464
96
The figures in the last column in the previous and
the following list show the number of pipes that will
speak, when all sounding stops and unison couplers
are drawn, on pressing down any key on the great
°rgan. These three organs are too well known to need
®ny description in these columns. The first two are
by Father Willis, the third was originally by Gray and
I'avison, but has recently been rebuilt by Abbott and
Smith, and may almost be described as a new one.
As regatds weight of tone, a complete list of Con¬
THE LARGEST
ORGANS.
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tinental organs up-to-date would be difficult to pro¬
cure, except one were in continual touch with the
chief builders. Still out of about six thousand specifi¬
cations in his possession, the present writer has been
able to find only nine that answer to his definition
of a large organ. There must of course be a larger
number than this, and specially in the United States.
At the same time it is somewhat remarkable how in¬
struments just manage to come short of the standard.
There are organs by the hundred possessing more than
five thousand pipes, but very few indeed in the class
higher.
Stops Couplers Pipes Ranks
12
Riga Cathedral
124
7,236 116
Dim Cathedral
100
7
6,453 102
IJlm Cathedral
109
11
6,810 108
90
Weingarten Monastery
6,660
70
90
St. Bartholomew, N. Y. 98
26
6,150
100
6,706 121
St. Sulpice, Paris
18
0,189
93
Sydney Town Hall
120
14
7,124 111
Chicago Auditorium
109
10
6,189
93
Cincinnati Music Hall
14
80
7,263 1 IT
Trinity Church, Libau
131
(?)
7,252
*Garden City, Long Isl’d 115
9
11
10,059
^World's Fair, St. Louis 140
Rev. J. T. Lawrence, M. A. from Musical Opinion.
*The data of the last two organs are added by the
editor. In the World’s Fair organ there are in addi¬
tion 16 sub and super couplers.

W. M. B.—I have a small
organ to play in church with the
following stops: Great Organ;
Open Diapason, Clarabella, Dulciana, Stopped Bass. Swell Organ; Keraulophon,
Stopped Diapason Treble, Stopped Diapason Bass,
Flute a Cheminee, Open Diapason, Hautboy, Bassoon.
Pedal Organ; Sub-Bass. Can you give me some
assistance regarding registration?
The Clarabella
does not speak in the lower octave,’ neither does the
Dulciana, but the Stopped Bass speaks only in the
lower octave. The Stopped Diapason, treble, and
Stopped Diapason, bass, I presume go together as the
former runs down to middle C while the latter begins
at middle C and runs down to the lowest note. What
use can I make of the Bassoon?
Answer.—When such old organs as the one de¬
scribed were built it was customary to economize both
in space and expense. The lower octave of the Clara¬
bella as well as the same octave of the Dulciana would
cost as much as all the rest of the stop, and as the
pipes would require much room, it was customary to
substitute one SET of stopped pipes to do duty for tbe
lower octave of BOTH STOPS, thus saving consider¬
able room and expense. In the Swell Organ the Bas¬
soon is the lowest octave of the Hautboy. This stop
and the Stopped Diapason were divided to enable the
performer to play solo and accompaniment on differ¬
ent combinations on the same manual. For instnnee.
if the Keraulophon and Stopped Diapason treble
were drawn the accompaniment could be played on the
lower half of the keyboard where only the Keraulophon would speak, while the solo could be played
above middle C on the Stopped Diapason and Keraul¬
ophon. In like manner the Hautboy and Flute fi
CheminCe could be drawn and a solo played on the
two stops, while an accompaniment played on the
lower octave of the keyboard would give only the
Flute, which being an octave lower would sound like
an accompaniment on the Stopped Diapason.
QUESTIONS
AND ANSWERS,
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■TMENT
CONDUCTED BY GEORGE LEHMANN.
NATIONAL INFLUENCES
We have seen no
AND CHARACTERISTICS, article, in recent years,
mote interesting than
one which recently appeared from a German pen.
The writer, Mr. Andreas Moser, embodied the
article referred to in the “Method” written jointly by
himself and Joseph Joachim, and it appears in this
work as the tenth chapter of the test which precedes
the various works edited by Joachim in the third
volume.
After quoting Richard Wagner’s impressions of the
playing of the Paris Conservatoire Orchestra, and
giving that master’s views as to why the French
players were superior to all German players, Mr.
Moser continues, as follows :
“The violinists of the celebrated Conservatoire
Orchestra were at that time still in full possession of
the classical traditions of the Italian bel canto, and of
a bow technic which is closely related to it. They
'• - - ° partly the direct pupils of that brilliant trio of
violin ; layers, Viotti, Kreutzer and Rode, and partly,
at least as pupils of Baillot and Habeneck, they came
under the intiuence of a school of which almost all
trace lias since disappeared in France. This (the
immediate continuation of the Piedmontese school***)
was transplanted to Paris by two of its greatest
exponents, J. M. Leclair and J. B. Viotti. It taught,
above all, a singing tone on the violin, free from
mannerism and artificiality, it cherished a technic of
the left hand required by the nature of the instru¬
ment, and it laid the greatest value on a supple and
independent style of bowing, one seviceable to the
characteristics of each variety of stroke.*******
“One likes to ascribe the unusual aspect which the
works of Bach, Mozart and Beethoven sometimes
receive at the hands of modern French and Belgian
violinists, to the differences in national character.
That is quite wrong. If the racial spirit comes into
question at all in this matter, it is only at the
eleventh hour. Richard Wagner, the German, has
just informed us of the strong impression which that
performance of the “Ninth Symphony,” by French
musicians made on him, and of his failure to obtain
the same effect again, or even to approach it, with
the best orchestras of Germany and England.
“The crux of the whole matter is, that, without
detriment to their musical proficiency otherwise,
these French and Belgian virtuosi, although pos¬
sessed of an astonishing technic of the left hand,
have not only entirely forgotten that healthy and
natural method of singing and phrasing which orig¬
inated in the brl canto of the old Italians, and which
must actually lie closer to them than to us Germans,
but they even continue deliberately to repudiate it.
Their bowing and tone-production merely aim at the
sensuous in sound. In their performance of the
various bowings there is as little trace of the ‘char¬
acteristic’ (a quality with which the interpretation
of both German and Romanace classical masterpieces
is intimately tied up), as there is of that modula¬
tory richness in variety of tone, whereby all nuances
of expression may at once be commanded. They
never bring out the inspired meaning of the work of
art they presume to play, but merely exhibit faults and
mannerisms resulting from a deficient style of bow¬
ing, which can only be classed with those bad habits
of singing in which the most elementary demands of
natural melody are totally disregarded.”
Comparison of the German and Franco-Belgian
Schools.
Mr. Moser’s severe arraignment of modern French
and Belgian players is, in reality, an expression of
the opinions held and propagated by all true disciples
of the Hochschule at Berlin. Compared with the
verbal expressions of opinion on the same subject, to
which all visitors to Berlin quickly grow accustomed,
Mr. Moser’s seemingly harsh anl cruel censure is quite
considerate and polite; for he simply contents him¬
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influenced by the immortal creations of a host of
immortal German composers. The chaste, unsullied
music of Bach, the rugged grandeur of Beethoven’s
symphonies, the inimitable grace and beauty of
Mozart's moods, the enchanting, soul-stirring melodies
of Schubert—such is the music bequeathed to the
Germans, the music they unconsciously learn to love
the music that bewilders infancy, delights childhood'
encourages youth, is a joy to manhood, a solace to
old age: such is the music that is constantly heard in
Germany, from the cradle to the grave.
In France, too, the music of the best German
masters is heard, but the difference is vital. Whereas
in Germany the very atmosphere is laden with its
wealth and splendor, and escape from it is practically
impossible, in France, much the same as in the United
States, the best and greatest in musical art trickles
only through certain narrow channels. There the
music of Bach and Beethoven seems reserved for the
elect, and makes its appeal to the trained muscial
mind and the intelligent amateur. The multitude does
not crave it, nor is it, as in Germany, a daily joy to
old and young, high and low, rich and poor.
Mr. Moser insists that differences in national char¬
acter have naught to do with “the unusual aspect
which the woiks of .Bach, Mozart and Beethoven
sometimes receive at the hands of modern French and
Belgian violinists.” Is it possible, we ask, that Mr.
Moser could have reached such a conclusion, after
a calm and serious consideration of the subject?
The differences in national character, between the
Germans and the French, are strikingly clear to most
intelligent and observant men. In a thousand differ¬
ent ways these differences are manifested daily. In
the least significant as well as the most serious matters
in life, the antithetical temperaments of these two
peoples are too transparent to leave any doubt on
this score in the mind of the average observer. Mr.
Moser himself admits the existence of these differences;
but strange to say he is unwilling to believe that great
differences in temperament, in national influence, in
emotions and in habits of the mind, necessarily create
dissimilar individualities and widely opposite concep¬
tions and modes of expression. And, speaking of
Baillot’s and Clement’s differences in conception of
the Beethoven concerto, he insists that these differ¬
ences “arose less from national dissimilarity than from
personal, artistic idiosyncrasy,” and that while “the
musical perception of each may have been absolutely
individual,” their “technical means of expression and
its application were of one and the same kind.” In
other words, he attributes the differences which we
observe in :he work of French and German artists
purely to itally different methods of training, and
accuses th French and Belgian virtuosi of having
“entirely ..orgotten that healthy and natural method
of singing and phrasing which originated in the bd
canto of the old Italians.” This means, in Mr Mosers
opinion, that a supremely high art of bowing and toneproduction, in general ia responsible for the superiority
of German violin-; laying, just as “the faults and
mannerisms resulting from a deficient style of bow¬
ing” arc responsible for the inferiority of our French
and Belgian artist's work.

self with a sweeping condemnation of the modem
French and Belgian players’ art, and does not once
refer to them as “unmusikalische Eseln” (unmusical
asses)—a term which has always been greatly in
vogue among the pedagogues of the Hochschule when
summing up the merits of French and Belgian players.
But is Mr. Moser’s criticism intelligent and just?
Is it based on facts, or is it the kind of criticism
which we must naturally expect from a man whose
musical and instrumental training, as well as the
environments of his whole life, have been too strongly
opposed to everything un-Teutonic to leave any room
for breadth of vision and liberality. of thought? Let
us inquire into the matter, and be guided by the facts.
Mr. Moser tells us that the modern French and
Belgian players “never bring out the inspired mean¬
ing of the work of art they presume to play”, and
clearly ascribes their inability to do so to “faults and
mannerisms resulting from a deficient styie of bow¬
ing.” He maintains that differences in racial spirit
and national character have no bearing on the case
whatever, and compares this “deficient style of bow¬
ing” with “those bad habits of singing in which the
most elementary demands of natural melody are
totally disregarded.”
With our intimate knowledge of the principles of
violin playing advocated at the Hochschule, we can
easily understand Mr. Moser’s attitude towards the
French and Belgian players. Indeed, it would be
difficult for us to conceive how a man of his training
and habits of mind could regard such a subject from
any other point of view. He has always been taught
that the only correct principles of bowing are those
which were adopted many years ago by the pedagogues
of the Hochschule; and he, in turn, has faithfully
and tenaciously imparted these principles to his own
pupils.
Let us say at once that Mr. Moser is a serious man,
a man of intelligence. Whatever may be said of his
attainments as a violinist (and mifeh has been said
that is highly uncomplimentary to him), he is never¬
theless a serious, well-read man, and one who has had
many years of experience as a teacher. Moreover, his
home and field of labor is a great music center of Eu¬
rope, where he has every opportunity of observing the
work of oitr greatest artists. In a word, he is, and has
been for many years, so favorably circumstanced for
the development of broad views and a keen critical
faculty, that the possession of these qualities in a high
degree would be more natural than surprising.
Mr. Moser assures us that it is a mistake to believe
that national and racial characteristics have any
Has There Been Decadence in the French
influence on the work of our various artists; and he
School.
attempts to convince us that this is really so. by
quoting Wagner’s expression of admiration for the
Now, in all justice to Mr. Moser, we must not
superior playing of the French violinists of his day.
ignore his differentiation between the “classical” and
On the face of it, such reasoning is absurd.
the “modern” schools of violin-playing in Belgium
Wagner’s estimate of the art of violin playing in
and France. For the former he has obviously admira¬
France was based, and rightly so, on the work of
tion and respect, for the latter, only the strongest
representative players of France—the gifted, intelli¬
terms of disapproval and condemnation. But, we ask,
gent and well-equipped violinists of the Paris Con¬
where does he actually mean to draw the line be¬
servatoire orchestra. He heard the best, not the worst
tween the Franco-Belgian representatives of the
or even the mediocre, that France could offer, and
“classical” and the “modem” schools? Later, in bis
he formed his estimate accordingly. But let us sup¬
article, he implies that the degeneracy of Francopose the conditions had been reversed. Is it not easy
Belgian violin-playing had fully developed before the
to imagine Wagner's disgust, his unqualified condem¬
days of Yieuxtemps; for he states that the senseless
nation of violin playing in France?
general emulation of Paganini “soon resulted in the
Now, it is perfectly obvious that Mr. Moser either
utter downfall of bow-technic in its classical sense.
declines, or is unable to see aught but the defects
The frenzied attempts of French violinists to imitate
in the training of the modem French and Belgian
Paganini, says Mr. Moser, resulted “in employment o
violinists. On the other hand, violin-playing in Ger¬
an artificial kind of bowing,” and “their stiff style o
many, but more especially violin-playing as it is
using the bow has none of the characteristics necessary
taught at the Hochschule, Mr. Moser unquestionably
for a singing quality of tone or for purposes of 30
regards as the only true and beautiful art.
inspired nature.”
Surely we are justified in assuming, from these
German and French Characteristics.
and other statements, that Mr. Moser regards the firs
The Germans are pre-eminently a musical people.
stages of the decadence of Franco-Belgian violin-play¬
Of this there has never been a doubt. From the
ing as antedating Paganini’s day, and the utter ob 1
cradle to the grave, the German's whole nature is
eration of all beautiful and classical qualities in t e

French and Belgian players’ art as preceding the
oeriod when Yieuxtemps appeared on the musical
horizon. If further proof of the correctness of our
assumption is required, Mr. Moser himself furnishes
us with the evidence in his startling declaration, that
“France to-day probably does not possess a violin
player who is capable of rendering Viotti’s 22d con¬
certo in a manner worthy of that wonderful work or
its creator.”
Amazed as we are by this last statement, we never¬
theless feel that we must confine ourselves to the
facts, avoiding, as much as possible, expression of
our sentiments and our feelings. Let us therefore
examine the facts that are thoroughly familiar to the
musical world.
Referring to “the utter downfall of bow-technic in
its classical sense,” in Belgium and France, Mr. Moser
says that “when the medium of expression is wanting,
owing to the neglect of suitable training, we can
hardly expect tha interpretation of a musical work of
art to be in the spirit of its creator.” Hier liegt der
Hund begraben, as Germans say. Here, indeed, we
find the whole sum and substance of Mr. Moser’s
argument, the ostensible, if not the chief, reason for
his bitter opposition to the Franco-Belgian art of
violin playing. To utilize his own form of reasoning,
violin playing in Germany is superior to violin playing
in Belgium and France because German (Hochschule)
bow-technic is based on perfect principles of toneproduction and phrasing, whereas the bow-technic of
the Franco-Belgian school of virtuosi is wholly de¬
ficient in style, exhibits “merely faults and manner¬
isms,” and aims at only “the sensuous in sound.”
Mr. Moser forgets that mere statements, however
plausibly and ingeniously worded, do not necessarily
carry conviction. When he ascribes all the virtues to
the method of bowing of which he is so stern an
advocate, and stigmatizes the Franco-Belgian bowtechnic as being similar to “those bad habits of singing
in which the most elementary demands of natural
melody are totally disregarded,” we are irresistibly
led to inquire, where among the products of German
training, can we find those beautiful qualities of style
and bowing which, we are told, distinguish and ennoble
the art of violin playing in Germany? Where shall
we look for perfect examples of this beautiful art
which Mr. Moser defines with such plausibility and
even eloquence? Surely we can hope to find it only
in the school of bowing of which Mr. Moser is himself
a disciple, the Berlin Hochschule.
Joachim’s Influence.
Now, the principles of bowing at the Hochschule are
admittedly based on the bow-technic of Joseph
Joachim. How glorious an artist Joachim was in the
zenith of his powers is fully appreciated by the whole
musical world; and every musician who bad the good
fortune to hear him play, even fifteen years ago, will
ever remember bis simple, soul-inspiring art. But
Joachim’s playing, Joachim’s bow-technic, is not the
Point at issue. In his quasi historical article, Mr.
Moser tells us that the French violinists who madly
attempted to imitate Paganini “overlooked the fact
that Paganini on the whole was an inimitable genius
from whom a few outward peculiarities might be
picked up. but not the spirit that inspired them.”
Here Mr. Moser is unquestionably on logical ground;
but his logic forsakes him in a broader perspective,
for what applies to the imitators of Paganini applies
with equal force to the imitators of Joachim. Joseph
Joachim, too, is a striking musical personality, “an
inimitable genius, from whom a few outward peculiar¬
ities might be picked up, but not the spirit that
inspired them.” Yet what have Mr. Moser and his
associates attempted to do? They have attempted to
establish principles of tone-production and bowing on
the inimitable qualities of a great and peculiarly in¬
dividual artist; they have caught some of the purely
Physical manifestations of Joachim’s art without being
able to approach “the spirit that inspired them ;” they
nave foolishly confounded the shadow with the real
f°r so many years that they are no longer able to disnguisli the one from the other. Wherein, then, are
ey w'Ser than those French violinists whose hopeless
emulation of Paganini Mr. Moser so easily appreciates?
The Principles of bowing employed at theHochschule
®re» as we have said, an attempt to systematize
oachhu’s peculiarities of bow-technic and tone-pronction. This attempt unquestionably furnishes the
“'story of violin plaving with one of its most curious
enapters. Despite its elements of logic and its undenie Possibilities for the devolpment of fine bowing, it is

responsible for the failure of countless students who
have trustingly yielded to its influence and glowing
promise. It has stunted, instead of matured, too
many gifted violinists to leave any room for doubt on
the score of its irrational application. It has been
utilized as a panacea for all musical ills, whereas it.
is necessarily related only to physical conditions and
physical development. In its inception are visible the
elements of an excellent technic of bowing, but in the
practical application and development of its funda¬
mental principles, its progenitors have been sadly
groping in the dark.
The tree is judged by its fruit Are we not more
than justified in basing our estimate of the worth of
a bow-technic on its indisputable results? If so, let
us glance at these results, covering a period of about
twenty years.
During the last two decades, the Hochschule has had
no reason to complain of a dearth of gifted students.
A great number of violinists, many of the highest gifts,
from all the civilized countries of the globe, have
flocked to the Hochschule in these last two decades.
What, we ask, has become of a reasonable percentage
of these gifted young men and women? Of these
hundreds, or thousands, of violinists have even a
pitiably insignificant number been recognized by the
musical world for exceptional artistic merit? If so,
what’ are their names, and where are they heard
to-day?
The answer is sadly explanatory, but it seems to
bring no enlightenment to the pedagogues of Berlin.
Failing to find even an absurdly small number of
great artists among the thousands of true disciples of
these pedagogues, shall we look for unreflected great¬
ness among the pedagogues themselves? Is it cruel,
under the circumstances, to ask, what have Mr. Moser
and his colleagues achieved as practical violinists?
The Modern German and Franco-Belgian Schools
Compared.
Mr. Moser intrepidly informs us that the FrancoBelgian art of violin playing long ago sank into the
most deplorable stages of mediocrity, and that “France
to-day probably does not possess a violinist who is
capable of rendering Viotti's 22d concerto in a manner
worthy of that wonderful work or its creator.” If
we look into the recent history of violin playing for
substantiation of such statements, we shall look in
vain. On the contrary, we shall find a goodly list of
names of artists who have achieved distinction, not
only in Belgium and France, but in many civilized
countries, and notably in the music centers of Ger¬
many. And among these artists we find the names
of men—some still among the living, others that have
passed away in our own lifetime—who have shed
great radiance and glory on their art, and to whose
memory future generations of violinists will pay
homage.
But our admiration for the Franco-Belgian school
of violin-playing must not be misconstrued. We do not
regard it as an absolutely pure, unsullied art (as Mr.
Moser obviously regards the German art of violin
playing) because we have sufficient evidence to the
contrary in the work of its exponents. Its blemishes,
however, cannot sanely and solely be attributed to the
“downfall” of its bow-technic, as Mr. Moser would
have us believe. Nor is it true that the phrasing and
tone-production of the Franco-Belgian artists may be
justly classed with “those bad habits of singing in
which the most elementary demands of natural melody
are totally disregarded.” On the contrary, the FrancoBelgian school of violin-playing has always striven for
and attained a purity of tone with which the violin
tone of all German schools is in no sense or degree
comparable. Indeed, it has long and universally been
recognized that the impurity of tone and the awk¬
wardnesses of style which characterize German violin
plaving are chiefly responsible for its inferiority. If
proofs of the truth of such a statement are required,
they are easily obtained, in great abundance, on the
concert platforms of Europe and the United States.
When we listen to a brilliant staccato, a vigorous
and penetrating dctachi stroke, a beautiful spiceato,
is the violinist who thus delights us a product of the
Hochschule, or has he received his training in the
Franco-Belgian school? Rarely the former, almost
invariably, the latter.
.
.
, ..
The truth of the matter is, Mr. Moser and his
colleagues have always been unable to differentia e
between the true sources of bad and good in their
relation to violin-playing. In the beautiful quaht.es
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of Joachim’s bow-technic, they have fancied themselves
able to discern the most exact principles of bowing,
but, from the very beginning to the present day, have
obstinately refused to believe that they were merely
imitating certain “outward peculiarities,” without
catching “the spirit that inspired them.” They forget
that their own earnest musical tendencies are inher¬
ent, and, in their worship of Joachim, eagerly attribute
llie evidences of their sound musicianship to imitation
of the bow-technic of their adored master.
Under these circumstances it is not difficult to trace
Mr. Moser’s misapprehension of the source of
musical blemishes in the Franco-Belgian school.
Wholly disregarding national influences, racial char¬
acteristics and habits of the mind, he attributes all
exaggerations of sentiment to “the utter downfall of
their bow-technic in its classical sense.” He does not
remember how foreign, for instance, such music as
the Brahms concerto must be to the French nature;
nor is he willing to recognize the utter grotesqueness
of the average German violinist’s attempt to perform
compositions that are characteristically French in
spirit, in sentiment and in thought. No, he refuses
to consider the natural effects of national influence
and environment on the individual, and blindly attrib¬
utes every objectional musical feature of FrancoBelgian violin-playing to a degenerate style of bowing.
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VARIOUS STUDY MATTERS.
a. “Please accept my hearty thanks for your help¬
ful reply to my question, ‘What material to use for the
young?’ Will you please give a list of good, lighter
salon pieces for the young, of the first, second and
third grades? Also, do I understand rightly, the five
groups of arpeggios to mean those of the major and
minor common chords, the major and minor seventh
chords, and the diminished seventh chords? I never
heard them spoken of in this way before. Is the suc¬
cession of notes, C, E flat, G and A, a minor seventh
chord?
“Permit me to say a word in defense of the children,
in reply to the letter in the March Etude for a plan
to obviate the one lesson a week system. It some¬
times seems as if their right to the development of a
‘sound mind in a sound body’ was being sadly over¬
looked. They need a few hours each day in the fresh
air. Growing school children are often overworked,
as is testified by the many nervous wrecks found
among them. I think, therefore, that a music teacher
ought to be content if pupils come regularly and
promptly once a week with lessons well learned, even
if ‘star systems’ and what-not have to be resorted to
in order to retain their interest. I would also suggest
the book of Dr. Stuart H. Rowe, entitled, ‘The Phys¬
ical Nature of the Child,’ to all parents and teachers
who have not read it, as an admirable work.”
b. “Please explain what you mean by the five
groups of arpeggios. I am very much puzzled. I
can find but four in ‘that good old Plaidy,’ as follows:
(1) The arpeggios of the common major, (2) of
the common minor, (3) of the dominant seventh,
(4) and of the diminished' seventh. Could it be the
arpeggios on the augmented chord? I do not know
what I would do without The Etude and the Round
Table Department. Kindly mention what to use for
hand training after Schmitt’s Opus 16. Would
Czerny’s Opus 299 be too much of a jump?”
I have had a number of inquiries concerning the five
groups of arpeggios. Several letters, in addition to
those given above, betray the same confusion. I have
been familiar with the arpeggios with this nomen¬
clature from my earliest study, and they have thus
become so much of a commonplace to me, that it is
hard for me to realize that they are not equally fami¬
liar to everyone. Furthermore, they have been so
listed in every edition of Plaidy that I have seen.
Under the general caption of Arpeggios, after a pre¬
liminary treatment of them, will be feund the sub¬
heading, First Group, is as follows :

Following this will be found the second sub-heading,
Second Group, which is as follows:

In some editions the third sub-head, Third Group,
through some oversight, is omitted, although the notes
are given in the last example under the Second
Group, as follows:

Th Fourth Group is an inversion of the figure of
the last two groups. The following arrangement of
the notes will be found more convenient for playing as
a continuous exercise, than that in Plaidy.

Sva.

The Fifth Group is nothing more than what is com¬
monly called the Grand Arpeggio, and is generally
carried through four octaves, starting as follows:

The first and second groups should be given ac¬
centual treatment, that is, after learning with the
accent on the first note it should then be applied to
the second note, letting the count, of course, fall on
the accented note. An entirely new series of figures
will in this way be derived, all of which should be
written out by the pupil without referring to a printed
page. For example, teach them to do it as follows:
Let them write out the first group in quarter notes.

Then draw the bars so as to form the figures, and
proceed in same manner with all the accents in the
first and second groups.

The pupil should write the exercise put completely,
and not abbreviated as above, with the sign, etc., to
continue in same form.
.
succession of notes in your question does not
form a minor seventh chord. The root of the chord
is A, and it is the seventh on the leading-tone of B
flat major, also termed hy some harmonists the in¬
complete chord of the dominant ninth.
Schmitt’s Op. 16 being a collection of purely fivefinger exercises should not be used to precede or fol¬
low any set of etudes. When five-finger training is
needed they are suitable to be used in connection with
any etudes, such as Czerny’s Op. 299. Schmitt's Op.
16 is sometimes used with the most advanced etudes,
if the student needs some special treatment. Suitable
etudes to precede Czerny’s Op. 299 are Duvernoy, Op.
176, and Heller, Op. 47. If you use the Standard
Graded Course, by Mathews, you will find incorporated
in it all the etude work you will need in the earlier
grades.
Tou will find a list of first grade pieces given in the
March number of The Etude. I think you will find
the following second grade pieces acceptable: Behr,
Op. 424, “Camp of the GipsiesOp. 309, “Will o’ the
WispOp. 573, Posthorn’s “Tones” and “WanderinMinstrel.” Biehl, “Rondo Militaire,” Op. 51. Burgmfiller, “Rondoletto in C,” Op. 76. Gurlitt, “Hunting
Song,” Op.140, also “Morning Song,” “Longing” and
March. Lange, “Heather Rose,” Op. 78; “Little
Wanderer,” Op. 78; “Tanzlied,” Op. 78; “Dressed for
the Ball” and “Playfulness,” Op. 292. Paeher, “Aus¬
trian Song,” Op. 69. Spindler, “Flying Leaf.” Op.
123; “Trumpeter’s Serenade,” and “Triumph March”
Op. 249.
Third grade pieces: Bendel, Op. 107, “The Little
Ensign.” Czibulka, “Gavotte Stephanie.” H. Cramer,
“La Palomo.” Dorn, “Break of Morn.” Charles God¬
ard, Op. .S3, “PensGe.” Lack, “The Golden Wedding,”
Op. 161; “Impromptu Mazurka,” Op. 120. Merkel
“Butterfly,” Op. 81; “In the Green Meadow,” Op!
82.
Spindler, “Convent Bells,” Op. 116.
Von
Wilm, “Cradle Song,” “Snowflake Mazurka.”
Those who have formulated no fixed method for
teaching the scales, or find trouble in teaching them
by dictation, will find much help in the following
letter from one of our readers:

the
“Older persons remember principles more read ly than
will a child, and if wo retain facts we must, ordinarily
have them systematically arranged, or connected with'
something already in the mind. But, while the young
mind of a child cannot readily comprehend principles
it grasps and retains facts when they are presented in
tangible forms. I have some bright little pupils whose
minds would be bewildered if I were to attempt ex¬
plaining to them the theory of scale formation, yet
these little folks can find the keynotes of the major
scales as they come in succession, and the sharps or
flats, as the case may be.
“How do I teach them? Perhaps my method is not
new, but it is effective. For example, let us suppose
that Mary is a little girl of nine years who under¬
stands quickly. I teach her the scale of C major
and then tell her to place her thumb on middle C and
play five successive keys, as they occur in the scale,
with her five fingjrs. Her little finger will fall on the
keynote of the next scale. She does this and finds G.
Then I explain to her the meaning of sharp, and
remind her that her first scale has no sharp, but that
the second scale has one sharp and that this is found
immediately below the keynote of the scale. She
places her finger .upon F sharp. Then I tell her that
the keynote of each succeeding scale i3 found on the
fifth key of the scale she played last; that each new
scale has one new sharp, and that this sharp is always
the key directly below the keynote of the scale.
“In teaching the scales with flats, I tell her to place
the thumb of her left hand on middle C, and play five
successive keys of the scale of C with her five fingers.
Her little finger will fall on F, the keynote of the
scale with one fiat. Then I explain to her the mean¬
ing of flat, and let her place her left thumb upon F,
and play five successive tones of the scale of C, her
little finger falling on B. I tell her that B is the
key to be made flat in the scale of F, and also that B
flat is the keynote of the next scale, which has two
flats; that each succeeding new scale has one addi¬
tional flat, and that this new flat is found on the
fifth degree of the scale below the keynote.
“I use language adapted to a child’s understanding,
and do not tell her all this at one lesson. After show¬
ing her how to find the keynote and the sharps or
flats of a few scales, she grasps the idea, and can
afterward find them for herself.—Harriet M. Maleg.
There is much good sense in the following letter.
Would it not be well for all teachers to present the
facts therein contained, in a tactful way, of course,
to the mothers of all their children pupils. The idea
that the schools practically provide a system of over¬
looking the student’s work, thus keeping them at it
until learned, while piano students are expected to
practice without supervision, is an important one, and
should be brought forward in argument to show
parents that young children cannot be left entirely to
themselves if they are to make rapid progress:
The Part the Mother Plays in the Child’s
Music Lesson.
“Do mothers help the teacher? Judging from my
own experince I do not believe the mothers realize
the important function they should fulfil, and the
assistance that they could give to the teacher. Speak¬
ing of younger pupils, do any of us know many
children who willingly practice each day? The teacher
may make the lesson so interesting that the pupil is
glad when the lesson-day arrives, but how about the
practice between lessons? I believe that the mother
should spend a part of the practice time with the
pupil at the piano every day. Most mothers forget
that the minds of children are not sufficiently de¬
veloped so that they can be trusted to do any work
alone, and do it attentively and correctly. 0”e
mother said to me: ‘I want you to teach our daughter,
for we are anxious for her to learn to play, but when •
the time comes that she will not practice without be¬
ing made to do so I shall discontinue the lessons.’
Disinclination to practice was to convince her that
the child had no talent for music. Poor mistaken
mother! Oftentimes the more they love music, the
more they dislike its drudgery. Would childien learn
their school lessons if left to themselves? The
teachers in the school-room overlook the childrens
study. If they are to .earn music rapidly they should
also have someone to overlook their practice. There is
no general school-room with teachers to keep their
eyes on the work. There is no one but the mother
to do this. Mothers cannot overestimate the help it
would be to the progress of the pupils if they would

see to it that the practicing was regularly and faith¬
fully attended to, instead of the time being wasted on
popular songs of the day, or simply playing over
pieces long since learned. With such -cooperation on
the part of the parent, would we not obtain much
better results in our work?—Annie Glenn Crowe."
Some of the most intelligent, efficient and en¬
thusiastic teachers I have ever met have been workers
in small towns. There is no more enormous blunder
than the occasional assumption that we hear that
the intelligence of the country is concentrated in the
large cities. And this in face of the fact that many
of our foremost statesmen come from rural districts.
Although there are advantages to be obtained where
a large number of people are gathered together, never¬
theless, it does not follow that those who are obliged
to dwell apart, as it were, are not intelligent and ap¬
preciative, and ready for progress' along any line when
presented in the right way. The following letter from
seemingly remote Texas, although no place is in reality
remote in this age, ought to revive and renew the
drooping spirits of any music teachers who are similarly
situated. When all music teachers, both in city and
country, display a similar spirit of enthusiasm and
devotion to the cause the musical millennium will
begin to be in sight of the naked eye:
“This is a rural community with less than a
hundred inhabitants in the immediate vicinity, although
surrounded by a thickly settled district. I have been
proving, by my work here during the past school year,
the possibilities for music teachers in rural districts.
This is an isolated place, away from the railroad,
twelve miles from the county-seat, which is the only
town of any size in the county. We are situated in a
rich, agricultural section of Texas, and the people are
well-to-do, and anxious that their children shall have
the best advantages possible for them. We have daily
mails and telephone connection with the outside world,
which keeps us in touch with the progress of events.
I have found these people responsive to my efforts and
anxious to improve.
Personally, I have had fine
musical advantages, and have taught in different places
in Texas and Kansas, hut never have I had a more
enthusiastic class or a more pleasant and willing
people to work with. It is this fact which impels me
to call the attention of the musical fraternity, and
especially those who are struggling in towns where
there is an excess of music teachers, to the fine op¬
portunities that I believe many good teachers are over¬
looking in the rural districts. Because the outlook
does not seem inviting in the beginning is no reason
why, with patience and perseverance, good common
sense and cheerful optimism in the face of difficulties,
one may not succeed. There is a wonderful stimulant
in the feeling that out of crude and raw material one
is developing characters whose influence will outlast
the granite piles of earth’s noblest structures. One
need not expect to discover genius, but the developing
of latent ability and the quickening of ambition, as
well as the sweetening and elevating the influences of
the home, school and church, are some of the noblest
results of a teacher’s work, and well worthy of the
highest effort of every devoted teacher of music. The
highways of business are full. Step out into the
byways and you will reap a success in proportion to
your consecrated effort.—Mary Alice Pierson.
The following article suggests reforms in the cur¬
rent methods of conducting the education of children
which can only be brought about by agitation. There
■s no doubt but there are many departments of learn¬
ing that are crowding for a place in education, and
the very fact of their constant increase indicates that
m future some system of eclecticism will have to be
devised, for it Is only too evident that any one child
cannot study them ail :
School Teacher vs. Music Teacher.
It seems unfortunate that such a condition exists
as is suggested by the title of this article. Nevertheess’ a constant struggle is going on between the school
teacher and the music teacher as to who shall assign
work for the pupil’s spare time at home. Without
°ubt the common school branches are the most im¬
portant, but this importance is no reason for the ex¬
clusion of music study. A large number of talented
c ildren are prevented from learning music on ac¬
count of the many and long lessons assigned them at
school.
“Among studies necessary for a person of culture,
music, especially the piano, has assumed a position of
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importance second to none. It not only exerts an edu¬
cational influence upon those who devote themselves to
it, but it affords far more benefit and pleasure to
others than any other study. Whether in the school,
church, public hall or home music occupies a place
that is unique. Although it affords relaxation, yet it
can by no means be regarded only in the light of a
pastime, for its influence for good in a moral, social
and educational way is very marked.
“I wish to emphasize, then, that music should be
taken into consideration in the arrangement of school
curricula, otherwise children who attempt to study
music in addition to their full course of public school
studies will often be overworked. Many educators
seem to be more prone to figure how many ‘ologies’
they can force upon the already overworked pupil than
to plan for the* legitimate and gradual upbuilding of
knowledge, culture and morals. Then, again, they
often become fadists along some special line. Witness,
for example, the case of a certain state school super¬
intendent, who would introduce agriculture into the
common schools. I once knew a ‘professor’ who was
working might and main to get his pet hobby, arch¬
aeology, taught in every school.
“There are many subjects which it might be useful
for our children to know something about, if they had
the time and strength for them. However, parents
recognize that the ordinary branches, such as reading,
writing, arithmetic, etc., together with the home study
of music, are all and even more than the child has
the time for. He should, therefore, be given a suf¬
ficient number of years in which to master these sub¬
jects. The prevalent rushing from one grade to
another cannot be loo strongly condemned. In my
piano teaching I frequently have to explain fractions
to public school graduates, they appear to know- little
or nothing about them. A certain amount of arith¬
metic is necessary in order to understand the values
of notes; I have even had to impart that knowledge
to college graduates. All of which illustrates the
prevalent lack of thoroughness.
“No child of ten or twelve years should be obliged
to take his books borne for night study. It is placing
too much book work upon him. In the case of girl,
there is generally a piano lesson to be learned after
school hours. Music is such a decided change from
the other studies that it may be practiced at home
for a reasonable amount of time without injury. True,
piano study is arduous, but not in the same way as
algebra, for instance. The former affords relaxation
after the study of the latter, while at the same time
training the mind quite as much and adding infinitely
more along the line of culture. Give the music teacher
a chance in the development of the child, and you will
eventually see a more refined class of people.—Mordaunt A. Goodnongh."'

EUROPEAN MUSICAL TOPICS.
BY ARTHUR ELSON.
The third congress of German music-teachers,
held recently, has declared itself decidedly in favor of
acoustics as a branch of musical education. That
there was any opposition at all, says Dr. Karl
Schaefer in reviewing the subject, was probably due
to ignorance of the scope of the subject.
Acoustics includes far more than the few curious
points given in the more elementary schoolbooks. It
may be divided into three main branches—the physical,
the physiological, and the psychological—all of im¬
portance for both teacher and student.
The first branch teaches us the laws of sound and
their relation to the instruments. The greatest serv¬
ice in this cause was done by the renowned Helm¬
holtz, when he investigated fully the so-called “chord
of nature." This is the chord, or series of overtones,
that always sounds in connection with a single tone.
The vibrating string, air-column, or other substance,
not only moves as a whole when producing the tone,
but vibrates also in smaller and smaller fractions, or
segments, each producing its own special tone, a
fixed interval above the chief tone. Thus a violin
string, subdividing into halves, thirds, quarters, and
so on will give partial tones higher than the funda¬
mental tone by an octave, a fifth more, a fourth
above that, and still higher for the smaller fractions.
The violinist makes direct use of this principle
when he produces harmonics. A light touch of one
finger at the right spot causes the string to vibrate in
parts, instead of as a whole, and produce the partial
tone. Usually a good player can produce as many as
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eight of these overtones from one fundamental; the
great Paganini could produce even the twelth.
Another use of the principle is found in bowing.
If the violinist bows near the bridge, the tone is
bright and clear, while if he bows near the middle, a
dull, hollow tone results. This is because in the
latter case some of the chief overtones are prevented
from forming, and the presence of different overtones
in varying amounts causes difference of tone color. If
the violinist bows very near the bridge, he obtains a
light tone with many harmonics, giving the tinkling
“sull ponticello” effect.
Overtones play their part in other instruments than
the string band. The second octave of the flute is
formed by opening a stop that divides the vibrating
air-column in halves. The keys or slides on the brass
instruments alter the pitch by allowing the player to
lengthen or shorten the air-column, and he can make
it subdivide by tightening his lips while blowing. In
the case of mixtures in organ pipes, a knowledge of
acoustics is necessary for good results. Even the
humble kettledrummer can produce different effects
by striking his drum-head in different places.
It is the overtones, then, that cause what we call
tone-color. Were they always present in equal num¬
ber and power, all tones of the same pitch would
sound alike, no matter what instrument or voice pro¬
duced them. It is their varying intensity in different
tones that makes possible all our gorgeous effects of
orchestral color. To the composer, then, a knowledge
of acoustics is a most vital necessity.
The student who wishes to show the presence of
these overtones on the piano may do so by a very
simple experiment. If he will place light pieces of
paper on the strings, and strike a given note, those
other notes that correspond in pitch to the over¬
tones will be set in vibration, and the strips of paper
shaken off. If he strikes a C, for example, the over¬
tones, in ascending order, will be C, G, C, E, G, B flat,
C, D, E, F, G, A, B flat, B, C. The first B flat and
some of the higher ones are not exactly in unison with
our scale, though fairly near to it.
The physiological side of acoustics has to do with
the voice, throat, and ear. A knowledge of this
branch is of value to every speaker and singer, and an
absolute necessity for the singing teacher. The study
of the throat as a double-reed pipe, whose vibrating
reeds are the vocal cords, is the only real method of
understanding the subject. The mouth serves as
resonance-box, while instead of keys, to alter pitch,
as on an oboe, the throat muscles shift or stretch the
cords so that the vibrating air-column in the throat is
The ear, too, forms an interesting subject for study,
even though its details are more important to the
doctors than to the musicians. The limits of vibration
rates audible to human and other ears has received
investigation, while ability to perceive slight differ¬
ences in pitch lies at the basis of all scales. Since
Bach’s day we divide our scale into twelve equal
semitones, for purposes of modulation; but the “scale
of nature,” which flourished before that time, is said
to be much sweeter after it has become familiar. In
India the native scale consists of quarter-tones. All
the different phenomena of tone-perception are of real
importance.
The strictly psychological side is hardly as yet a
matter of absolute science. Fetis defines music as
the art of moving the emotions by combinations of
sound. Some German theorists have struggled bravely
to tell us why certain combinations are pleasing and
others are not: but this may be wholly a matter of
taste. We are accustomed to dislike the noise and
discord of Chinese music; yet when one of our
missionaries asked a Mandarin how he liked European
music, he replied, “It is very intricate and ingenious,
but does not go to the heart like ours.” The wise
teacher, therefore, will find full scope for work in
treating the scientific facts of acoustics, without going
into any vague theories.
Of the new works performed abroad, Mascagni’s
opera “Arnica” seems to contain music of real worth—
at last. Hermann Bischoff’s symphony made an
excellent impression. “Sea Drift,” by Delius, is a
bit of emotion painting, free and French in style.
Mahler’s tremendous sixth symphony suffers from
what the critics call a “hypertrophy of instrumental
expression.” He utters things of terrific import, with¬
out giving us a clue to their meaning; and they will
hardly pass muster as absolute music, needing no pro¬
gram of explanation.
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EXPLANATORY REMARKS ON OUR PIANO
MUSIC PAGES.
Contemporary composers are chiefly represented
in the instrumental music pages in this issue.
I’attison’s “Sunrise Mazurka Caprice” is an old
time favorite by an American composer, newly revised
and edited. This brilliant drawing-room piece requires
considerable facility in arpeggio playing and affords
excellent opportunity for technical display. It must
be rendered with crispness and fluency.
Paul Wachs’ "Venetian Gondolas” shows this popu¬
lar French composer at his very best; it is one of
his most charming inspirations. In this characteristic
barcarolle the melodies must be played with expres¬
sion and in the singing style. The accompaniment
of the principal theme seems to suggest the rocking
of the boat and in the middle section, the rippling of
the waves.
The entire conception is poetic and
original.
Sabathil's “Sherzo Ballet” is a new work by a
modern German composer of note. In this piece a
variety of clever, melodic, rhythmic and harmonic
effects will be found. It is full of color and contrasts
and requires a spirited delivery with considerable
freedom in the tempo. This piece is particularly
adapted for recital or exhibition work.
Especial attention is called to the new arrangement
of Handel’s “Largo,” the best yet offered in our
opinion. While adhering to the original in key and
harmonic structure, it is thoroughly pianistic, and
follows the familiar orchestral version In general ef¬
fect. It is particularly sonorous in effect as it ap¬
proaches the final climax. The many players who
have been seeking a satisfactory version of this lovely
melody in solo form will appreciate this transcrip¬
tion.
Bergthal’s “O’er Hill and Dale” is a lively little
teaching piece, melodious and catchy, yet full of
valuable technical material and affording opportunity
for drill in style and interpretation.
Farrar’s “Pickaninny Dance” is another attractive
teaching piece in which the composer has cleverly
embodied the local color and characteristics of the
plantation and cotton fields.
Gramm’s “Fire Drill" is a picturesque little march
movement, very nicely made and lying well for small
hands. As a teaching piece it will serve admirably as
a study in rhythm and in double notes.
The two four-hand pieces may be played as sepa¬
rate numbers or as a suite, at the discretion of the
performers.
The “Czardas” is an adaptation of Brahms’ wellknown arrangement. It is one of the most typical
of all Hungarian dances and must be played with
fire and dash. Dvorak's “Silhouette” is an original
four-hand piece, beautiful in melodic conception and
harmonic structure. It must be played with tender
expression.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE FLORID SONG: OR,
SENTIMENTS ON THE ANCIENT AND MOD¬
ERN SINGERS. By Pier Francesco Tosi. Trans,
into English (1742) by Mr. Galliard. Imported by
Charles Scribner’s Sons, New York City, $1.75 net.
The interested reader will find a note in regard to
this work in the Vocal Department of this issue.
Teachers and students of the history of singing will
welcome this reprint of one of the earliest works on
the art.
HYMN TUNES AND THEIR STORY. By James
Lightwood. Methodist Book Concern, New York
City. $1.75 net.
We recommend this book to our readers as a most
useful work, of a somewhat popular character, in
hymnology. The average student of the history. of
music is apt to overlook the influence of religious
music on the development of the art. In discussing
the question of sacred or church music there is much
room for misapprehension and narrow views, which
the musician, especially the organist and choirmaster,
should endeavor to change. The present work is a
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mine of useful and interesting information, and is
especially valuable to musical clubs and libraries in
schools and conservatories, or other organizations
which discuss and investigate musical matters. Some
of the chapter headings are: The German Chorale,
Rise of Modern Psalmody, Music of the Methodist
Revival, Some Well-known 18th-Century Tunes, Some
Well-known Composers, The Names of Tunes.
Edward MacDowell. By Lawrence Gilman.
Sib Edward Elgar. By R. J. Buckley.
Published by John Lane, 67 Fifth Ave., New York
City. Each. $1.00 net.
Two new volumes in the useful series of biograph¬
ical sketches, “Living Masters of Music,” of which
we have already noted the works on Grieg and
Leschetzky. The volume on Mr. MacDowell is very
timely, coming, as it does, at a time when his work
is fresh before us, and when his career has come to
such a sudden and regrettable close. Interpretative
artists have much difficulty in their study of contem¬
porary compositions, and require a knowledge of the
man, his moods, his views, his temperament, etc. The
reader of this book will be able to gather a very clear
idea of MacDowell as a composer, a player, a poet, a
thinker and a man. In addition, there are very use¬
ful notes on his compositions. Some chapter headings
are: A Romance of To-day: The Man and His
Career: His Art and Its Methods; The Development
of a Poet; A Matured Impressionist.
The strongest figure in English music to-day is
Elgar, a man who is essentially a selfmade musician,
full of individuality, and thereby differing from the
majority of his well-schooled professional brethren.
The various steps in Elgar’s career are clearly set
forth in the book, and most interestingly told.
Scattered through the various chapters are notes on
his compositions. The work will be invaluable to
clubs, schools and conservatories for the study of the
work of a master composer of to-day.

OUR PUZZLE CORNER.
This puzzle may be utilized for a “Musical Guess¬
ing Contest,” as follows: Provide as many cards as
there are participants, each card containing the
verses as given below—or, if this entails too much
labor, each pair of verses may be read out to the
company two or three times and written down by
each one. At the end of a designated time limit the
cards are to be collected, and the one having the
largest number of correct answers is announced as
the winner. Prizes may be awarded if thought ad¬
visable.
The answers are all taken from ordinary musical
terminology; for example, arpeggio, clef, staccato,
trill, etc., twenty-four in all. None of the foregoing
examples, of course, appears; they are quoted merely
to indicate the scope of the puzzle. The solution will
appear next month.
1.
2.
3.
4.

I serve to hold things securely together,
And I serve in driving as part of the tether.
Who lives in me lives in state of contraction,
And no one must ever be like me in action.

5.
6.
7.
S.

You’d better not cast me on any one’s fame.
But I am an aid to all who are lame.
A body of lawyers, I look for respect,
While me a good carpenter dare not neglect.

9. I’m good for the money when end thirty days:
10. But e’en then without me no cash will you raise
11. You need me when closed is the house late at
night.
12. And me, too, if you would a package bind tight.
13.
14.
15.
16.

’Tis a long lane, indeed, that without me can do:
And all who would please must act like me, too
There’s never a fish swims the sea without me.
And I am beneath every statue you see.

17.
18.
19.
20.

A beginning ne’er had I, and ne’er shall I end
No dog but runs round by the aid I extend.
Two score do I number—I’m right, you will see;
Sometimes I have four legs, sometimes only
three.

21.
22.

A nobleman I. and if foreign, you’ll hear
Me in his speech—’twill sound strange to your

23.
24.

You find me essential in all that you buy;
And now you’ll enjoy me—for ending is nigh.
F. 8. L.

THE
Hidden Composer and Composition.
In each of the empty spaces opposite the composer’s
names is to be, placed the title of one of his operas
When these are correctly given it will be found that
each one contains two certain letters occurring to¬
gether, and that these letters, put in the order in
which they come, will form the title of an oratorio
and the name of its composer.

iMotes
As has been announced before, during July and Aug¬
ust the office of The Etude
and of THEO. PRESSER closes during the week at
5 p. M. and on Saturdays at 1 P. M. Considering our
claim of attending to every order the day it is
received and great promptness in the filling of orders,
we would ask our patrons to have their mail reach us,
if possible, in the morning, or as early in the day as
possible so that we can attend to it the same day.
Particularly is this true of Saturday, as the orders
which wc would ordinarily fill ou Saturday afternoon
would not reach us till Monday, a delay of 48 hours.
EARLY CLOSING.

Gounod

Goring Thomas
Leoncavallo
Mascagni

Gluck
Flotow

O

Ponchielli
Humperdinck
—F. 8. L.
TITLES OF MUSICAL COMPOSITIONS.
The following contains the names of a number of
standard works, vocal and instrumental. See how
many you can find.
Two grenadiers were lying asleep under a lindentree, dreaming of the great carnival and Zerlinda,
the General’s daughter, whom they thought an angel
of beauty. They were awakened suddenly by Mazeppa,
who sped by on his fiery steed, pursued by Hamlet.
From the opposite direction came Death and the
maiden he was attempting to decoy. Our heroes
heard a fragment of conversation, resembling the
following, as the speakers passed:
“My sweet child, thou art so like unto a flower that
1 am powerless in thy presence. Whither, go ye?”
spoke Death.
“To Hungary,” replied the maiden with much im¬
patience.
"Don Juan!” exclaimed Death, losing confidence in
his powers on hearing this. “Such a distance? Im¬
possible 1”
The maiden answered quickly: “You know I’m a
roamer and a wanderer. Only there will I find conso¬
lation.”
The grenadiers mused for some time until sleep
gained power over them. The next day they told all
their friends of a very pleasant dream which came to
them during the previous night It was this:
At the brookside a mountain maid sings softly to
herself when, hark! hark! the lark announces the
approach of the much dreaded Erlking. He ap¬
proaches the maid and offers her a violet which she
willingly acepts. She asks him who he is and he
replied “Do you not know mef I am the King of
Thule, and if you will come to my abode, faithful love,
I shall make you the happiest maiden in the universe.
The maid consents and as they walk in the forest, she
declares’ her love for the king. “In lonely wood, in
summer fields, my every thought is with thee. Give
me the ringlet, you are wearing, as a token of your
love.”
The maiden’s wish was gratified, and together they
flew away on the wings of song. When the grenadiers
awoke they heard only the rustling of spring breezes
through the woods. Thus ended their dream of love.—
Daniel Bloomfield.

Sailors fear when they have found me,
Yet on shore oft flock around me.
There I also bring them danger;
It were best to hold me stranger.
In the law my power is mighty;
E’en the judge scarce dares to slight me,
Though he hold chastisement o’er me
For contempt—a right to score me.
Music, too, to my dictation
Yields to measured limitation;
For a score were dire confusion
Lacking me in due profusion.

bservations of a musician, by Louis
Lombard, furnishes to musical persons a series
of clever, incisive, clearly thought-out essays
on musical subjects of value to teachers, players,
singers, music lovers and educators. A work of this
character is just the thing for the leisure hours. It
entertains, it stimulates, and leaves in the mind plenty
of food for thought. Mr. Lombard, who now lives
in Europe, was formerly director of the Utica, N. Y.,
Conservatory of Music, and was deeply in touch with
all the vital professional and educational problems of
music, and in this book he. has presented his views
with great charm and clearness of expression. We
recommend the work to our readers as a distinct
acquisition to the library from the standpoint of
literature, for it is fascinating reading. The work, as
we shall bring it out, is a revision of the original
American edition, with important additions. The
special offer price is 30 cents, postpaid, to all who
Older in advance of publication. The offer may not
be open longer than this month.

S

ingers and singing teachers win find
great value in Mr. Frederic M. Root’s latest
addition to his series of vocal works, “The
Technic and Art of Singing.” The new book is called
“EXERCISES IN THE SYNTHETIC METHOD,”
Hr. Root’s way of characterizing the general principle
of vocalization. In a previous work the author pre¬
sented the subject of voice-placing from the analytic
point of view. The new work studies singing from the
side of articulation, and is really a collection of studies
in English diction for singers. The name is taken
from the process used, that is, starting with the con¬
ception of the finished vowel, consonant or word in
connection with pitch, a synthetic process. Audiences
criticise singers for imperfect enunciation, while
singers claim that it is difficult to sing certain sounds
on high notes. “Exercises in the Synthetic Method”
is a treasure-house of devices for promoting ease of
singing and purity of tone on all pitches. It can be
used with any “method” or exercises in Solfeggi.
Until the book is on the market we will accept
orders at 30 cents per copy, postage paid, if cash
accompanies the order. Teachers, especially those in
schools and conservatories, should send to us for our
complete course in vocal study leading to graduation.
Sent on examination.
We are pleased to announce
that the “Handel Album” has
reached such a stage of com¬
pletion that we can at least announce the date of its
Publication. The work will appear on the market
tefore the next issue of The Etude reaches sub¬
scribers.
The editorial work on this book has been done
altogether by Mr. Presser and if there is any blame
for delay in publishing, it is owing to his having so
“tie time to devote to this interesting work.
We claim that we have one of the most usable
and clear volumes of Handel’s music that has ever
|>een issued. Quite a number of pieces will appear
m this volume that have never appeared before. rl he
“°ok will also have a biographical sketch and a
Portrait of Handel.
As this is the last month for the special offer we
^ould advise ail who wish to secure a copy to send us
f°c in advance, and we will send them a copy of the
b°ok just as soou as it is received from the binder’s.

HANDEL ALBUM,
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We were in hopes of anGURLITT ALBUM, nouncing that the “Gurlitt
Album” was on the market, but
owing to certain improvements in the volume, we are
unable to make the announcement of its completion
this month. Therefore, the special offer will be con¬
tinued until the next issue of The Etude at the low
price of 20c postpaid.
This volume will contain the cream of all of
Gurlitts writings: the editing and annotating of the
work has been done by W. S. B. Mathews who has
taken an unusual interest in the work. All who
expect to get the book at a low price will do well
to take advantage of it during the present montb.

S

CHULZ’ SCALES AND CHORDS will be con¬
tinued at the special- offer price duriug the
present month only. This work is a recent
addition to the “Presser Collection.” In it will be
found all tbe major and minor scales, together with
the common chords presented in convenient and com¬
pact form. It is a useful work, either for reference
or a systematic study of the scales and chords and
is very largely used. Our new edition has been very
carefully prepared and revised, special plates hav¬
ing been made.
During this month the special price will be 10c
postpaid, if cash accompanies the order.

B

ALTZELL’S HISTORY OF MUSIC has been
adopted as a text book by a number of colleges
and schools of music, as it is by far the most
complete, and the only up-to-date history of music, in
one volume, in the English language. The plan of the
work is such as to give the maximum of results with
pupils in return for the minimum of preparation on
the part of the teacher. Test questions, review sugges¬
tions, outlines, paragraph headings, etc., facilitate the
learning and retaining of the lessons. The work is
divided into 60 lessons, which gives sufficient mate¬
rial for a year’s work, allowing time for reviews and
quizzes.
The Nation, of New York, calls it “the most useful
and up-to-date history of music in any language.”
The Times, of New York, says: “For its purpose
this history is unusually good, and an uncommon
skill has been shown in its compilation and in the
arrangement of its parts.” Teachers from all parts of
the United States have written us concerning the
excellent results they secure with their pupils by the
use of the work.
In order to introduce it to the attention of teachers
before the new musical season is at hand we will send
one copy, postpaid for $1.00 if cash accompanies the
order. The regular price of the book is $1.75, which
itself is much lower than what is usually paid for a
book of nearly 600 pages. You cannot afford to lose this
chance to supply yourself with the latest and best
text book on the history of music at a very low price.
^ UR NEW PREMIUM BOOKLET, in which
there are many new and valuable additions, is
now on the press. Requests for copies will be received
and filled as soon as the book is ready for mailing.

L

OUIS KOHLERS PROGRESSIVE STUDIES
in Passage Playing for Equalizing the Hands,
Op. 85, will be continued at the special intro¬
ductory price during the current month. These
studies have been added to the “Presser Collection,”
and will be gotten out in fine style from specially
prepared plates. No better work can be found to
follow Duvernoy, Op. 120, Book I, or any other founda¬
tional studies.
_ ,
During the current mouth we are offering these
studies complete in one volume for 20c postpaid, if
cash accompanies the order.

L

OUIS KOHLER’S STUDIES IN PARALLEL
MOTION, Op. 60, has also been added to the
“Presser Collection.” These studies are espe¬
cially helpful for the development of foundational
mechanism and incidentally for the equalizing of the
hands. The chief advantage is that in each exerc.se
the bands move together in parallel motion. Each
studv is a continuous passage in 16th notes, various
scale and arpeggio forms being used. This work will
prove especially useful for regular daily practice.
During the current month we will offer this work
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This work, by J. Cree Fischer,

PIANO TUNING. is *OW in‘he hands of ‘he ^
setter, and we are in hopes of
having it ready by early fall. At the present time
there is an increased interest taken in tuning. Num¬
erous schools have started up in which tuning is
taught in a systematic way. Unfortunately there is
not a good scientific work ou the subject published
at the present time. The work we have in press is
the first one that will set forth this subject in such
a way that it can be understood by those who have
no knowledge whatever of the subject.
As usual we will offer the book at an unusually
low price. A' work of this kind will not retail for
less than $2.00; until the book appears on tbe market,
our special price is 75c postpaid.

C

ZERNY’S SELECTED STUDIES, Yol. II,
edited by Emil Liebling, is now off tbe press,
and Volume III is very nearly ready. As in
the case of Volume I, the number of advance orders
for Volume II has been very large and the interest
displayed has been most flattering. Volume II is a
splendid collection of 72 pages, containing 36 studies.
The editorial work has been excellently done
throughout, the copious annotations being useful and
attractive. Volume II contains the very best of
Czerny’s intermediate studies.
Volume III will be made up from Czerny’s more
advanced studies. Volumes I and II may no longer
be obtained separately at the special price, but we are
offering during the present month VOLUME III at
the special price of 25c. Also we are offering
Volumes II and III, if ordered together, for 50c
postpaid, if cash accompanies the Older, or Volumes
I, II and III together for 75c If the books are to
be charged, postage will be additional.

T

HE EASY DANCE ALBUM, announced last
month, is rapidly nearing completion, but we
will continue the special offer on this work
during the current month. This work has been
planned in response to a very general demand for a
collection of easy dances, similar in style to our
“Modem Dance Album,” attractive but of a more
elementary degree of difficulty. TKis collection will
be made up from some of our very best and most
popular dances in tbe early grades, and will consist
of waltzes, two-steps, polkas, etc., all well adapted for
dancing purposes, either in the home or the dancing
school.
For introductory purposes the special price will be
20c if cash accompanies the order. If tbe book is
charged, postage will be additional.

T

HE ETUDE for any of the three summer months
for 25 cents cash with the order is the best
trial subscription offer we ever had or ever can
make. Send it to four of your friends who are inter¬
ested in music. It will be the best dollar you have
invested for a long time.

S

TRINGS. This bouse carries a full line of
strings for all instruments. We give special
attention to strings suited to tbe various
seasons of the year. When in need of violin strings
for the summer let us send you the silk string we
handle, a brand of E string giving satisfaction when¬
ever used. Tbe price is 15 cents, net, eacli—or we will
make a special price for August of $1.25 per dozen,
postpaid, for cash with order.
Judging from the enthusiastic letters we receive
from time to time, every reader appreciates the fact
that The Etude should he on every piano. Believing
that our readers would like to help us in bringing
this publication to the attention of piano owners, we
would like to have an opportunity to mail a sample
copy to each of your friends who are known to own
pianos, and are interested in the highest and best in
music.
Please use a plain postal card: across the top of the
narrow side write
“the etude on every plv.no,”
then write plainly the names and addresses of three
or more of your friends. If you will make out a card
as directed and sign your name and address, we will
be glad to acknowledge your courtesy on our new
beautiful souvenir postal card of some famous musi¬
cian and his birthplace. The card will be suitable to
retain in a souvenir postal album collection.

THE
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Collection
of Standard studied and piece*, well
edited and carefully printed on the
finest paper.
Attractively and sub¬
stantially bound in book form.
At
small price* and subject to a liberal
professional discount.
PIANO
37. Bach J. 8. Util* Prelude* (Or«ra). . *0.40
8H,
Two Part Ineeotlun* (Orem).*0
31)
Thru® Part Invention® (Orem).»°
• —— - Part Invention*
(Orel
.Beethoven L. van. Selections tit
Plano Works (Premier).
. Boren* H. Op. 01. Book I, New Bchi
of Velocity..
Htudle* wltliont
Op. 70, Fifty Btudlei
Octave* ..
Op. 73, Twenty Studli
Octave* .. Berttnl H. Op. 29, Twonty flv* Htudli
. BleM A. Op. 80, The Elemr»‘- of
Plano Playing. .
__F. **“
.... J00, Tw*nly-flve
. Burgmtillar
Ea*y and Progrewlve Hluille*...
!. Chopin P. Walt***.
I. Clement! M. Sonatina* (Kohler).....
5. Ooncone J. Op. 24, 25 Melodic Studies
I. Caerny 0. One hundred Recreation*. .
>.
Op. 189, 100 Progressive Htudlee
without Oetave*.
).
Op. 299. The School of Velocity. .
).
Op. 7
-*
>.
Op. »»», *Dexterity .
Ecoie du
J. Duvernoy J B.
Mecanisme .
».
Op. 17D, Eeolc Primal re.• •
t. Ourlltt C. Op. 101, Album Leave* for
the Young.•••••••
(. Heller 8. Op. 45, 85 Metodlou* Hi.idle*.
).
Op. 40, 80 Progressive Btttdle*
Op. 47.’ 25 Htudlee for Rhythm end
Expression .■••••■ *
I. Jensen A. Op. 17, Pleinree of Travel,
2 Books, eeeh.
:. Her* H. Scales snd Exercises. . .... .
I. Kohler L. Op. 5<>. 20 (ftl*t) Studies,
i.
Op. 60. Htudle* in Psrallel Motion. .
I.
Op. 85, Progressive Htudlee In
Passage Playing.......
I.
Op. 157. 12 Little Hiudiri.
1.
Op. 190. The Very Plrst Exercise*.
I.
Op. 243, Children's Friend, 2 Books
[.
I.
I.
I.

0**349.' Practical Method'.'Book I.
Op. 249. Book II
•,•••• .
Op. 349. Hooke I and II, combined. 1
Op. 300, Practical Plano School,
3 Bonk*, each.....
. Krug D. Op. 75. Technical Htudlee...
i. Kuhlan F. Sonatinas.
Kuhner 0. The Etude School for Plano
Players.
I.
Book I. lower Elementary Grade.
Book It. Higher Elementary Grade.
Book If I-IV. Lower Medium Orade,
17-18.
BookVvi.' Higher Medium Grade.
10-20.
Op.' 87. 50 JuvcnltV Studies
86-88.
22-24.

Op. 65. Studies for Technic and
Expression, 3 Hooka. each.
Op. 65, Complete. 1
Op. 66, Progressive Studies, 8 Book*,
each .
Op. 66. Complete
Melodious Practice
9 Books, a
Pier

61. Mendelssohn F. Hong* without Word*
(Kullakt ...1
88. Plschna. Dor Kleino Pischna. 48 Exerciacs (B. Wolff). 1
84. Plaidy L Technical Studies.
80. Bohmltt A. Op. 16a. Preparatory Ex. .
88. Hehttlx. r. A.
Scales and Chords
49. Sonatina AIbnm. 30 Favorite Sonstin**, Rondos and Piece* (Kohler)
67. Btreahbog L. Op. 68, 12 Melodious
Btudis*.
FOUR HANDS
68. DlabeUi A. Op. 149. 28 Melodlou*
Studies on Five Not**.........
62-68. Rolling C. Op. 366. Teacher snd Pupil,
2 Hook*, each. ■ ■ 1
54-55. Low J. Teacher and Pupil. 2 Book*.
Mosakowtki Mi Op. 21,'Spanlah Dance* 1
VOCAL
AM, T. Pracllcal Singing Tutor. Baa*
I.

Practical Binging Tutor. Meno-Sop.
Complete . l.Sf
I a. h, e. d. The same In four part*, esch. .5C
I Concone J. Op. 9, 50 Lessons for
Medium Voice.SC
Blebar F. Thirty-*!* Elementary 8messure Vocallao*.
Op. 92. Soprano.5C
Op. 93, Meixo-Soprano.5C
Op. 94, Alto.5C
VIOLIN
; Hohmann C. H. Practical Violin School. 1.5c
The mine in 5 parts, esch.5C
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ETUDE

When The Etl-de wan orig
TEArniNTj
inaiiy started with a definite aim
8PECIAI/riE8.
an(j pUrp0Be< owing to the groat
neceaaity for xuch a journal felt by it» editor and
pnbliabor who was at that time a prominent teacher,
the Idea of a publishing bouse was not thought of.
It hoou became apparent, however, that it was im¬
possible to separate the two. The Etude lias kept to
the front for many year*. The business has grown
to proportions unthought of. The same thought that
lead to the establishment of this paper is still the
reason for the publication of teaching material of the
greatest value, all publishing being done under the
care of a corps of trained and practical musicians and
critics.
Among our late publications to which we would
draw the teachers’ special attention with the purimse
of introducing them into their curriculum for the
coming season, we would mention the “History of
Music" by Ilaltzell, the only real te*t-l)ook on musical
history: Selected “Oseroy” Studies, so ably compiled
edited, etc., by that well-known teacher, Mr. Kinil
Melding of Chicago—in fact a new graded course of
studies for the piano; the compilation now in press of
Ourlitt's compositions, and the same of Handel's, for
the piano; “Her Kleine Plschna,’’ etc.
We would like to send a bundle of our new pub¬
lications to any teachers or schools who are Interested
with the idea of examining them preliminary to their
use during the coming school season. They could
then be placed on the regular On Sale account.
Along with our publishing business we carry on the
largest mu«w supply house direct from publisher to
teacher that exists to-day In the world. We hope that
we can carry out to the letter our constant rule of
attending to every order the day it is received. We
make every effort to do this and onr whole equipment
Is toward that end. Let us send to all interested
our catalogues, terms, rates of discount and a full
explanation of onr method of dealing, which is unique.
The original plan under which this business is
carried on hna Indeed revolutionized the music dealing
business of this country. Why not receive these
benefits at first hand?
PUPILS’ RHYTHMICAL PROBLEMS.
BY MAUDE SALISBURY.
It is naual for ua to find some idea of rhythm in
young pupils. Experiments with children in the pub¬
lic school kindergartens show that, as a rule, they
have a very good feeling for time in mnslc. They
are taught to march, to skip, or to run on tip toe.
as the music tells them. The results are very satis¬
factory. They notice the change in time, no matter
how quickly the player changes from one rhythm to
another. The same experiment ia tried in the motion
games with music. The children can easily detect
tiro difference between the movement of a “slumber
song” and n “marching song”.
This training must begin from the very first of a
child's musical education. Technic is made such an
end in music, that unless the feeling for rhythm
Is developed in the early grades the pupil will probably
nover be a good timist. The lessons should begin
with the scales played in whole, half, quarter, eighth,
sixteenth notes, and triplets, with good strong accents.
The pieces and studies for beginners should not
contain dotted notes, but should have a well marked
motion. This is the reason dance forms are used
so extensively with beginners. Yet, if used entirely
they do not develop the child's taste along especi&lly
artistic lines, so we hare another style of music for
children, containing such rhythmical pieces as “boat
songs.” “swing songs” and “lnllabys.” What could be
more charming than the slumber songs and similar
Pico's by Ethelbert Nevin and Jessie Gaynor? Here
we find that a child can detect the rhythm more
easily in the song than in the purely instrumental
forms.
After the more simple rbymthical figures have been
introduced and understood, the dotted notes may be
taken up. and the triplet, the groups of four, five, six,
seven, and larger irregular groups, as found in
Chopin’s works.
One of the best ways of overcoming time difficul¬
ties and making good readers as well, is the playing
of duets; the results of this exerdse can hardly be
overestimated. This kind of playing may be com¬
menced from the very beginning as there are some
exceedingly interesting arrangements with only scales
for a basis, and this work may be kept up throughout
the stndy of music.
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KUNIORESQUES.
BY AI-FRED H. UAUSKATII.

PIANO TONING PATS

A Fatal Serenade.
I have received “Greene's Standard Graded Coura*
Kinging." Vol. 4 This volume, like the preceding «n™'
la all that is claimed for It—a safe guide for yuan*
teachers to use with pupils.—Edyar IF. Sutcliffe.
‘
I have received the “Loesehhom Studies.” Book I
They are very Interesting and melodious studies and I
shall use them lu my teaching.—U. C’. Ummmond.

.actory for that grade of vocal study. I shall ?>c rl,„
to use this course as I can In my teaching.—Marlon IV
Soules.
1 have received the "Standard Graded Course of 81a*.
Ing“ and am delighted with It. It covers the groutS
thoroughly, and 1s the best book published of Its kind.—
Euyene Feuehttnyer.
I have received "Loeschhorn. Op. B2.” These I_
Studies make a pleasing recreation lu the pupil's r<
of work.—Audrey Iless.
The Morris Chair premium Just received In fine «
tlon, and I am very much pleased with It. You are
talnly liberal to your subscribers and patrons, i
proud of my comfortable premium. Tub: IKtcob grew,
better as It grows older. I shall continue ti
word for It.—Mrs. J. B. (Mlcsple.
I wish to thank you for Thb Etude premium given for
two subscriptions. The “Concert Album” Is a grin In
Itself.—Hiss U. Coymccll.
I am well pleased with the album of music, entitled
“Musical Pictures.” and you can send me three mor,
copies.—L. B. Qalloup.
In the “Czerny-Llebllng Studies” n great task la easily
accomplished.—it. S. Watts.
I want to say only a word In praise of Tun Etcds.
It Is simply Indispensable In teaching, uud Is worth tbrr.
t of the subscription price.—Mrs. A. II
I would like to say that I have taken Tint Etcds
for a number of years and cannot do without It. The
journal contains many valuable things that aid In
teaching.—iltss Mae Evhomo.
I use Tub Etude largely among my students, and hope
that ere another year there will be an Btudb In every
musical home In I'oncn City. It Is the moat complete
magazine I ever had.—Mrs. J. B. Norton.

spec
<$^0TICES
Professional Want Notices are inserted at a co«t of
tnts per word, cash with order. Buxine** Notice*. w»

PIANO TEACHERS WHO WOULD BE WILLING W
devote a small portion of their leisure time to P‘«“n'
work with the result of obtaining a new piano or aiasaard make with no cash outlay, address. W. C. J., tsn
of The Etude.__
WANTED—T II O R O U O H. PRACTICAL EXPER
lenced Voice Teacher to drill Sightsinging, Operetta.-w
tatlona Classes. Elmwood Conservatory, :_[
Buffalo,
»•
WANTED—POSITION BY EXPERIENCED PU?»
teacher* graduate In music department of school, ow
preferred. A. It., care of The Etude.
_
_
ORGANISTS, WHETHER BEGINNERS OR TjlOcb
well advanced, who desire thorough practical Instractioe
as church or concert organists, or to prepare lor.
amlnatlons of the American Guild of Organists, soaia
well to communicate with Mr. Frederick Mnxson. or
■idelphia. seventy of whose pupils huve held churen
Ilona. Sec advertisement on another page of tm» ” _
WANTED—POSITION IN SCnOOT, BY TIIOROrjdj
teacher of harmony, counterpoint, composition, Inatrs
tatlon. Miss M. ftlaliop, Seymour, Conn._
WANTED—RY COMPETENT MUSICIAN. UOSITR^
to teach piano and harmony In college or semu***
Address. Miss II. Denny, Valparaiso. Ind._YOUNG I.ADY. ACADEMY GRADUATE ACT**j
dent of N. E Conservatory. Boston, desires
assistant piano teacher In a girls' school. Adarrm.

A test of greatness to which, tflniost without
ception. the great masters can be subjected '*
test of reduction. That is to say, if a work ha*
root of the matter in it, its character will not ^
gethcr disappear in a pianoforte version. Tru°’ •
cannot reproduce the color and richness of
scores on that useful but imperfect instrument*
nt least the melody remains. Can anyone *1° j
that much would remain of the work of
^
Strauss when shorn of and stripped of its tremf^ ,
orchestral trappings?—C. L. Graves its “Dire™*0*1
a Music-Lover.”

Tbe time ia here and so is he—
He sung bis little song for me—
The jolly little skeeter-bug.
With blade so sharp, that fits so snug.
He sung one long, triumphant C,
And I was playing in that key.
“My friend," I said, "you're out of tune."
"Not so, not so,” he said full soon.
My L. H. got quite off the track.
While It. H. dealt us both a whack.
“I beg your pardon, air,” I said,
“I'm out of tune, but you are—dead.”
—By Alfred H. Hausrath.
Child: “Mother, won’t you please make our piano
talk?"
Mother: “That I cannot do, my child."
Child: “O, ia ours a dumb piano?"

Our Graduates Earn $5 to
SI O Per Day the Year Round
I

''
t
e»w«*. Wr u*.i. PIANO
? 1 UNIXU. ACTION HU.IIll
f, ,1 INO, Void So. AND FIXE
pi
HKI'AIIU.Xu. *11 lnua»|ir*tli.*1,

MASTER FOR LIFE.
'LY FKEK A TUHR-A-ITIONK. *l*» * eeiting
i upright FI A NO ACTION, *!«*> IN*

Frankie: “Ma. I've decided to give up piano playi«*.“
Ma : “Why. what-"
Trankie: "Yen; its no use, the pianoforte is not my
*°rte; baseball is my forte."

6) You can usually etrimat* with reasonable
accuracy the inielledual aspirations in a home
by the class of twsoks in the library
^ An Everett in the musii loom denotes
music*I culture throughout the home.
4 The greater sum necessity in the purchase
of an Everett doe* not constitute a latget ex¬
pense account, but is an additional investment
in a finet and more valuable ptoperty.

1 It you are really tnterwted in the pur< haw
of a piano, write us and we will give you fact*
which attest the above.

The John Church Company
Naw York

Chicago

Ou .... ./ The Mote'll home Cemferny. IlMn, Meet.

BECAUSE

WHY
SHOULD I j[
USE THE

If a piano costs $300, is tuned four (lines a year
at $2.00 a tuning, how much is it worth after twenty*
Bve years of moderate abuse?
Answer: About $25.00. In other words, the more
money yon spend on it the less it is worth.

“I do so love the accordion." said Mrs. Lowly, after
her son had feasted their guests on its harmonic jam
for half an hour.
“nnd I hope you may live to see your love grow
•add." said Mrs. Hylie, in a dangerously semi-audible,
■eliloquiziiig whisper.

The best symbol of smmkW culture

Cincinnati

IIakd on Her Sex.
Mrs. Mayborlie: “How is little Helen getting on
with her music?”
Mr*. Wisely: “Very well, indeed, considering she ia
studying with a ‘lady teacher.’ ’’

The low-grade amateur had just finished an assault
upon (he new piano. “Villain!" said the piano, in a
•brill overtone, “you have played me false.”

The Everett Piano

4 The gieater durability of an Everett snd
the mote perfect achievements resulting front its
use are the estra dividends you receive on a
judicious purchase.

Heb Definition or It.
Georgie: “Say, sister, do you know what a metro¬
nome is?"
Sister (who is studying music) : “Indeed I do, my
Metier lias one. it’s a pernicious little instrument
that keeps time like a mule.”

Fat (to the mandolin player, after his solo at the
“stag") : “01 say, me lad, take an old rounder’s ad¬
vice and quit dhrinking."
IVrformer: “But I don't drink.”
Pat: “Ah, gwun now, ye enn’t fool me, Oi’ve had
delirium tremens mesclf. You've got to have a steady
band for your work.”
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VIRGIL
PRACTICE
CLAVIER?

*eli.”—(Rsv.fC. D Niiaucu, II
“I
836 UA wok *»4 8312 Ik* l**t I*
ml r*(«il*tlnc piano* '-Joaara Ousts*, A
LET US MAKE YOU LIKEWISE PROSPEROUS

THE NILES BRYANT SCHOOL
OF PIANO TUNING
204 Music Hall,
LE CREEK,

MICH.

S
;I
t
11

It I* Ml'iwtm l<« all
"’"''..on* .!« surname .4

**,k*

uorii:,.rruua,;^"d

hw4 hr Co*)<c Twin, to
a*aub*wn4. U4**4 twin b;
Tbr Virgil l^racticc Clavier Co.
704 n.liree BuOdioa. Nw, Verb

The Charming New Two-step Intermezzo.

rf£j?

n

dfS AZALEAS

>'hlch ha* set IbepeoH# keepln* Its**—

,EST«oCHEAPEST HOUSE

For Brain Workers
Horsford’s Acid Phosphate

A Tragedy.
•t all happened near the bridge. Clutched by the
,n * deathlike grip, tbe iioor thing gave one
Piercing shriek and—the second number wns under full
swing.

Strengthen* the exhausted snd confused
brain, relieves nervous headache and induces
refreshing sleep. A wholesome tonic.

A Musical Cognomen.
“The paragraph in ‘Snap Shots About Town’ yes
pHiay about the Greek with the long name.” said a
former Washingtonian, “reminded me of a similar
that was a byword among the young people
Washington in my youth.
. * "ether it was a myth or not, I do not know, but
current belief that a certain Polish music
rariw-r was entitled to bear the euphonious name of
HalifuxiUp^v.imani-ikowski.’ Where the myth—if
.7** mvth—originated. I never knew, but it wna
uwpiiciHv believed bv a large circle of people. We
*" sing it to the tune of ‘Yankee Doodle.’ thus
"T* ',r Ha!ifiisikapavamanisikowslri and Mrs.
a^|*wikapay*iKmisikownki.’
>L”— -V. Y. Globe.

boston school of
PIANO TUNING

nuts'®

MJ.. t! ,*-.t*UMI«T-.kWkb
_
^-MRoaonwMTit* TnUL
J WPEPPtW 6'** LOCUST S” PHILAPA PA
SOUVENIR POST CARDS
r.msjoH---I-——

CHaS- P- DOLAN. Director
Fanarriy Head Cowcell Y5»e^for Cbickrritig *< S^a.

YOUR MUSIC IS TORN!!!

our Twrirru gap-

It will take on# minute to repair it by tiling

MULTUM-IN-PARVO BINDING TAPE

LEARN PIANO TUNING
If voo have talent m»ke jl.OW li*2L!!r!LirtI m„ ind
everywhere. We r»« » '"T
fn t,.|! Fort- '**r»’
guarantee su-1 ew or 'erwe .
,«mHed Ihi. <Je!l«t.t»ol
•tnrnrnct- »“• f***i>°s *_,i< in,.r<«i «•««.

$.yard roll f white linen or 10-yard
roll of paper. **C oach. po.tnnid.
II feme wane Owlet A -a M terry II XKJtl) TO
Thco Presier, Philadelphia. Pa.,
or MolteaHe-Parve Bla«er Co.. *24 »rc> St., P*He.. Pa.
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Bullelip
Cremonatone
Violins
prominently as do
Lyon & Healy Cremonatone Violins have the true Italian character
the Cremonas of the 18th century.
possessed
Age is the only thing needed to give them all the flex'bility and breadth of
by the violins of the old Italian masters.
Our Cremonatones are made by the most skilled artists i:i the world. Every particle, of
material entering into their construction is the best procurable. Each instrument requires
from one to five years in the making. Their Italian varnish is exclusively a Lyon & Healy
feature.
Violinists who have despaired of ever obtaining a satisfactory ins rument outside of the
rather limited stock of high-priced old ones are cordially invited to order a Cremonatone
n trial.
Cremonatones are sold for cash or on installments.
Lyon & Healy Cremonatone, G 1135, a re¬
production of the celebrated Vieuxtemps
Stradivarius.$125.0#
& Healy Cremonatone, G 1151. By
Lyon & Healy Cremonatone. G 1161. By
reatest living Italian maker. The
same maker as 1151. A reproduction of the
li Guarnerius reproduced.$165.09
Paganini owned by the city of Genoa.$250.00
Order one today.
, Write for a FREE copy of Lyon & Healy’s Musical Handbook, fully describing Cre¬
monatones, and also thousands of oth r articles of interest
to musicians. Address

LYON & HEALY, 29 Adams Street, Chicago

MUSICAL LITERATURE:
{ ANY MUSICAL BOOK

No matter where published or by whom, we can supply at the (
f --- lowest possible price. We carry a very complete stock.
i
i
Special prices for large orders and to LIBRARIES
6
#

Write for Estimates before purchasing elsewhere ,
We are the publishers of the most used and important educational works issued during recent years
I

{ THEO. PRESSER, 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. Pa. '

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
THE SECRET
OF SUCCESS 'mg"uryour
success depends upon how thoroughly and rapidlyyou succeed in advancV
pupils. If you have the reputation of getting better results than your

--|-you need not woiTy about business. If you will simply send us a
will send you circulars, il
rations and specimens of work, showing conclusively how The
Cooke-Keller Combination Music Staff Ruler can Increase
the' Interest
* finds fo\ ' efficiency of your
pupils at least SO per cent. That means an increase of so per cent, in your earnings as soon~as**the public
-.
_ ar added worth.
Dr. William Mason, Dr. Frank Dainrosch, Dr. Henry Hanchett, Arthur Classen, E. M. Bowman, Louis
Saar N.Coe
- Victor
-Saar,
Stewart and
m.'iv
nany others hav.
have used ai
.nH -nrim-i ,hjs ru|er jn highest terms. Let us help yor *--’ 'increased’ artistic ability and financial
success. Investigate now. Don’t wait until the rui sh of the season commences. I
Introduction price to
teachers 91.00. Ruler sent by registered
THE COOKE-KELLER COMPANY, 708 Habey Street, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
ZABEL BROTHERS

Music

Printers
AND ENGRAVERS

.
’ in the June number of Th,
Etude have called forth an anonymous protestation 7a
some warmth on account of my classification of cartafe
pianists. Discussion is usually a sign of healthy activity
and its results are apt to be beneficial all around. aV
Important element in successful discussion, however i.
careful attention to the subject in hand. Unfortunatelr
this critical writer failed to remark that I was
selecting the most eminent among living pianists for e»7
tain specific qualities. My answers read as folfow,
“Among the pianists referred to, Teresa Carrefio, Mark
Hambourg. Harold Bauer, Busoni. D Albert and Paderoi
ski, etc.
My failure to place Godowsky among the
leading technicians need cause no alarm because “B 8"
did not ask Information about him. Here again m
words were : “The greatest technician of this group etc’’
Nor did "E. S." seek to know about the technical enuin
ment of Moritz Bosentbai or Isidor Philipp, neither of
whom need fear comparison In matters technical with
any pianist. It is an unprofitable employment to attemnt
to establish definitely the relative qualities of living artists, and one that I should seek to avoid If possible.
One artistic personality appeals more to one individually
and rice versa. Moreover, two disputing critics may take
as the basis of discussion different performances or even
periods of life. For example. I have onlv heard Godow¬
sky in this country. I understand that bis development
in Europe has been something phenomenal. Of this I
have no experience. Similarly I have onlv heard Teresa
Carrefio and D'Albert in this country. As to the for¬
mer. I should never consider her as an artist of highest
attainments from the broadest standpoint; an unusually
brilliant technician, decidedly a great rirtuosa, but
nothing that would Justify a pre-eminent position on
all-round qualifications. In thj same way D'Albert, from
what I have heard from him, had too many limitations
from the standpoint of tone, accuracy of technic and
even versatility in interpretation to take the highest
position which my correspondent generously gives him.
On the other hand. Busoni's playing of Bach and Liszt
(in America I seem to me to surpass any living pianist
in the performance of works by these composers. Relsenauer, whom, to be sure, I have heard only with orchestra.
I should unhesitatingly characterize as an uninteresting
artist. It would seem as if there could be little variation
of opinion about de Pachmann. but as “E. S.” did not
ask for an estimate of his artistic worth, it would have
been superfluous to descant upon his many excellences.
I think there Is little doubt that the visiting pianist Is
handicapped in many ways, most noticeably by an un¬
familiar instrument. But why confine any discussion
of living pianists to Germany alone? Surely in Paris,
such artists as Raoul Pugno, Louis Dlhmer, Edouard
Risler, Leon Dels fosse and many others, possess qualifi¬
cations that would place them high in any international
competition, while the Russian pianist. Josef Lhevinne,
who has recently paid us a flying visit, is not only a mar¬
velous technician, but a versatile interpreter as well.
As for that, here In America, Edward MacDowell, before
his health was so cruelly shattered. Interpreted his
music in a way that put him into the front ranks of
pianists. In an art that is so ultra-prolific in disciples
as modem piano playing, it is virtually impossible to
select the greatest in this or that respect. No artist is
Infallible, and the most gifted are often the most vari¬
able.
C. B. A.—In reply to your question as to the procedure
In publishing a song: After your song has been accepted
by a music publisher, the next step Is to secure per¬
mission either from the publisher of the poem employed
as text, or from the author himself, to use the words.
This permission mav be obtained for the United States
or for International copyright. In some cases the pub¬
lishers gladly allow the use of poems gratis, in other
cases, they “hold-up" the composer for sums of varying
size. The Copyright Department of the Library of Con¬
gress will send you a circular of information as to toe
steps necessary to secure copyright privileges.
T. 1). H — In playing octaves legato, while of course
It is of importance to connect the outer fingers closely, n
is equally necessary to train the thumb to pass from note
to note without noticeable gap by means of special exer¬
cises. One of the best of these Is to play the chromatic
scale, one octave beginning with C. for the thumb alone.
Empfoy different tempi, but be sure that the slow pre¬
dominate. The ascent from a white to a black key can
he acquired in a short time bv sliding the thumb inwaro
along the kev so that the tip can reach out tor tne
adjacent black key. After some proficiency Is KalnP
in this, try the chromatic scale slowly In octaves, t*
sure the wrist is free.
II.
present
director
o the Paris Conserva...i XV.—The
- j4m
. _
most eminent comGabriel
Faur#.
.... He has taught^’
’"s generation In Fra
years. While
position at the Conservatory for several year*
best known, perhaps, for his masterly and poet c song •
he has composed much graceful piano music, n violin
piano sonata In A, Op. 1.1, a piano quartet Op. 15.
music for Maeterlinck's play, ‘Tell#as and Mejimin
(which Debussy Infer used as the (ext for his epop
making opera 1, n cantata “The Birth of Venus, am
Requiem. His latest composition is a quintet for mu
and strings. Faurfi was chosen to fill the place or J‘
dore Dubois, well-known as the composer of music
organ, orchestra, an oratorio, etc., who was vmsni
forced to resign owing to a scandal concerning tne •
elusion, on account of favoritism, of n talented 7 “»
composer from participation in the competition ior
PriT dr Home.
pv
Inquirer.—The latest book on C(5»ar Franck w 4
his pupil and close friend, the eminent
„ eporl8.
teacher. Vincent DTndy. published by Felix Alcan. *»■
D'Indy Is peculiarly well fitted for his task, a nit n
been allowed access to much that would he denied^
ordinary investigator.
The book contains « ®
Franck's life ami character; a detailed study of ^
growth of his musical Individuality, nnalvses o 8S
principal works: an account of his accomnilsinnem
a teacher, and of his wlde-snrend Influence <>“ ~
younger generation of French musicians. There
a complete list of Ids works, and a bibliography- . ..
chief articles In Enelish on Franck are those conW^
in Arthur Elsnn's "Modem Cemmsers of K,l™Pwfl9en
In "From Grieg to Brahms ” by Daniel Gregory

Director,

-

- E. R. KROEGER

Voice, John Towebs.
Piano, W. it
Violin, Ms*- Kuxkelbubo. Piano. E. Bar
Pine Organ. 24 instructors. Beautiful buildings, large
gvmnsdum. Best musical instruction in the West. Pine
Boarding Department. Address for catalog
Pres. Anna Sneed Cairns, - St, Louis, Mo,

Beethoven Conservatory of Music
St. Louis* Missouri.
The oldest, largest and beet music school in the State. All
branches of music taught. Send for handsomely illustrated
catalogu to the
BROTHERS EPSTEIN, Directors, N. W. Corner Taylor 4 Olive

‘The Pianist’s Mental Velocity”
By SILAS G. PRATT
A guide to sight-reading. Every Teacher and Student of
Music should have it.
Write for descriptive circular

SOME FIRST PIANO PIECES
With and Without Words
THE MUSIC BY
MRS. CROSBY ADAMS
0P.12.OUTUNE MELODIES Op. 14. TONE STORIES
ar.
—
-.
. Stor
Go. I. Harp Song.
No. i. The Clock
TheRainyPienicMoraing
“ &ries,' Dancing Song. ‘ 2.
3. Doll s Lullabj.
U 3- Brownie Step.-,.
Mailing Price, 22c.
4- The Fairy Raindrops.
Op. 15. CHURCH MUSIC
Mailing Price, 22c.
A Sunday Group.
Op. 13. FOUR DUETS
No. i. a. Hymn-tune in F major.
h Hymn-tune In D major
For Two Beginners
a. Hymn-tune. “Thou
at0* *• batman’s Tune.
Who Dost.”
•• V r,!’? Nodding Grass-star
b. Hymn-tune, "O God
3- Old hoik Melody.
4- A Voyage.
Mailing Price, 32c,
CROSBY ADAMS, Oak Park, III.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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D. A. S.—To__
t indistinctness in legato
practice them staccato,__
~ “'"o-with variety of ac<_
wJLl Jhel,p t0 make the fingers more
-s independent
independent. The
conterolfla8t CltJ WiU help greatly I* securing rhythmical
,, T-..1* A.—In answer to your request for biographical
£e„taila 'once™inS Dr. Carl Muck, the new leader of the
Boston Symphony Orchestra, the following is given. Born
Diin^mdt Germany, Oct. 2d, 1859. fie was intp"de‘i ,,t0,if.0 0w ,th<! career of a government official
and studied towards that end at the University of Heidelin^Der a year at Heidelberg he went to Lelpslc,
“f at Dte University and also at the Conservatory
1 ,1
ob!?lne<1 ,the degree of Doctor of Phil¬
osophy and then devoted himself exclusively to music,
™aa;nS bis debut as a pianist at the Gewandhaus in
v,,-t
ie, ?oon af,,PI' became operatic conductor at
Zurich, Salzburg and Graz. In 1886 he became first
conductor at Prague, where he remained six years. Then
he was conductor of Angelo Neumann's traveling compuny, a position once held by Anton Seidl. lie appeared
in Berlin as a "guest” conductor, and in 1892 was ap¬
pointed Capelimeister of the Royal Opera, Berlin, where
he now is. He comes to Boston, only through leave of
absence from the Emperor himself. Dr. Muck is regarded
as an exceedingly able conductor; he has led the Vienna
Philharmonic Society, and various German orchestras

made some alterations of generally accepted __ _
indicated many additions. These, however, are usually
"“T plausible,
and invariably *--A
-—
-----Ml-|
.a . good taste,
while the
;erlnf- is
!fingering
masterly. The Breitkopf and Iliirtel edition

prints text and fingering as Chopin left it without ad¬
ditions or “editing'^ of any kind. Some of Godowsky’Chopin studies are published by G. Schirmer, New York,
the most ambitious of them, and the most interesting
technically, a series of about 50 are published In Berlin.
A. B. XV.—“The Mastersingers of Nuremberg" was in¬
tended by Wagner to be a satire on the reception of his
own music, by the conservative musicians of his time.
Walter, with nis new and incomprehensible melody, was
to represent Wagner's music, the narrow, hide-bound
music of the pedantic Mastersingers stood for his il¬
liberal contemporaries. Curiously enough, Bach had the
same idea a century before In his cantata "The Contest
between Phoebus and Pan,” in which he symbolized the
opposition between the composers who used the old
church modes, and his own device of equal temperament
bringing in the Idea of tonality. Richard Strauss has
since done the same thing in that section of his gigantic
tone-poem "A Hero’s Life", entitled “The Hero's Op¬
ponents” and again in the so-called “Battle Scene” in
the same poem. In the former passage it is even sug¬
gested that the notes plaved by the tubas form the
initials of a critic notably hostile to Strauss. Max Reger
lias attempted a similar effect in a sonata for violin

HOME NOTES.
Thu Monroe School or Music gnve its seventeenth
annual concert June 15. The Monroe Symphony Or¬
chestra, Mr. A. W. Gale, director, assisted.
The Annual Concert of the Sllliman Collegiate In¬
stitute gave its annual concert June 11. Miss L. L.
"’ojiping„ ir
1-*
»*—■- Department.
r,---*■
is director
of the Music
_Normal College of Music, Salem, Ore., Z. M.
Parvln, director, gave its closing recital June 16-19.
n-.-; five graduates and
-,i i,«,a
nie Teachers'
Course.
The Metropolitan Schools of Musical Art, New¬
ark, N. J„ and New York City, Mr. Louis Arthur Rus¬
sell, director, gave a June series of recitals to close the
work of the schools for the season of 1905-1906.
The Wesleyan College of Music, Bloomington, Ill.,
gave its tenth annual concert May 29.
Mr. Wm. F. Bentley, director of the choir of the Cen¬
tral Congregational Church, Galesburg, Ill., has sent o
“ I-of the year-book for 1905-1906.
rship of 115,
held Jul_
The Twenty-first Annual Commencement eonecrv
of the Knox Conservatory of Music, Galesburg, Ill., was
held June 11. There were twelve graduates.
The American Conservatory, Chicago, held Its annual
Commencement exercises June 15. Sixty pupils received
diplomas for piano, singing, dramatic art, elocution, phys¬
ical culture, counterpoint, composition, violin and public
school music. A very large number received certificates
in various branches.
The Kroeger School of Music, St. Louis, held Com
mencement exercises June 14. There were fourteen grad¬
uates in the teachers’ course, two in the collegiate ano
three In the graduate.

Mr. W. L. Blumensciiein, Dayton, _„...j his
Forty-one pnpils
258th-260th pupils' recital June
The Commencement exercises of the Detroit Conserva¬
tory of Music were held June 22. There were fifteen
graduates, and five to receive teachers' certificates.
The Sound Beach (Conn.) Choral Society gave
Haydn's “Creation” June 29, under the direction of Miss
Lucy M. Marks.
The Chorus of the First Presbyterian Church, Hazle¬
ton, Pa., Mr. E. E. Howe, organist, gave a “Handel Even¬
ing" June 19. Choral selections from “Samson" and "The
Messiah” and several instrumental numbers were rendered.
The Commencement of the Tennessee Academy of
Music, F. J. Strahm, director, was held June 5.
The Graduating exercises of the Sickner Conservatory
of Music were held June 12 and 13.
The Commencement concert of the Scio College Con¬
servatory of Music, S. L. Bell, director, was held June 19.
There were four graduates.
Mr. Kendall B. Cressey, organist of the First Con
gregntional Church, Sioux Fa..8, S. Dak., gave two re¬
citals in June last, playing works, with the exception of
several by Mendelssohn, from modern composers.
-__
„„„ IRPmP__
__j Symphonic j
The \Valter Spry Piano School announces the en¬
Etudes, Op. 13. In the latter works the changes are
gagement of Mr. XVilmot Lemont to take charge of the
greatly for the better. A remarkable example of the
elementary department. Mr. Lemont, formerly of the
improvement that may be effected by revision _1S
Faelten Piano School, of Boston, will introduce the
__
„r._, by Edward
second edition of the Marionettes,
Op.
Faelten system into Chicago.
iparing them with the original
MacDowell. Or -—
Mr. Wm. H. Pontius, the well-known American com¬
een that in the second edition
edition it will
poser, will remove from Dubuque, Iowa, to Minneapolis,
•
- expressive,
the piano style is simpler
but“ more
Minn., where he will fill the position of director of the
more Idiomatic bat less difficult, and the changes in the
Stanley Hall Conservatory of Music, Art, Oratory and
pieces themselves are for greater artistic ends. Ihe
Dramatic Art.
added pieces. Prologue and Epilogue, give greater unity
to the entire set. Chopin was exceedingly fastidious
about slight changes in his pieces even after they were
in the publisher's hands—he fairly tortured himself with
BACK TO THE PULPIT.
anxiety over minute alterations until the pieces were
past recall.
G. W. L.—It is better to consider your teaching from
What Food Did for a Clergyman.
two separate standpoints, one of technic including tone,
the other interpretation In the broad sense, including ef¬
fects of performance, pedaling, dynamic indications. By
A minister of Elizabethtown tells how Grape-Nuts
means of this concentration better results will be ob¬
tained If you can persuade the pupil in question to food brought him back to his pulpit: “Some 5 years
abandon the idea of studying any pieces for a conp 1 e ago I had an attack of what seemed to be La Grippe
of months, and devote the time entirely to technical prob¬
lems I am sure she will be rewarded in the end. buch
which left me in a complete state of collapse and I
« resolution takes courage and patience, straight charac- suffered for some time with nervous prostration. My
• -■ Until the pupil’s technical acquirements reach
. unnl- ’- d, time will be lost in attempting to appetite failed, I lost flesh till I was a mere skeleton,
--- --nata, the
Tearn'^aich ^mrks' a's the*1 “^"^"'^^eln^
sonat^V
th^ Cbro- life was a burden to me, I lost interest in everything
matic Fantasie and Fugue,’ by Bach, or ILiszt’s “Waldesand almost in everybody snve my precious wife.
rauschen.
I believe it was Gladstone
time spent in
“Then on the recommendation of some friends I
!
investment^
paid,
a8SimTarly7lm7
What we now Feail "phvsical culture. Similarly time
spent In attacking the technical problems of piano began to use Grape-Nuts food. At that time I was a
miserable skeleton, without appetite and hardly able
fv important not to lose sight of tone-production even in to walk across the room : had ugly dreams at night,
no disposition to entertain or be entertained and be¬
the dryest exercises.
cat?_Two volumes of the new edition of Grove s gan to shun society.
Dietionarv of Music are ready, going through the letter
“I finally gave up the regular ministry, indeed I
? A third will shortly be published. While even now
Jhare are many errors, and omissions, some ridiculous could not collect my thoughts on any subject, and
became almost a hermit. After I had been using the
fTsnensilbfe Ve^peuse'of'X bo°ot L^'Xc%
Grape-Nuts food for a short time I discovered that I
was taking on new life and my appetite began to im¬
^^‘^elpfS^boois^vM^pubUsbed. °^It^ls ma)ccura,t*Ctaml
prove : I began to sleep bettor and my weight increased
nlepaled witll care. The publisher of The Etude can
steadily ; I had lost some 50 pounds but under the new
supply both works.
food regime I have regained almost my former weight
a, , M —The height to which the fingers sbould be and have greatly improved in every way.
lift^d^ndsflJtAl![uponethe
“I feel that I owe much to Grape-Nuts and can
the joints at the knuckles , e„ “uBtnroke The hand is
others, thus permitting a WWg ,m the fingers h|gher truly recommend the food to all who require a power¬
easii.v Strained by
considerations are: first, the ful rebuilding agent delicious to taste and always wel‘ban is natural. Dine
,
when p aying slowly
■ come.” Name given by Pcstum Co., Battle ('reek,
the0<fingers ^f^a^ M WS Mich. A true natural road to regain health, or hold
it, is by use of a dish of Grape-Nuts and cream morn¬
ing and night. Or have the food made into some
larger attack. Witt ^rt^e'pnpifVui usually" find the
of the many delicious dishes given in the little recipe
best Ineans of‘producing1 tbe^ffeot he desires to obtain.
book found in pkgs.
A B h.—The following studies for the left band wm
Ten days’ trial of Grape-Nuts helps many. “There's
be found useful ; “The ^ool for the 1£ft Hand., h
a reason.”
Czerny: "Exercises and Studies for ^^honln.”
Look in pkgs for a copy of the famous little book,
Isidor
Philipp:
of the Left Hand."
“Fifteen
Etudes O,0^°^yrnltivatio?
for the Cumvanonjot
e secured from the pub- “The Itoad to XVellvillo."
hv E R- Kroever. These c
lisher of The Etude.
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NEW YORK MUSIC SCHOOLS
The Hanchett System of

SiS

CORRESPONDENCE
STUDY OF

c

Musical Theory
For

Schools,

Clubs

and

Individuals

The Plan involves the real study of MUSIC—not Playing, Singing or Technique, but MUSIC.
The Idea is the same as that underlying my widely known Recitals.
Send for Circulars.

w‘SmlS"inT'ou'M*or ffiPpu^E.*^"°a<1 ^W"

vilsa?"

Address

DR. HENRY G. HANCHETT, Pianist and Teacher
STEINWAY HALL,

109 e. 14th st..

NEW YORK CITY

INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
S3 Fifth Avenue, New York

The Combs Broad Street
Conservatory

FRANK DAMROSCH, Director

Established and endowed for the education of serious students of music. Offers
all advantages of a European musical education.
Faculty composed of the most
eminent teachers of Europe and America.
Prospectus on application to the Registrar.

VIRGIL
19

PIANO
SCHOOL

West 16th Street, New York

pRIVATE and cl
by a faculty of^artisulacps! 'The

Fall Term Begins

September 19, 1906

dpr

Valuable Special Literature Sent Free
MRS. A. M. VIRGIL, Director
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who can teach sight singing can have a fine paying clas.
ling in the week. The field is wide and ripe, but the
re few. You can learn mv method by correspondence.
Let me send you a free copy of "THE MUSIC TEACHER,” and that will
tell you all about it. Don’t stay in a rut. Get out! Learn new things!
Drop your prejudices 1 DO IT NOW!
TALI ESEN MORGAN, 1947 Broadway, New York

M ONEY

i»A

b’

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OP APPLIED MUSIC
(THE METROPOLITAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC)
EDGAR O. SILVER, President.
212 West 59th Street, New York City.
THE FACULTY AND EXAMINERS

barsas«sas«aJf'

ar begins Monday. September 24th, 1906.
KATE S. CHITTENDEN. Dean of the Faculty

The Master School of Vocal

Music

e Street, Brooklyn, No r York City
:lia Jaeger assisted by ainent faculty In
Madame
all departments.
Mme. Sembrich and David Blspham on Jury
TERM BEGINS OCT. 11th
Catalogues on application

GUSTAV L. BECKER
CONCERT PIANIST, TEACHER, COMPOSER
A large proportion of Mr. Becker's pupils are themselves
teachers. Send for circular with press notices to
1 West 1 04th Street

<^E. PRESSON MILLER-? Mf

-ACBK BFS

Voice Culture

jSjffSIlH

Art of Singing

A.

Clarke
223
South 38th Street

iom-14-15 Carnegie Hall, New York
Mr. Miller will teach through the summer. Specia
advantages to teachers in all branches of voice cultil
vation Large, airy studios, able assistants.
•Send for particulars

New York City
THE PENNSYLVANIA

LEARN TO COMPOSE AND ARRANGE MUSIC
not then convinced you’ll suceed, YOU OWE ME NOTHING. You
must know the rudiments of music and MEAN BUSINESS, other¬
wise, don’t write.
WILCOX SCHOOL OF COMPOSITION,
c. w. wilcox. Dir.
19 Union Square, NEW YORK CITY
or "Hillsdale Manor,” Hillsdale, N. J.. U. S. A.

ADELE JONSSON
PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTION.
BERLIN DIPLOMA.
TERESA CAREMO MHTHOD.
STUDIO—CARNEGIE BALL. Addre& care The " Gains*
boro,” No. 2 West 120th Street, New York, N. Y.
Please mention THE ETUDE when auuressing our advertisers.

|j§§
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COLLEGE of MUSIC
,6,1 GIRARdTve" MU8'CK.ChWCm"ndLER. ewas-T
PltaM “ention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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TO AMERICAN COMPOSERS:

II

FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
for the best composition of that description that shall be submitted to them on the terms given below, viz.:

STRAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER, Philadelphia
^

’wmmmwmww

Messrs. Strawbridge <& Clothier, of Philadelphia, being desirous
of securing a new and original Cantata suitable for rendition by
the Strawbridge & Clothier Chorus, hereby offer a cash prize of

THJRT if-THIRD VEAR^

Detroit Conservatory of Music
FRANCIS I. YORK, M. A,, Director
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JAMo S ?-MBhLL’

It Is Superior Teachers That
Make a Conservatory Famous
YOU WANT THE BEST FOR YOUR CHILD
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BRENAU IfBaBHii
GAINESVILLE

HILL’S 1
PIANO
SCHOOL

CONSERVATORY
GEORGIA

IS

Jamestown-on-Chautauqua,
SHENANDOAH
SCHOOL
DAYTON, VA.

OF

MUSIC

tewwssfai- ss- as

(JORREClIOi>N OF MUSIC MSS.
ALBERT W. BORST

Klindworth Conservatory of Music
371 PEACHTREE ST.,

ATLANTA, OA.

New York.

^

the method, of tbi. tcboel are In no ...pert ..emotyped «prod«.ci4<di* of the method*
of olher Kuropean ..r lllliM lew her*. 1*» *'* the frill .d«I|M
p.yeholOKle.1 *od phjr.Wogk-1 oM*l fUjlP* and M *****
problem* Of tearl.iog They are ,o widely kuoae w
••
rffLiimmc*. that Director Karl II- Hill eouaUully employa four nwl.lai.t.. thfe in a
eneeuTenCHi
u
and li.aeityof
school devotedtnav
eaelu»l»«ly
to pfaooand i„aiiu,l
It* atisen branches,
orancn™,»u
, f./OOialusl.lUnU. ,
FFATURES i World-renowned location. Mr. Hill’* original E*ercl»r.
fo^ Developing and Maintaining Plano Touch Weekly nsualc.U En.etnme
playing twelve.player. ...1* Piano.». Theory cUaaem Llb«ry o< 7M
number*. Readable tuition and living expenaca.
Send for llluatruted Proapecma.

tf

r F

Concerts and Analytical Recitals
Wm. \1 Sherwood,
SHERWOOD MUSIC SCHOOL
*'*»
AdlwifilS^L* HUMPHREY. 7*3 Tim

Build!*, Chicago, III
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Utica, N. Y., -7th Yeai
Conservatory of Music

The Oberlin Conservatory
of Music

ROBERT J. HUGHES, A. M„ Director
EDWARD B. FLECK, Musical Director
ALFRED H. JAY, Secretary
FACULTY OF 17

SKILLED INSTRUCTORS

Heads of Departments:
ROBERT J. HUGHES, A.M., Vocal, Pupil of
BERT HOLDFLEGK, Piano, Pupil of Anton

C. H. H. SIPPEL, F.ILC.O. and L.R.A.M., Organ and
JESSIE E.

College of

year courses at reduced rates

“ssssasiiBassr*
th,

F.
MUSIC offers unusual advantages :

■ -.

Pierce Bldg., Copley Sq., Boston, Mass.

Charles W. Morrison, Director, Oberlin, Ohio.

KINDERGARTEN MUSIC

TEACHING TEACHERS
HOWTO TEACH PIANO

Normal Classes at Studio beginning in October,
February, and July. Correspondence Lessons
during entire season.
Send for circulars.

JOSEPHINE

WOPELL

Voice Specialist

Faculty c
Large 3-manual Koosevelt pipe organ, two vocalions, and 10 pedal organs avail¬
able for organ students.
125 pianos.
It is a department of Oberlin College, and enjoys its intellectua. and social life.
Send for descriptive catalogue and musical year-book. Address,

MISS

W.

—

the study of

1906

A.

A Summer course of twelve lessons in
Touch, Technic, Pedal, etc., and how to apply them

JONES

505 Huntington Chambers, Boston,

Pupils occupy prominent positions as Church Soloists
($200 to $800 yearly), as concert and operatic singers
and as teachers. Thorough course from rudiments to
.coaching in professional repertoire. Assistant instructors
in sight singing, harmony, piano and languages. Each
season pupils brought out in recital, concert
the latter with full stage business, costumes_
tra, under the conductorship of the Director. Martha
(2d act), Love and Whist: A Social Escapade: Miss
Fiirtamine (an original 2-act musical comedy by the
Director), Elijah, Rose-Maiden, etc., have been given by
pupils of this school- Send 2-cent stamp for postage on
free valuable pamphlet on vocal method.

JOHN ORTH, I59A Tremont St. , Boston, Mass

Mass.

Biibrowes Course of Music Study.

KINDERGARTEN AND PRIMARY—INSTRUCTION FOR TEACHERS BY HOME STUDY.
win ,benmaai.ed8C«rr^

KATHARINE.

BURROWES,

WE$T

to'in^iuSth^metR^

/f*47 PARSONS^Tm BWETRWTi

DUNNING SYSTEM OF IMPROVED MUSIC STUDY FOR BEGINNERS
Carrie L. Dunning, the originator of the system, having been called to Germany to place her work in several music schools there, has returned,
bringing with her endorsements of the world renowned masters who acknowledge the superiority of her method of instructing the rudiments of music not
only to children but older pupils as well. The fame of this ingenious system and the phenomenal success it has met with in America had reached Europe to

iiSlSiPs.

Zrgags- EjSsBiia-

together with one describing the Dunning System will be mailed upon application.
The SUMMER COURSE.for the Teachers' Normal Training Class in Buffalo July 5th,
Chicago August 30th, Portland, Oregon, Sept. 9th.

MRiS.

CARRIE

L.

DUNNING,

general knowledge given also -which is invaluable to the teachers. T achers’
norma! training classes will be held in Chicago, Baltimore and New York
to accommodate teachers in the locality.

225

Highland Avenue,

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

Buffalo,

N. Y.

PRICE 15 CENTS

